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Preface

This manual is related to the use of PHATAS release "APR-2005" and "NOV-2003".
Release "APR-2005" and the former release "NOV-2003" were developed as result of activities
making the code suitable for load-set calculations (following G.L., IEC, or NVN) wind turbine
and rotor blade manufacturers, ECN project no. 7.9421. This included among others some
modifications of the input structure, using a global coordinate system (to describe e.g. the wind
loading) that corresponds with the G.L. ’Vorschriften und Richtlinien ’, and improvements of
the control algorithm.

In performing these modifications it was kept in mind that this PHATAS version should be
running under the rotor blade design toolFOCUS , ECN project no. 7.9413.

In addition to the User’s manual (the underlying report) release "APR-2005" is documented in
a validation report (as non-formal ECN note) that focuses on the structural dynamic modelling
of the tower and the turbine-tower interactions.

The most significant improvements issued for release "APR-2005" compared to "NOV-2003"
are an extension to the variables in the binary datafile with the forces in the blade root, adding
some inertia properties of the nacelle, and allowing analysis of towers with a tripod base. Small
improvements on release "APR-2005" may be issued as release "APR-2005b", "APR-2005c",
etcetera. For those releases the input dataset and the format of the binary datafile will remain
the same, which implies that this manual will still be applicable.
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Writing User’s manual requires special attention because it should be compliant with the com-
puter program. In this respect the author would like to thank his colleagues of ECN, Gerben D.
de Winkel of WMC, and Edo Kuipers of CTC for their comments on the PHATAS code and the
manual.
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ABSTRACT

The computer program PHATAS, ”Program for Horizontal Axis wind Turbine Analysis and
Simulation”, is developed for the time-domain calculation of the dynamic behaviour and the
corresponding loads on a Horizontal Axis wind Turbine, HAT. The program PHATAS is avail-
able for use as ”console application” on a PC operating under MS-Windows, on a UNIX work
station, or under LINUX.

The most significant improvement of PHATAS release "APR-2005" and "NOV-2003" compared
to the former releases "OCT-2002" and "JAN-2002" is that they were made more suitable for
load-set calculations, either if used as single application of under the design package Focus. This
manual gives a global description of the type of calculations (PV-curve, dynamic response) that
can be done with PHATAS, while a detailed description is given on all input items of the turbine
and of the tower model. Special attention is paid to the description of the controller while some
explanation is given on the structure for linking additional algorithms, based on a simple yaw
controller.

Descriptions of additional programs provided with PHATAS are added in appendices. Among
these programs are a pre-processor for load-case input files following IEC or GL, and postpro-
cessors to retrieve load-time series or to select extreme loads of a complete load set.

Keywords

Aeroelastic behaviour, Computer program, Design load calculations
User’s manual, Variable speed control, Wind turbine.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a [.] Parameter used to describe the turbulence distribution (App B).
Ca [.] Apparent mass coefficient, used for tower accelerations in water.
CDax [.] Axial force coefficient= Axial force

1/2·ρ·V 2
steady

·π·R2 .

CK [.] Aerodynamic power coefficient= Aerodynamic power
1/2·ρ·V 3

steady
·π·R2 .

CM [.] Water mass coefficient, for a tower in accelerating water= 1 + Ca.
D [m] Diameter of the tower cross section, see chapter 5.
ext [m] Location of teeter hinge behind the rotor centre, see Figure 3.
ez.root [m] Spanwise location of the blade root; ’blade_root_radius’.
g [m/s2] Gravitational constant (= 9.81m/s2).
I15 [.] Turbulence intensity at 15m/s wind, used for the load case description.
KC [.] Keulegan-Carpenter number, used for wave loads, see chapter 5.
L [m] Length of a rotor blade measured from the root; ’blade_span’.
Prated [W] Nominal power.
Q [N·m] Torque.
r [m] Spanwise co-ordinate along the blade, measured from rotor centre.
R [m] Radius of the tip= (L + ez.root) cos αc .
t [s] Time.
T [s] Time period of the modelled wind gust, section 3.7.

or period of oscillating wave loads, see chapter 5.
Vref [m/s] Reference wind speed, used for the load case description.
Vsteady(Y, Z) [m/s] Steady wind velocity at position(Y, Z) .
Vwind(Y, Z, t) [m/s] Actual wind speed at position(Y, Z) at timet .
X, Y, Z [m] Inertial coordinate axes following Germanischer Lloyd, Figure 3.
Xr, Yr, Zr [m] Co-ordinates in the rotor system.
Xw, Yw [m] Wind-direction co-ordinate system, see Figure 10.
Z [m] Height above ground level.
Yhub, Zhub [m] Position of the rotor hub.

αc [o] ’ cone_angle’ of the blades, see Figure 3.
αn [o] ’ tilt_angle’ of the rotor shaft, see Figure 3.
∆t [s] Time increment in the calculation.
δ3t [o] Orientation of the teeter hinge, Figure 3.
δtow [o] Torsional deformation of the tower, Figure 3.
φ [o] Azimuth in the rotor plane= arctan(Yhub−Y

Z−Zhub
).

φr [o] Rotor azimuth, see Figure 3.
φt [o] Teeter angle, see Figure 3.
φy [o] Yaw angle, see Figure 3 and Figure 10.
ν [rad/s] Natural frequency, section 3.2 and 8.2.
Λ1 [m] Turbulence length scale used for wind description (App B).
λ [.] Tip speed ratio= Ω · R/Vsteady(Yhub, Zhub) .
θp [o] Pitch angle, see Figure 8.
θtw [o] Blade twist angle, see Figure 8.
Ω [rad/s] Rotor speed.
Ωrated [rad/s] Nominal rotor speed ’rated_rotorspeed’.
Ωsh [rad/s] Rotational speed of slow shaft, see Figure 4.
ρ [kg/m3] Air density.
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TERMINOLOGY

In the description of the blade properties (stiffnesses, deformations, velocities) the directions
are described among others with the following terms.

Expression Description
edge-wise Along the local chord.
flap-wise Perpendicular to the plane of rotation, positive downwind.
flat-wise Perpendicular to the local chord, positive downwind.
lead-wise In the plane of rotation, positive in rotational direction (opp. to ’lag-wise’).
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1 INTRODUCTION

The computer program PHATAS –”Program for Horizontal Axis wind Turbine Analysis and
Simulation”– is developed for the time-domain calculation of the dynamic behaviour and the
corresponding loads in the main components of a Horizontal Axis wind Turbine, ’HAT’ .
The program PHATAS-IV is in particular capable for the analysis of offshore turbines, by having
an improved model for tower dynamics which allows wind and wave loading.

Modifications of release "APR-2005" with respect to the former release "NOV-2003" are:

• Write the shear forces in the blade root to the binary datafile;

• Add some inertia properties of the nacelle;

• Add the bending stiffness of guy wires (-bars) of the tower model.

Modifications of release "NOV-2003" with respect to its predecessor "OCT-2002" are:

• Improvements on the implementation of the tip-loss factor in the B.E.M. solution;

• Allow blades with a lag-wise pre-bend (’aft-swept’) shape, in addition to flap-wise;

• Add transmission loss to the table with generator torque as function of rotor speed;

• A straightforward P-D pitch controller for variable speed wind turbines;

• Model for rotor speed sensor by pulse-counting, with eccentricity;

• Options to simulate starts and faulted conditions following IEC;

• Making the program more robust, such that it can be applied for load-set calculations.

In the remainder of this manual PHATAS release "APR-2005" (or "NOV-2003") is simply re-
ferred to as ’PHATAS’.

Chapter 2 of this manual contains a global description of the functionality of PHATAS, and the
structure of the input and output files with relation to the other programs.

The input variables of PHATAS are described in chapter 3, while the definitions of all output
properties are described in chapter 4. The modular structure of PHATAS with respect to the
tower model allows separate development of other tower models that may be linked to the code.
For the current PHATAS version three tower models are available for which a description of the
input and output is given in chapter 5.

In general a wind turbine controller has several options and can be rather complicated. The
structure of the controller available in PHATAS was organised such that it has a high level of
agreement with most of the modern large size wind turbine controllers. This controller with
the options to simulate faulted conditions following the IEC requirements is described in chap-
ter 6. The PHATAS input files for IEC load cases can be generated fast using the load-case
preprocessorlcprep that is described in Appendix B. These load-case input files apply to re-
lease "NOV-2003" and "APR-2005".

Instead of using the algorithms that are present in PHATAS (such as the P-D controller) the user
can also link its own routine, provided that a FORTRAN compiler is available. For this purpose
routines are available in which e.g. the pitch angle, generator torque, and yaw actions can be
modelled. The structure of the solution process in terms of subroutines and some include files
with common blocks are described in chapter 7, which gives an example of a yaw controller.

ECN-I--05-005 1
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Finally chapter 8 contains some remarks on the limitations of PHATAS and on some numerical
aspects of the calculations.

Appendix A contains a description of some tools provided together with PHATAS that can be
used for selecting properties from the quasi-steady turbine characteristics, and for integrating
the annual power production.

Appendix B contains a description of theLoadCasePreprocessorlcprep that is provided to
generate the PHATAS input files to perform dynamic load calculations following the IEC [8],
G.L. [5], or NVN [17] design recommendations. These load-case input files apply to release
"NOV-2003" and "APR-2005".

For retrieving time series of the dynamic properties from the binary datafiles generated with
PHATAS, the postprocessorphpost is provided. A description is given in Appendix C.

For more specific processing of the PHATAS output, the toolsloadex andbin are provided.
Descriptions ofbin andloadex are given in Appendix D and E. Withbin the time series can be
sorted on basis of the rotor azimuth, also called ’bin analysis’. The toolbin can be applied to
PHATAS output time series as well as to general ASCII time series, as long as the rotor azimuth
is in any of the columns. The toolloadex can be used to find the extreme sectional loads in the
blade, rotor shaft, or tower for a complete load set. In addition to this also the sectional loads
sorted on basis of the Time-At-Level of the bending moment and/or torsional moment can be
generated. The Time-At-Level results of the bending moment can be used for the design of
bearings, while the Time-At-Level results of the torsional moment can be used for the design of
the yaw or pitch drive.

For the development of postprocessing tools with specific requirements on the (combinations
of) output properties or output format, the content of the binary datafile of PHATAS is described
in Appendix F.

2 ECN-I--05-005



2 USING THE PROGRAM

2.1 General

The command for invoking the ’standard’ PHATAS executable isphatas followed by up
to threeCHARACTER*64command line arguments for the names of files with:

1 Input specifications (‘phatinp’);

2 Either stochastic SWIFT wind [25], an ASCII wind time series,
or a wind field from WAKEFARM output [24];

3 Dynamic wave time series as generated with ROWS [3] orStreamfunction [18].

If no arguments are given the program reads the input from file ‘phatinp’. If only one argu-
ment is given and the input file includes specifications to read wind c.q. wave velocities and
accelerations from a file, these file-specifications will be valid.

In chapter 3 the description of the input variables is given for each of the (SUB)MENUs.
When many load cases are to be analysed for the same configuration one may use PHATAS as
one of the wind turbine design tools under the ’driver’ ProgSeq [6] or with the tool FOCUS
developed at the Knowledge Centre WMC. The global "data flow diagram" for the design tools
under ProgSeq is shown in Figure 1.

The source code of PHATAS is written in the FORTRAN F77 programming language and has
the following three origins:

• The main program and the input structure; that are generated with the tool GENMENU.
This input structure contains the name of the default input file, the include files with input
properties and the routines for reading the input files.

• The part for the calculations on the wind turbine dynamics of which the subroutine on the
highest level is ‘phmain ’, see Figure 23.

• The part in which the mode shapes and the natural frequencies of the tower model are
solved and in which also the dynamic response is calculated. This part is developed
separate from the PHATAS code and can be replaced on a modular basis.
For the current PHATAS version, 2 tower models are available and described in chapter 5.

When using PHATAS one is not aware of these different parts of the code.

ECN-I--05-005 3
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2.2 Input Files

The data flow diagram with the files that are directly related to PHATAS is presented in Figure 2.
This data flow diagram does not show input files that are read from the user-reserved routines
‘conrol ’, ‘ tipsol ’, ‘ torgen ’, ‘ upyaw ’ or their initialisation routines, see chapter 7.

The calculation of the design loads of a wind turbine deals with several load cases and various
types of input data, for which the pre-processorlcprep has been developed, see Appendix B.

2.2.1 Menu default file

The definition of the input data structure, the comments, and the default values of the input
variables are stored in the default file named ‘defphat’.
Most of the structural dynamic properties in this default file have a neutral or a ”most meaning-
less” value, while the values of some geometric properties describe the former 25m HAT rotor
test facility of ECN, Petten. This default file also contains the default name of the input file
which is ‘phatinp’. The default file ‘defphat’ should not not be modified!

2.2.2 Turbine input file(s)

When executing PHATAS the default file ‘defphat’ is read first after which the file indicated by
the first command line argument is read as input file. An additional file with input specifications
can be used by specifying its name using the input item ‘FILE ’ in MENU menu_param, see
section 3.1.
It is recommended to use the file with specifications of each of the load cases as command line
argument when invoking PHATAS. The file with of geometric and structural turbine specifica-
tions must be referred (‘included’) then in each ‘load case’ file using the ‘FILE ’ input item.

2.2.3 Tower input file

The model for solving the dynamic response of the tower in PHATAS is stored in a separate
module. Because different tower models can be developed within this modular structure the
input for the tower dynamics can have different forms. This implies that the input properties
for the tower dynamics depend on the tower model, and are thus read from a separate file to be
specified in the PHATAS input.

2.2.4 Input file for elastic tailored blades

For investigations into bending-torsion coupling of rotor blades by means of elastic tailoring,
the model for blade torsional deformation has terms for coupling from the tensile force and from
the blade bending moments. The coupling-terms are defined following the theory of Karaolis
(later used by Kooijman [10]) and are read by PHATAS from file ‘karaolis.dat ’.
If the file ‘karaolis.dat ’ is not present, the coupling terms are set to zero.
If a file ‘karaolis.dat ’ is present, a table is read with in the first column the spanwise location
measured from ‘blade_root_radius’ (see Figure 7) and in the next three columns the values of
‘h41’, ‘ h42’, and ‘h43’ for torsion due to tension, flap-bending, and lead-bending respectively.
For the definition of these terms, see the description of ‘CROSTAB’, Lindenburg [13].
In the current PHATAS releases only the torsional deformation due to a bending moment is
modelled and not the bending deformation due to blade torsion. This means that one cannot
fully rely on PHATAS for calculation of the aeroelastic stability of tailored blades.

4 ECN-I--05-005



2 USING THE PROGRAM

2.2.5 Input file with blade damping properties

Within the joint European research project DAMPBLADE, investigations were done into mate-
rials and the structural layout of rotor blades that provide enhanced damping behaviour. Within
this project the spanwise distribution of the damping properties for rotor blades had to be used
in analyses with PHATAS. For this purpose an algorithm was added that reads the spanwise
distribution of the damping for blade bending from the file named ’dampbeam.dat’. If the file
’dampbeam.dat’ is not present the existing input items ’flat_damping’ and ‘edge_damping’ are
initialised by PHATAS with the dimensionless damping properties of the first bending modes.

2.2.6 Airfoil coefficient file(s)

For each of the airfoils used to describe the aerodynamic loads, the dimensionless aerodynamic
coefficients have to be available in PHATAS. Because the list of airfoil coefficients may be
long and because they only depend on the type of airfoil and on the Reynolds number, the
aerodynamic coefficients are read from files of which only the names need to be specified.
The files with airfoil data must contain tables with four columns containing:

1 The aerodynamic angle of attack [o].

2 Lift coefficient= lift force per unit span
1/2·ρ·V 2

wind
·chord

.

The lift force is the aerodynamic force component perpendicular to the relative airflow.

3 Drag coefficient= drag force per unit span
1/2·ρ·V 2

wind
·chord

.

The drag force is the aerodynamic force component in the direction of the relative airflow.

4 Moment coefficient= moment per unit span
1/2·ρ·V 2

wind
·chord2 .

The aerodynamic moment is the ‘nose up’ moment (opposite to the pitch direction,
Figure 8) about the point on the blade chord specified byaero_centrein table
blade_geometry, see section 3.6. In general ‘aero_centre‘ is located at 25% chord length
behind the leading edge.

The aerodynamic airfoil coefficients must be specified for angles of attack ranging at least from
zero-lift to 90o. If the coefficients at large angles of attack (in deep stall) are not available
while the airfoil geometry is known, the programStC (see chapter 2 of [15]) can be used to
generate the aerodynamic coefficients for all angles of attack. Each airfoil datafile may contain
the coefficients for a maximum of 150 angles of attack. A file with airfoil coefficients is read
as long as1) the file does not end,2) the number of coefficients is smaller than 150, and3) the
subsequent angles of attack form an increasing series.
Comment lines can be written as heading above the table with coefficients and should start
with one of the characters ’#’, ’<’, or ’/’. Comments can also be written after the end of the
coefficients file for which no ’comment-line’ characters are required.

2.2.7 Wind datafile

In case the wind is read from a file with ASCII time series, from WAKEFARM output [24], or
from a SWIFT wind-data file [25] the name of this file needs to be specified as second command
line argument or in the PHATAS input file. The value of the second command line argument (if
given) overwrites the name ofwind_data_file, see section 3.7.
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2.2.8 Wave datafile

For offshore wind turbines the water level and also the wave kinematics can be applied from a
file with wave data. The name of this file can be specified in the input file of PHATAS, but is
overruled by the value of the third command line argument (if given). The routine for the tower
dynamics, see chapter 5, uses the water level from this file to calculate the "wet" tower bending
frequencies. Finally the routine for the dynamic response of the tower uses the wave loads (drag
and inertia terms) for the modal loading and damping from the water.

2.3 Modes of Application

The program PHATAS can be used to calculate either1) the aerodynamic rotor characteristics,
2) a power curve, or3) the non-linear dynamic response in time. This mode of application
depends on the input itemstime_history_flag anddelta_lambda, see MENUjob_param and
SUBMENU turbine_coeff in section 3.2. In the code the main branches for these modes of
application are in routine ‘phmain ’, see also the ’Program Structural Diagram’ in Figure 23.

2.3.1 Aerodynamic rotor characteristics

The calculation of aerodynamic rotor characteristics is invoked by the input specification
’ time_history_flag OFF’ in combination with a positive value fordelta_lambda.

For each of the blade pitch angles specified with arraypitch_series(SUBMENUturbine_coeff)
the aerodynamic rotor characteristics are calculated for a sequence of tip speed ratios. For
each value of the pitch angle and tip speed ratio, the dynamic response is calculated until the
difference in aerodynamic power and rotor speed between 2 subsequent revolutions is less than
0.5%.
For calculation of the rotor characteristics, the turbine geometry is included completely while
the structural dynamic aspects of the rotor are described following the specifications in the
input file. This also holds for the model of rotational effects (’3D correction’ on lift) and for the
dynamic stall model. For this mode of application, the wind speed is constant in time (although
shear and misalignment can be modelled), the control algorithm is not active, the generator
speed (expressed at the rotor shaft) has the constant value ‘rated_rotorspeed‘, and yawing
(free or controlled) is not modelled.

2.3.2 Power curve calculations

The calculation of an aerodynamic power curve is invoked by the input specification
’ time_history_flag OFF’ in combination with a negative value fordelta_lambda.

In this mode the quasi-steady performance of the turbine is calculated for an increasing series
of wind speed values. Compared to the calculation of aerodynamic rotor characteristics, the
generator characteristics are included, if present the pitch control is included and/or modelled,
and the yaw motion is solved. If no pitch algorithm is linked and ’control_type 0’ is speci-
fied the blade pitch angles have the (initial) value as specified bypitch_angle in SUBMENU
time_history.

The output files from the calculation of the power curve and the aerodynamic rotor characteris-
tics have the same format and can both be processed with the tool ‘selchar ’, see Appendix A.
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2.3.3 Dynamic response

The calculation of the dynamic response in time is invoked by ’time_history_flag ON’.
For this mode all specifications in SUBMENUturbine_coeff can be omitted. For some degrees
of freedom (e.g. yaw angle, rotor azimuth and -speed, pitch, teeter) the initial values can be
specified in SUBMENUtime_history.
The initial values for teeter motion and tower torsion c.q. free yawing are set to steady equi-
librium values. For the remaining degrees of freedom, such as blade bending, a quasi-steady
equilibrium state is calculated att = 0s. For the initial equilibrium solution all first and second
time derivatives of the degrees of freedom are set to zero, except for e.g. the teeter rate and
the rotor speed. For the rotor speed the initial rotor angular acceleration is solved such that
equilibrium of rotor and drive train torque is satisfied.

(Branches in the source code for the initial solution att=0s
are present in routine ’phiter ’ and in its subroutines, see Figure 24
and use the INTEGER variable for the time step numberistep .)

2.4 Output Files

The data flow diagram in Figure 2 shows that PHATAS generates several output files.

2.4.1 File ’STATUS’

Execution of the program PHATAS does not start in case of missing or incorrect input files and
in case of syntax errors in the input. Messages related to these errors are written in the file
named ’STATUS’.
In case of errors the ’status variable ’ is set to 1, otherwise the ’status variable ’ is set to 0.

2.4.2 File ’RESTART’

After reading the default file ’defphat’, the input file (default name: ’phatinp’) and –if used–
additional input files, all input specifications with the values that are finally used are written in
the file named ’RESTART’. The file ’RESTART’ can be used as input file for PHATAS.

2.4.3 Message file

The file ‘message_file‘ is used for messages from checks on the input variables, for messages
from the controller, and from run-time messages e.g. in case of bad convergence, see section 3.2.
The controller messages deal with changes of the state of the turbine controller, such as acti-
vation of a brake, or generator (dis-)connection. At the end of a dynamic response calculation,
PHATAS writes some statistical properties to this message file, such as average power, maxi-
mum, minimum and average rotor speed, and extreme blad-tip deformations.

It may still occur that the execution of PHATAS interrupts (mostly for numerical reasons) in
which case PHATAS stops with the status variable set to 2.
After a successful calculation PHATAS stops while setting the status variable to 0.
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2.4.4 Model file

When specifying ’output_level 2’ or higher in the PHATAS input file the overall properties of
the turbine model are written in the file ’model file’ specified bymodel_file, see section 3.2.
The contents of this file include:

• Integrated mass properties of the rotor and the blades;

• System properties (mass, stiffness, damping, limits, ...) for all degrees of freedom;

• Properties of the elements or of the nodes of the blade model;

• Bending stiffness properties of blade elements in rotor plane directions;

• Mode shapes and frequencies of the blades and of the turbine for a number of
rotational speeds, which are eigenvalue solutions without aerodynamic contribution;

• A table which can be used to plot the geometrical contour,
including the mass centre line and the 25% chord line.

2.4.5 Output file

Output from the PHATAS calculations is written to ile ‘output_file‘, see section 3.2.
For the calculation of the non-linear dynamic response in time the output file contains a table
with time series of properties that are to be selected in the input file, see chapter 4.
For the calculation of aerodynamic rotor characteristics or a power curve this file contains (for
each pitch angle) a table with rotor characteristics as a function of tip speed ratio.

2.4.6 Binary datafile

When using PHATAS for calculation of the non-linear dynamic response in time, a binary
datafile can (optionally) be written. The time series of nearly all output properties can be re-
trieved from this file using the postprocessor ‘phpost ’, see Appendix C.

A description of the contents of this binary datafile is given in Appendix F.
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Figure 1: Data flow diagram of tools within ProgSeq
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Figure 2: PHATAS file structure
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3 DESCRIPTION OF INPUT VARIABLES

This chapter gives a description of the variables of the turbine input file(s) for PHATAS release
"NOV-2003" and "APR-2005". Because of the modular structure of the code for the tower
dynamics, the input items of the tower are described separately in chapter 5.

Modifications of the input values with respect to the default file ‘defphat’ can be written in the
input file(s). The specifications in the default file are read first. The names of all files from
which input specifications are read as well as messages from syntax checks are listed in file
‘STATUS’.

A description of the syntax of the specifications in the input file(s) is given below.
The parts of the format description written between square brackets [ ] are optional.

1 The input specifications are read as strings with a length up to 80 characters.
Lines with specifications longer than 80 characters are partially read and may lead to
erroneous input or syntax errors. These errors are reported in file ‘STATUS’.

2 Specification of a MENU: MENU keynameMENU

After the specification of a MENU its input items can be specified.
For the specification of items in another (SUB)MENU the (SUB)MENU keyname needs
to be specified first.

3 Specification of a SUBMENU: SUBMENU keynameSUBMENU

After this specification, the SUBMENU items can be specified.

4 Assigning a value to a single item: keynameitem value
When a specified value is of a wrong type a message is written to file ‘STATUS’.

5 Modification of an array:

keynamearray

[value[, value .....], ]
[value[, value .....], ]
.....
value[, value .....]

The array is specified starting from the first element. Multi-dimensional arrays are mod-
ified starting with columns, which means that the first index varies first, next the second
index etc.
A comma “,” is the delimiter for the specified values of subsequent array elements. Spaces
may be written between the specification of different elements. TABs however are not al-
lowed!
A comma ending a line in the input file(s) indicates that more specifications of the array
elements follow on the next line. Avalue not followed by a comma indicates the last
specified array element.

6 Skipping the specification of elements of an array (example):
keynamearray

value, ∗, value ....., value

The “∗” indicates that the array element (the 2nd in this case) is not modified.

7 Assigning values to specific array elements:
keynamearray

(index[, index .....]) value[, value .....]
The array elements are modified starting from the element indicated by(index[, index .....]).
The optional index needs to be used for the specification of a multi-dimensional array.
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8 Modification of the elements of atable:
keynametable

[value value[ value], ]
[value value[ value], ]
.....
value value[ value]

The values of the arrays in the table are modified starting from the first element. Every
row may only contain values that refer to that specific row. Each line can contain not
more than the number of rows in the table. A space “ ” is the delimiter for the specified
values in the different rows. A comma “,” indicates that more modifications follow on the
next line. An empty line after a specifiedvalue indicates that the modification of the table
is finished.

9 Skipping table elements in a specification (example):
keynametable

value ∗ value

The element in location “∗” will not be modified.

10 Modification of specific table elements (example):
keynametable

(index[, column]) value value[ value]
The elements in the table are modified starting from(index[, column]).
Because tables only contain one-dimensional arrays the specification of the element needs
only oneindex.

11 Specification of files with additional modifications:FILE filename
After specification ofFILE under MENUmenu_param the file with the namefilename
is opened. Reading the input specifications continues from this file, after which the re-
maining specifications in the current file are read. Using additional input files makes it
possible to have a "baseline" input file with general properties of the turbine for a set of
calculations and refer to this file from each input file that contains the specifications for
the calculation of one load case.

12 Adding comments. Comments in the input files must be preceded by the character “<”.
Lines starting with “<” and blank lines are skipped. Comments between the keyname
and the value of an item are not allowed!

The following sections contain a description of the input variables "items" following the MENU
structure. For each (SUB)MENU item the description contains:

• thekeynamein bold face;

• thetype in typewriter font in accordance with the FORTRAN variable type ;

• the (default values) between ordinary ( ) brackets ;

• if applicable, the [unit] between square [ ] brackets ;

• if applicable, the<allowed range> between angled<> brackets ;

• an explanation in normal font .
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3.1 MENU menu_param

MENU menu_paramcontains some general information about the input of the program.

Screen_option LOGICAL (OFF). For UNIX-versions only!
For ’Screen_option ON’ PHATAS displays the menu structure on the screen for interac-
tive modification of the input data. This interactive mode is a guide for the user through
the menu structure with comments on the input variables.
For ’Screen_option OFF’ PHATAS starts calculating immediately after reading the spec-
ifications from the input file(s).

Default_file CHARACTER*20 (‘defphat’)
Name of the file with default PHATAS specifications. Specification of this filename has
no effect since theDefault_file is already read at the time of reading the input files.

Input_file CHARACTER*20 (‘phatinp’)
Default name of the PHATAS input file.
For the same reason as forDefault_file specification has no effect.

FILE CHARACTER*20
Name of an additional input file. The input data in an additional input file are read as if
this file is inserted at the place of its specification. The ’FILE’ reference can be nested.

In the case of interactive input (for UNIX only), another input file can be specified in MENU
menu_paramasInput_file . The value forInput_file , ‘phatinp’, is read from file ’defphat’.

If PHATAS is invoked with (CHARACTER*64) command line arguments the first argument is
read as name of the input file, the second argument is read as the name of the wind datafile, and
the third argument is read as the name of the wave datafile, see section 3.8.

If the input file(s) contains multiple specifications of a variable the last value is assigned to that
variable. Knowing that different input files are used for calculating the dynamic response of
each load-case, which all use the same turbine description, it is recommended to use the ‘FILE ’
specification of the turbine data at the beginning of each load-case input file.

3.2 MENU job_param

MENU job_param contains general information of the calculations.
The variables of this MENU are stored in include file ’PNCLM2’.

model_identif CHARACTER*20 (’PHATAS_default’)
Identification of the turbine configuration which is written at the beginning of the files
‘output_file‘ and ‘model_file‘.

time_history_flag LOGICAL (OFF)

= ON Calculation of the dynamic response in time domain.
Initial values for the calculation of the dynamic response are described in
‘SUBMENU time_history’.

= OFF Calculation of the aerodynamic rotor characteristics or a power curve, depending
on the value of ’lambda_increment’ in ’SUBMENU turbine_coeff’.
The conditions for this calculation are described in ’SUBMENUturbine_coeff’ and
in ’SUBMENU time_history’, see also section 2.3.
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message_file CHARACTER*20 (’phatdef.err’)
Name of the file for messages on the values of the input variables, messages (from con-
troller) on the state of the turbine, messages on bad convergence, and overall statistics of
the complete calculation.

model_file CHARACTER*20 (’phatdef.mdl’)
Name of the file in which the properties of the model are written.
This file is only created ifoutput_level is 2 or larger.

output_file CHARACTER*20 (’phatdef.pht’)
Name of the file with selected PHATAS output.

comment_mark CHARACTER*20 (’ ’)
Variable of which the first character is written in the first column of the heading of the
filesoutput_file andmodel_file.

output_level INTEGER (2) <0, ....>
Indicates the amount of information that is written during execution.

= 0 Output is only written to file ‘output_table‘ and file ‘binary_datafile‘ with all run
time messages and job-progress to screen suppressed.

>= 1 As for ’output_level 0’ including job-progress to the console (screen) and run time
messages written to file ‘message_file’ if a structural dynamic degree of freedom did
not converge.

>= 2 Writes general properties of the turbine and blade model including natural frequen-
cies to file ‘model_file‘.

>= 3 If a SWIFT or WAKEFARM wind file is used and if wave loading is applied, the
global properties of the wind or wave distribution are read from the heading of the
datafiles and are written to file ‘STATUS ’. The job progress is echoed for some
more time steps.

>= 4 For each time step the initial guess and the last value of the degrees of freedom are
written to file ‘message_file‘. The job-progress is echoed to the screen for each time
step. For the calculation of aerodynamic rotor characteristics, also the aerodynamic
coefficients for each of the elements are written.

>= 5 As for ’output_level 4’ including the values of the degrees of freedom for each
iteration and messages for bad convergence (if so) of the iteration for the axial in-
duction factors. Because the induction factors are calculated in the ”inner” iteration
of the algorithm the messages for ‘output_level 5’ may result in a large file.

Recommended values are1 (no file ’model_file’) or 2 (write file ‘model_file‘)
Values ofoutput_level larger than3 may be used for debugging actions.

time_increment REAL (0.01) [s]<t_1rev/60000, ..., t_1rev>
Time increment in the calculation.
A recommended value fortime_increment is 0.27/ν whereν is the highest frequency
[rad/s] that is calculated with a numerical damping of maximum 1%.
When a dynamic stall model is used (dynamic_stall > 0) the time increment must be
smaller than the time in which the relative airflow at e.g. 80% span travels half the chord
length: time_increment< 0.5 chord/ (0.8 Ω R) .
A smaller ‘time_increment‘ results in a larger computing time.
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3.2.1 SUBMENU turbine_coeff

SUBMENU turbine_coeff contains variables for the calculation of quasi-steady turbine char-
acteristics for a constant wind speed. This means that the specifications in this SUBMENU are
only used for ‘time_history_flag OFF’. The turbine characteristics are calculated as average
of the calculated response over one revolution. These calculations are performed with a time
increment specified with ‘time_increment’ in MENU ‘ job_param’.
The variables in SUBMENU ‘turbine_coeff’ are stored in include file ’PNCLS2’.

The input items are:

delta_lambda REAL (1.0) [.]
Increment in tip speed ratioλ (or wind speed value) for the calculation of quasi-steady
characteristics. A negative value ofdelta_lambda indicates that turbine characteristics
are calculated for wind speed increments in [m/s].

lambda_min REAL (1.0) [.] <0.5, ....>
Smallest tip speed ratioλ for the calculation of turbine characteristics:
The tip speed ratio isλ = Ω · (R · cos αc)/Vsteady(hub) .
For a negative value ofdelta_lambda, ‘ lambda_min‘ is the smallest value of the wind
speed at the hub,Vsteady(Yhub, Zhub) [m/s].

nr_lambda INTEGER (15)<1, ....>
Number of increments forλ or wind speed in the calculation of turbine characteristics.

pitch_series REAL(1:40) (0.0, 5.0, -180.0, -180.0, ....) [deg]
Only if ‘ delta_lambda’ is positive, a table with aerodynamic rotor characteristics is cal-
culated for each of the pitch angles indicated. A value smaller than- or equal to -90.0
indicates the end of the specified pitch angles.

The quasi-steady turbine characteristics can be calculated in two ways depending on the sign of
the input item ‘delta_lambda’:

Positive: specifies lambda increments for the calculation of aerodynamic rotor characteristics.
In this case a table with rotor characteristics is calculated for each of the pitch angles
specified by ‘pitch_series’. This means that the control algorithm ‘conrol ’, see chapter 6,
is not referred (’called’), the rotor speed is kept constant at ‘rated_rotorspeed’, and the
yaw motion is not modelled.

Negative: specifies wind speed increments for a power curve calculation.
In this case the quasi-steady performance of the turbine is calculated including the al-
gorithm in routine ‘conrol ’ (standard or user defined). The values of ‘pitch_angle’ in
SUBMENU ‘time_history’ are used as initial value for the blade pitch angles. As far as
modelled or specified in the input, the pitch algorithm is active, the rotor-speed is solved
according to the generator model, and the yaw motion (free or controlled) is solved.
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3.2.2 SUBMENU time_history

SUBMENU time_history contains specifications for the calculation of the non-linear dynamic
response while some initial values (such aspitch_angle, rotor_speedetc.) are also used for a
power curve calculation.

The variables in this SUBMENU are stored in include file ’PNCLS1’.

maximum_time REAL (1.0) [s]
Time limit for the calculation of the non-linear dynamic response.

output_table table( signal_nr , location)


2 0.0,
5 0.0,

12 0.0,
999 0.0,
.... ....


Table with specifications of selected output properties.
This table only needs to be specified for ‘time_history_flag ON’.
The columns contain the following arrays:

signal_nr INTEGER(1:22) Numbers indicating the output properties.
The default signal numbers 2, 5, and 12 indicate wind speed, generator power, and
rotor speed respectively. An explanation of these numbers is given in chapter 4.
A signal_nr of 999 indicates the end of the specified output properties.

location REAL(1:22) [m] Coordinates of the properties, if ‘signal_nr‘ refers to a
property for a cross section of one of the main components:

blade numbers 102 to 179, 202 to 279, or 302 to 379:
Spanwise coordinate measured from the blade root (seeblade_root_radius)

rotor shaft or drive train numbers 51 to 71:
Position on the rotor shaft measured downwind from the rotor centre.

tower numbers 21 to 49: Height above the tower-base or foundation.

table_increment INTEGER (1) <1, ....>
Increment in time steps for which the output is printed.

datafile_flag LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ a binary datafile is generated. The binary datafile contains all properties of the
wind turbine and its response with all the blade moment distributions (in compressed
form). From this file the time series of most output properties can be retrieved with the
postprocessor, see Appendix C.

datafile_name CHARACTER*20 (’phatdef.tbh’)
Name of the binary file to which PHATAS writes the dynamic response.

data_increment INTEGER (1) <1, ....>
After every ‘data_increment‘ time steps data are written to the binary output file.

pitch_angle REAL(1:3) (0.0, 0.0, 0.0) [deg]
Initial values of the pitch angle of the blades. ‘pitch_angle‘ is positive if it reduces the
angle of attack ("nose-down") Figure 8. Note that the values of ‘pitch_angle’ are also
used as initial values for the calculation of aerodynamic power curves, section 2.3.2.

rotor_azimuth REAL (0.0) [deg]
Initial value of the rotor azimuth. ‘rotor_azimuth ‘ is zero if blade 1 has the "12 o’clock"
position and is positive for clockwise rotation, looking along the rotor axis, Figure 3.
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rotor_speed REAL (0.0) [rpm]
For generator_model> 0 (SUBMENUgenerator_data) or generator_cut_off≤ 0.0
(see SUBMENUcontrol): Initial value of the rotor rotational speed.

teeter_angle REAL (0.0) [deg]
Initial value of the teeter angle, measured positive if blade 1 has moved downwind,
Figure 3 (assuming ‘delta_3_angle‘ < 90o; MENU teeter_data).

teeter_velocity REAL (0.0) [deg/s]
Initial value of the first time derivative of the teeter angle.
For ’teeter_flag OFF’ the values ofteeter_angleandteeter_velocityare set to zero.

yaw_angle REAL (0.0) [deg]
Initial yaw angle, positive if the nacelle is yawed from north to west, see Figure 10.
The initial yaw angle is also used in the standard controller as ’yaw tracking error’.

3.2.3 SUBMENU control

SUBMENUcontrol contains input items for a P-D pitch-controller of the power or rotor speed,
that can be used in the calculation of the dynamic response, or of a power curve. This SUB-
MENU also contains input items for start and stop actions, generator disconnection, and the
simulation of faulted conditions such as required for design load calculations, see Appendix B.
The variables in this SUBMENU are stored in include file ’PNCLS3’.

Following items enable the modelling of stop actions either at a specified time ‘brake_time‘
or after exceeding a specified rotor speed ‘brake_overspeed‘ which may be triggered after
generator disconnection at ‘generator_cut_off‘.
Stop actions can be a combination of brake activation, pitch rate, and yaw action and are only
used for the calculation of the dynamic response: ’time_history_flag ON’.

brake_time REAL (99000.0) [s].
Time at which the stop action (brake and pitch) is activated. In the program PHATAS
this time is set to the current time if the rotor speed exceeds ‘brake_overspeed‘, if the
generator is disconnected during a calculation, or if the difference between the pitch angle
of any of the blades exceeds ‘max_pitch_error‘.

generator_cut_off REAL (99000.0) [s].
Time at which the generator is disconnected. For idling or a start this should be negative.

brake_overspeed REAL (99000.0) [rpm].
Rotor speed (of slow rotating shaft) at which a stop action is triggered.

brake_torque REAL (0.0) [N·m].
Full torque of the mechanical brake measured at the generator shaft, Figure 5.

brake_delay_time REAL (0.0) [s].
Time between triggering a stop action and activation of the mechanical brake c.q. pitch.

brake_ramp_time REAL (0.0) [s].
The brake torque increases linearly from zero at ‘brake_time‘ to ‘ brake_torque‘ during
‘brake_ramp_time‘.

brake_pitch_rate REAL (0.0) [deg/s].
Rate of pitch motion used for a stop action.
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Following are the input items for the power or rotor speed controller, which are only used for
calculation of the dynamic response or of a power curve. If the major input itemcontrol_type
has a value zero the input items described below have no meaning, except forpitch_error .

control_increment REAL (0.01) [s].
Time increment for calling the control algorithm, see chapter 6.
This can also be used for user-written control routines, see chapter 7.

control_type INTEGER (0) <0, 1, 2, ....>.
For ’control_type 0’ the P-D controller is not called;
For ’control_type 1’ the power is controlled by pitch actions (not fully tested);
For ’control_type 2’ the rotor speed is controlled by pitch actions.
Higher values may be used for turbine-specific controllers (e.g. by a dynamic link library).

controller_target REAL (0.0) [W] or [rpm].
Depending oncontrol_type this is the target power[W] or the target rotor speed[rpm].
For variable speed wind turbines a realistic value ofcontroller_target is 2% to 3% above
rated_rotorspeed.

pulses_per_rev INTEGER (900 000)< 100, ....>.
Number of pulses on the ring for the rotor speed sensor as if mounted on the rotor shaft.
For 100 000 pulses per revolution or more, the rotor speed signal is nearly continuous.

pulse_ring_eccentr REAL (0.0)< -0.1, ...., +0.1>.
Eccentricity of the pulse ring for the rotor speed sensor as if mounted on the rotor shaft.
A value 0.001 (0.1%) already gives a small 1 per-rev disturbance.

average_time REAL (1.0) [s].
Time over which the proportional input is averaged and the differential input is calculated.
In the PHATAS controller a ’running average’ is calculated from(1 − factor) times the
current measured value (speed or power) plusfactor times the previous running average,
wherefactor is calculated as1/ exp(control_increment/average_time) .
For variable-speed pitch-to-vane controlled wind turbines the disturbances from blade-
tower interaction are filtered out if ’average_time’ is about the time for 1/6 of a revolu-
tion. ’average_time’ is also used as time-constant for the partial-load pitch actions.

proportional_gain REAL (0.0) [(rad/s)/W] or [(rad/s)/(rad/s)].
Gain factor related to the averaged/filtered power or rotor speed. For a variable-speed
pitch-to-vane controlled 2.5MW wind turbineproportional_gain is in the order of 0.30.

differential_gain REAL (0.0) [(rad/s)/(W/s)] or [(rad/s)/(rad/s2)].
Gain factor on difference of the power or averaged/filtered rotor speed over a time span of
control_increment. For a variable-speed pitch-to-vane controlled 2.5MW wind turbine
differential_gain is in the order of 2.0.

gain_scheduling REAL (0.0) [1/o].
Decrease of gain and threshold value with pitch angle, applied as factor:

1/(1 + gain_scheduling (θp − θp min)) .
For pitch-to-vane controlled variable speed wind turbines a realistic value is 0.16.

pitch_time_lag REAL (0.1) [s].
Time constant in the (e.g. hydraulic or electric) pitch actuator. In PHATAS, the value of
pitch_time_lag is minimised to half the value oftime_increment.
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threshold_value REAL (0.0) [deg/s].
Minimum value of the desired pitch rate for actuation in full load. The threshold aims
to reduce the amount of pitch motions, while it adds some delay to the controller. For a
large pitch-to-vane controlled variable-speed wind turbine a realistic value is 1.0o/s.

control_pitch_rate REAL (0.0) [deg/s].
Maximum pitch rate for control during normal operation.

fuzzy_control_limit REAL (9.E+9) [W] or [rpm].
Power or rotor speed value above which the blades are pitched unconditional to vane,
aiming to avoid over-power or over-speed.

fuzzy_pitch_rate REAL (1.0) [deg/s].
Pitch rate if power or rotor speed exceeds ‘fuzzy_control_limit ‘ and is also increasing.
A too high value offuzzy_pitch_rate induces strong blade loads.

generator_emergency REAL (9.E+9) [W] or [rpm].
Emergency level for generator cut-off. For variable-speed pitch-to-vane controlled wind
turbines the generator may be disconnected to avoid overloading or damage of the elec-
trical conversion system.

pitch_error REAL (0.0) [deg].
Value with which the pitch angle of blade 2 (and 3) differ from that of blade 1.
For a positive ‘pitch_error ‘, blade 2 has a larger (and blade 3 a smaller) pitch angle.

peak_shave_begin REAL (8.E+9) [W/rpm].
Power- or rotor speed value at which the linear! ’peak-shaving’ pitch strategy start.

peak_shave_end REAL (9.E+9) [W/rpm].
Power- or rotor speed value of the end of the ’peak-shaving’ interval, usually nominal-.

peak_shave_pitch REAL (1.0) [deg].
Pitch angle (minimum!) beyondpeak_shave_end. The values ofpeak_shave_begin,
peak_shave_end, andpeak_shave_pitchhave the purpose to reduce peak values of the
(quasi-steady!) axial aerodynamic loads on the rotor. For large size wind turbines the
peak-shaving pitch angle may be in the order of 5o and issued over a rotor-speed range of
about 6% of the rated rotor speed.

wait_time REAL (0.0) [s].
Time before simulation of a start or a fault, seefailure_type.

failure_type INTEGER (0) <0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5>.
Type of failure of the wind turbine, to be used for IEC load calculations:
= 0 No failure;
= 1 Pitch control of all blades is suppressed;
= 2 All blades pitch with ‘start_pitch_rate‘ (failed sensor);
= 3 Blade 2 does not pitch;
= 4 Blade 2 pitches (uncontrolled) with ‘start_pitch_rate‘;
= 5 Generator short-circuit, with ‘maximum_torque‘ (MENU generator_data).

All these failure modes are simulated after ‘wait_time‘.

start_pitch_rate REAL (-1.0) [deg/s].
Pitch rate for start-up condition. This is active afterwait_time.
The controller enters the ’START’ mode, if the calculation starts with a disconnected
generator (generator_cut_off < 0.0), a rotor speed smaller than 0.9 *start_speed, the
initial pitch angleis larger than (0.6 *min_pitch_angle+ 0.4 * max_pitch_angle).
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The value ofstart_pitch_rate is also used to simulate pitch failure for ’failure_type 2’
and ’failure_type 4’.

start_speed REAL (0.0) [rpm].
If the rotor speed exceedsstart_speedand the controller is in the ’START’ mode, the
generator is connected and the controller gets in the mode for normal production. If the
rotor is in the normal production mode ’NORM’ and a stop is activated, then the generator
is disconnected if the rotor speed gets below 0.9 timesstart_speed.

max_pitch_error REAL (180.0) [deg].
If the difference in pitch angle between any of the blades exceeds ‘max_pitch_error‘
(excluding ‘pitch_error ‘) a stop action is initiated, which implies pitching the blades
with ‘brake_pitch_rate‘ and applying the mechanical brake. If the turbine stops without
mechanical brake, one should specify a zero value forbrake_torque for the governing
load-case.

3.3 MENU geometry

MENU geometrycontains overall mass and geometric properties of the rotor and turbine.
The variables of this MENU are stored in include file ’PNCLM3’.
The input itemsstatic_moment_z, rolling_inertia , tilting_inertia , and cross_inertia were
not present in the former release "NOV-2003" whilestatic_moment_xwas formerly named
nacelle_unbalance.

tilt_angle REAL (0.0) [deg] Tilt angle of the rotor shaft, see Figure 3.

rotor_distance REAL (4.0) [m].
Distance from hub to tower axis measured along the rotor shaft, see Figure 3.

hub_location REAL (0.0) [m] Location of the hub above the tower top, see Figure 3.

rotor_eccentricity REAL (0.0) [m] <−0.2 · ‘blade_span‘, ..., 0.2 · ‘blade_span‘>.
Lateral distance between rotor axis and tower axis, positive if the rotor axis is left from
the tower axis in front view, see Figure 10. This eccentricity can be used to eliminate the
yaw misalignment of free yawing wind turbines resulting from the tilt angle component
of the shaft torque.

cone_angle REAL (0.0) [deg].
Angle of the rotor blades with respect to a plane perpendicular to the rotor shaft, see
Figure 3.

blade_root_radius REAL (0.0) [m].
Spanwise location of the blade root measured from the rotor centre along the blade axis,
see Figure 7. When modelling blade deformation, this is described from ‘blade_root_radius‘
to the blade tip. For hinged blades the hinges are modelled at ‘blade_root_radius‘.

nr_blades INTEGER (1) <1, 2, 3>. Number of rotor blades.

blade_span REAL (11.5) [m].
Length of the blades measured from ‘blade_root_radius‘ to the tip, see Figure 7.

blade_elements INTEGER (15)<3, ..., 24>.
Number of elements (of equal length) into which the part of the blades outside of
‘blade_root_radius‘ is divided, see Figure 7. The number of blade elements used for
the aerodynamic BEM model is 1 larger thanblade_elementsbecause two aerodynamic
annuli are used for the ’tip-element’.
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pitch_location REAL (0.0) [m] <0.0, ..., ‘blade_span‘>.
Spanwise distance from ‘blade_root_radius‘ of the pitch bearing.
In PHATAS the pitch bearing is modelled at the element intersection that is nearest to
‘pitch_location‘ but not beyond ‘blade_elements‘-2, see Figure 7.
All elements outside of node ‘pitch_location‘ will rotate with pitch actions.

feather_axis REAL (0.0) [m].
Chordwise location of the blade pitch axis, measured from the blade axis to the trailing
edge, see Figure 7 and 8. The itemfeather_axishas been used in the past for the classical
stall controlled wind turbine rotors of which only the blade tips undergo pitch motions.
Herefeather_axiscan be used to reduce the torsional moment in the tip pitch mechanism.
The validity of ‘feather_axis’ (non-zero values) is not verified recently.

radial_motion REAL (0.0) [m/rad].
Radial motion of the blade (-tip) connected with pitch rotation. This has been used for
rotor concepts with passive blade tip control, driven by centrifugal loads.

hub_mass REAL (0.0) [kg].
Mass of the hub measured up to ‘blade_root_radius‘.

hub_static_moment REAL (0.0) [kg·m].
First static moment of hub mass w.r.t. the rotor centre, positive downwind along the rotor
axis.

hub_inertia REAL (0.0) [kg·m2].
Rotational moment of inertia of the hub and the parts of the drive train that are on the
rotor-side of the modelled flexibility in the rotor shaft, see Figure 5.

nacelle_mass REAL (1000.) [kg].
Mass of the nacelle including drive train components, excluding the mass of the hub and
rotor blades, see Figure 4.

static_moment_x REAL(0.0) [kg·m]. In release "NOV-2003" this is ’nacelle_unbalance’.
Static moment of inertia of the nacelle mass (excl. hub) w.r.t. the tower axis, positive
downwind see Figure 4.

static_moment_z REAL(0.0) [kg·m]. Not in release "NOV-2003".
Static moment of inertia of the nacelle mass (excl. hub) w.r.t. the tower top, positive
upward.

rolling_inertia REAL (0.0) [kg·m2]. Not in release "NOV-2003".
Inertia of the nacelle (excluding hub) about the tower-topX-axis.

tilting_inertia REAL (0.0) [kg·m2]. Not in release "NOV-2003".
Inertia of the nacelle (excluding hub) for tilting about the tower top.

cross_inertia REAL (0.0) [kg·m2]. Not in release "NOV-2003".
Cross inertia for roll- and yaw motion of the nacelle excluding hub. Positive if the nacelle
mass centre is located clearly above the tower top and downwind of the tower axis.

yawing_inertia REAL (0.0) [kg·m2].
Inertia about the tower axis of the nacelle excluding hub and rotor blades, see Figure 4.

nacelle_side_drag REAL (0.0) [m2] <0.0, ....>
Aerodynamic drag area (=Cdrag ·area ) of the nacelle for the transverse wind component.
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nacelle_front_drag REAL (0.0) [m2] <0.0, ....>
Aerodynamic drag area of the nacelle for wind on the front or back, similar as for
‘nacelle_side_drag’. In fact ’drag area’ is the product of drag coefficient and area.
For a flat plate (rectangular or circular) the drag coefficient is 1.2. With the rounded edges
as for the nacelle of some turbines, the drag coefficient may reduce to 1.0 or 0.9.

3.4 MENU configuration

MENU configuration contains flags for the degrees of freedom of the model. The input items
for each d.o.f. are listed following the order of the corresponding SUBMENUs.
The variables of this MENU are stored in include file ’PNCLM4’.

tower_input CHARACTER*20 (‘towdef.inp’).
Name of the file with input properties for the tower model, see chapter 5.

free_yawing LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ the free yawing motion is solved, see section 3.4.1.
For the calculation of aerodynamic rotor characteristics, section 2.3.1, this is set OFF.

gearbox_support LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ the torsional deformation of the gearbox support is modelled, see section 3.4.2.

shaft_torsion LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ the elastic torsional deformation of the rotor shaft is modelled, see section 3.4.2.

teeter_flag LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ the teeter motion is solved as degree of freedom, see section 3.4.3.

hinge_flag LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ the blades have flapping hinges as a degree of freedom with stiffness, damping
and bumpers, see section 3.4.4.
These hinges are located at a distance ‘blade_root_radius‘ from the hub, see Figure 3.

pitch_flag LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ passive pitch motion is solved in routine ‘tipsol ’, see section 3.4.5.
If ’OFF’ the pitch algorithm in routine ‘conrol ’ is active, see chapter 7.
For the calculation of aerodynamic rotor characteristics, section 2.3.1, this is set OFF.

flapping_flag LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ continuous flapping deformation of the blades is modelled.

lagging_flag LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ continuous lead-lag deformation of the blades is modelled.
Because of the interaction between flapwise and lead-lag bending for non-zero blade
pitch angles, it is strongly recommended to set alwaysflapping_flag and lagging_flag
both ’ON’ or both ’OFF.

blade_torsion LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ continuous blade torsional deformation is modelled, for which the table
’ torsion_data’ (MENU blade_data) needs to be specified, see section 3.6.
If specified in file ’karaolis.dat’, the coupling from bending or tension is included’.

The properties for each of the degrees of freedom are described in the following subsections.
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3.4.1 SUBMENU yaw_data

SUBMENU yaw_datacontains items to specify the prescribed periodic yawing or to solve the
free yawing response of the nacelle. These items are stored in include file ’PNCLS4’.

The options to simulate the yaw behaviour are described in section 7.1.

For ’free_yawing OFF’ the following items specify a prescribed periodic yaw motion, which
starts atyaw_start_time after which it follows a ramp-shaped motion between ‘yaw_angle‘
and ‘yaw_angle+ yaw_ramp_time * yaw_rate‘. This motion is plotted in Figure 9.

yaw_start_time REAL (99000.0) [s].
Time at which the periodic alternating yaw motion starts.

yaw_rate REAL (0.0) [deg/s].
Rate of periodic alternating yaw motion, starting with the sign of ‘yaw_rate‘ as given.

yaw_ramp_time REAL (0.0) [s].
Duration of each periodic yaw action, which is both for a ’positive’ and for a ’negative’
action with rateyaw_rate.

yaw_repeat_time REAL (99000.0) [s].
Full cycle time of each periodic yaw action, which includes a ’positive’ and ’negative’
action with rateyaw_rate.
The time between each action is:yaw_repeat_time/2 - yaw_ramp_time.

yaw_time_lag REAL (1.0) [s].
Time lag between yaw control and effectuation of yaw motion. Using a non-zero value
for yaw_time_lagavoids exessive inertia loads from large yaw accelerations.

For ’free_yawing ON’ the following items are used to solve passive yaw motion.

yaw_damping REAL (0.0) [N·m/(rad/s)]. Viscous damping for a free yawing nacelle.

yaw_friction REAL (0.0) [N·m]. Coulomb friction for free yawing.

yawdrive_inertia REAL (0.0) [kg·m2]. Inertia of yaw motor, expressed w.r.t. yaw motion.

3.4.2 SUBMENU generator_data

SUBMENUgenerator_datacontains items for the drive train model.
The variables in this SUBMENU are stored in include file ’PNCLS5’.

Because the drive train describes the interaction between the dynamics of the rotor and the
generator some emphasis is laid on its modelling. The PHATAS configuration of the drive train
is shown in Figure 5. The set of non-linear differential equations is solved in terms of:

• Rotor speed;

• Shaft torsional deformation rate.
The elastic deformation of the rotor shaft is optional (’shaft_torsion ON’);

• Torsional deformation rate of the flexible gearbox support.
A flexible gearbox support is optional (’gearbox_support ON’).

The generator characteristics are described with an expression for the torque as function of the
generator rotational speed, seegenerator_model. The generator speed is the result of the rotor
speed minus the torsional deformation rate of the rotor shaft and the gearbox support.
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Items for the generator

The input item used to select the generator torque model is:

generator_model INTEGER (0) <0, ...., 5>
Indicates the type of model used for the torque characteristics of the generator.
For the calculation of aerodynamic rotor characteristics (see section 2.3.1)
generator_modelis set to0 in PHATAS. For other applications its value specifies:

= 0 The generator speed is kept constant at the value; ‘rated_rotorspeed‘.
The flexibility of the rotor shaft and gearbox support can still be modelled.

= 1 Synchronous generator characteristics of which the synchronous rotor speed is
‘ rated_rotorspeed‘. The load angle for nominal power ‘rated_power‘ measured
at the generator shaft is ‘generator_slope‘. The generator torque is evaluated with
Qgen = Qnom·((φgen −φsynch) + tau_gen · (Ωgen −Ωsynch)) /generator_slope .

= 2 Asynchronous generator characteristics with a nominal power ‘rated_power‘ at
‘ rated_rotorspeed‘. The slip at ‘rated_rotorspeed‘ is ‘ generator_slope‘ which
implies that the synchronous rotorspeed is

‘ rated_rotorspeed‘/(1 + ‘ generator_slope‘) .
The generator torque follows the relation of Kloss:

Qgen + tau_gen · ∂Qgen/∂t = 2 · Qk/(S/Sk + Sk/S) .
With Qk the maximum torque ‘maximum_torque‘ at a slip ofSk and ’tau_gen’
the time constant for dynamic behaviour of the generator.

= 3 The generator is described with a constantλ control below- and
a constant power control above ‘rated_rotorspeed‘, see Figure 6.

= 4 The generator torque and transmission loss are read from tablegenerator_curveas
piece-wise linearised function.

= 5 The routine ‘torgen ’ for generator characteristics, see section 7.2 and Figure 24, is not
called. This means that (if present) the statements for the generator torque in routine
’conrol ’ are valid. In ’conrol ’ the generator torque and its derivative with respect
to the slow shaft speed must be assigned to the source code variablesqgen and

dqdomg see section 7.6.

For all values ofgenerator_modellarger than 1, the generator torque is expressed with a time-
lag function of the rotational speed, see input itemtau_gen. The properties used for the de-
scription of the generator model(s) are:

rated_rotorspeed REAL (60.0) [rpm]< ...−0.001 > or < 0.001 ... >
The interpretation ofrated_rotorspeeddepends on the type of calculation:

For ’time_history_flag OFF’ and ’delta_lambda> 0’:
the aerodynamic rotor characteristics are calculated with ‘rated_rotorspeed‘;

For ’time_history_flag ON’ or ’ delta_lambda< 0’:
‘ rated_rotorspeed‘ is used for the description of the generator torque.

The value ofrated_rotorspeed is also used to simulate short-circuit (seefailure_type
5 in MENU control), based on an expression for the ’kip’ torque of an asynchronous
generator.

rated_power REAL (300.E+3) [W]
Rated (or ”nominal”) generator power, used for ’generator_model 0, 1, 2’, and ‘3’,
and used for the simulation of a short-circuit.
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generator_slope REAL (0.01)
For ’generator_model 1’ the load angle [deg] at the generator shaft for ‘rated_power‘;
For ’generator_model 2’ the slip [.] of the generator at ‘rated_rotorspeed‘;
The value ofgenerator_slopeis also used to simulate a generator short-circuit.

maximum_torque REAL (9.E+9) [Nm]
The maximum torque (at the generator shaft) of an asynchronous generator used in the
relation of Kloss, see ’generator_model 2’, and for the simulation of generator short-
circuit, see ’failure_type 5’ of SUBMENU control.

tau_gen REAL (0.0) [s]
Time constant in the expressions for the generator torque. For a speed-dependent torque
(all except ’generator_model 1’) the expression for the unsteady generator torque is:

Qgen + tau_gen · ∂Qgen/∂t = Qgen, steady .

generator_curve table( ordinate , generator_torque, loss_torque)


0.9901 0.0 0.0
1.0 2387.3 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
.... .... ....


Describes the piece-wise linearised relationship for the generator torque and transmission
loss. This table is only used for ’generator_model 4’. The columns are:

ordinate REAL(1:24) [.] Slow shaft speed divided by ‘rated_rotorspeed‘.
A decrease of two subsequent values indicates the end of the specifications;

generator_torque REAL(1:24) [N·m]
Torque values measured at the generator shaft.

loss_torque REAL(1:24) [N·m]
Transmission loss values measured at the generator shaft.

The default input describes 300kW generator power for 1% slip at 60rpm without loss.

Items for drive train components

The configuration of the drive train modelled in PHATAS includes flexibility of the gearbox
support while the generator and brake are each mounted on the nacelle frame, see Figure 5.

gear_ratio REAL (1.0) [.]
Transmission ratio of the gearbox. The value of ‘gear_ratio‘ can be either positive or
negative depending on the rotational direction of the generator shaft. ‘gear_ratio‘ is
negative if the generator shaft rotates opposite to the rotor shaft. The rotational direction
is of importance to solve the correct nacelle and tower moments when speeding-up or
-down and when yawing.

constant_loss REAL (0.0) [N·m]
The losses in the drive train are described with a linear function of the generator shaft
torque. ‘constant_loss‘ is the loss of torque for an unloaded generator expressed at the
slow shaft, Figure 5.Not used for ’generator_model 4’ .

proportional_loss REAL (0.0) [.] < 0.0 ... 1.0 >
Fraction of the drive train loss proportional to the generator shaft torque of the gearbox.
See also ‘constant_loss’. Not used for ’generator_model 4’ .

slow_shaft_inertia REAL (0.0) [kg·m2]
Rotational moment of inertia of the slow rotating parts of the drive train, Figure 5.
See alsofast_shaft_inertia.
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fast_shaft_inertia REAL (0.0) [kg·m2]
Rotational moment of inertia of the fast rotating parts of the drive train (generator, brake,
generator shaft, see Figure 5) expressed at the generator shaft. See alsoslow_shaft_inertia.

shaft_stiffness REAL (9.E+9) [N·m/rad]
Torsional stiffness of (flexible-) rotor shaft. For ’shaft_torsion ON’ this flexibility is
modelled between the inertia of the hub and the inertia of the slow shaft, see Figure 5.

gearbox_inertia REAL (0.0) [kg·m2]
Rotational moment of inertia of the gearbox and all connected parts, see Figure 5.

support_stiffness REAL (9.E+9) [N·m/rad]
Torsional stiffness of the flexible gearbox support, see Figure 5.

support_damping REAL (0.0) [N·m/(rad/s)]
Viscous damping of the flexible gearbox support, see Figure 5.

3.4.3 SUBMENU teeter_data

SUBMENU teeter_datacontains items of the model for the dynamics of the teeter mechanism.
(for ’ teeter_flag ON’). The variables in this SUBMENU are stored in include file ’PNCLS6’.
For 2-bladed rotors the teeter hinge model has been used to analyse the shaft bending dynamics,
using theteeter_springfor the shaft bending stiffness.

delta_3_angle REAL (0.0) [deg]
Orientation of the teeter hinge in the rotor axis system.
‘delta_3_angle‘ is positive if the motion of blade 1 for an increasing teeter angle
results in a reduction of the aerodynamic inflow angle, see Figure 3.

teeter_offset REAL (0.0) [m]
Location of the teeter hinge on the rotor shaft measured downwind from the hub, Figure 3.

teeter_spring table( teeter_spring_angle , teeter_moment)

 1.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
.... ....


Describes the piece-wise linearised stiffness of the teeter spring:

teeter_spring_angle REAL(1:10) [deg]
Increasing series of teeter angles, which must be positive.
A decrease of two subsequent teeter angles indicates the end of the specifications.

teeter_moment REAL(1:10) [N·m]
Restoring moments about the teeter hinge.

teeter_friction REAL (0.0) [N·m]
Hysteresis or ’Coulomb’ friction in the teeter hinge.

teeter_viscosity REAL (0.0) [N·m/(rad/s)]
Viscous damping of the teeter motion.
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3.4.4 SUBMENU hinge_data

SUBMENUhinge_data contains items for flapping hinges ’hinge_flag ON’.
For ’hinge_flag OFF’ the items in this SUBMENU are not significant.
The flapping hinges are located at ‘blade_root_radius‘ and oriented in the rotor plane perpen-
dicular to the blade-axes, see Figure 3.
The variables in this SUBMENU are stored in include file ’PNCLS7’.

hinge_stiffness REAL (0.0)< 0.0 ....> [N·m/rad]
Stiffness of the flapping hinge spring.

hinge_damping REAL (0.0) [N·m/(rad/s)]
Viscous damping of the hinge flapping motion.

min_flap_angle REAL (-90.0) [deg]
Minimum hinge flapping angle when the blade just hits the upwind bumper.

max_flap_angle REAL (90.0) [deg]
Maximum hinge flapping angle when the blade just hits the downwind bumper.

bumper_stiffness REAL (0.0)< ‘hinge_stiffness‘ .... > [N·m/rad]
Stiffness of the bumper for angles beyondmin_flap_angleor max_flap_angle.

3.4.5 SUBMENU pitch_data

SUBMENUpitch_data contains properties of the model for the pitch mechanism.
For ’pitch_flag OFF’ the input items in this SUBMENU are not significant, except for
min_pitch_angleandmax_pitch_angle.
The variables in this SUBMENU are stored in include file ’PNCLS8’.

coupled_pitch LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ the passive pitch motion of all blades is coupled.

min_pitch_angle REAL (-90.0) [deg]
Stop at minimum pitch angle.
This is not used for the calculation of aerodynamic rotor characteristics, see 2.3.1.

max_pitch_angle REAL (90.0) [deg]
Stop at maximum pitch angle.
This is not used for the calculation of aerodynamic rotor characteristics, see 2.3.1.

pitch_stiffness REAL (9.E+9) [N·m/rad]
Stiffness of a torsional spring in the pitch bearing of one blade.

pre_stress_moment REAL (0.0) [N·m]
Pre-stress moment of the torsional spring for one blade at zero pitch angle.

pitch_damping REAL (0.0) [N·m/(rad/s)]
Viscous damping of the pitch motion for one blade.

pitch_friction REAL (0.0) [N·m]
Coulomb friction in the pitch motion of one blade.

The stops for the pitch angles are active for solving passive pitch motion in routine ‘tipsol’
(’pitch_flag ON’) and if pitch control is modelled in routine ‘conrol ’ (’ pitch_flag OFF’).
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3.5 MENU profiles

MENU profiles contains items for the aerodynamic properties of the blades and for the de-
scription of the rotor aerodynamics.
The variables of this MENU are stored in include file ’PNCLM5’.

airfoil_table table (airfoil_span, airfoil_file )

 0.0 ′NAC23018′

0.0 ′none′

.... ....


Contains the spanwise distribution of files with aerodynamic coefficient-tables.

airfoil_span REAL(1:12) Spanwise coordinate [m] measured from ‘blade_root_radius‘.

airfoil_file CHARACTER*20(1:12) Name of the file with the airfoil coefficients table
that has to be used outboard of the span ‘airfoil_span‘.

Based on this table the aerodynamic properties of the blade elements are assigned using
the spanwise location at the middle of each of the elements.
If the first value of ‘airfoil_span‘ is larger than 0.0 the aerodynamic properties of the
elements of which the middle is within ‘airfoil_span‘ are set to zero.

3D_correction LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ a correction for the effects of rotation is applied to the lift coefficients of blade
sections up to 80% radius. This correction is based on the method of Snel, Houwink, and
Bosschers [21]. The dependency of rotational speed (speed ratio) is described with factor

(Ω r) 2/V 2
eff , see also section 4.4 of [15].

dynamic_stall INTEGER (0) < 0, 1, 2 >
= 0: the quasi-steady airfoil properties are used (if specified: with3D_correction).

= 1: the dynamic stall behaviour is described with the linear part (with∆ cl 1) of the
dynamic stall model of Snel [22], which describes the dynamic lift coefficient based on
the description by Truong. The first-order part of this model is described in section 4.4 of
[16].

= 2: not fully tested!the unsteady stall behaviour is described with the second order (non-
linear) dynamic stall model of Snel, in terms of∆ cl 1and∆ cl 2 . Due to the non-linear
terms in this model, the solution requires an iteration process which uses more CPU time.
Because this dynamic stall model is developed using wind tunnel measurements on a
single blade for pitch variations with only one frequency and amplitude, this model still
needs validation. Moreover the wind turbulence and rotor blade dynamics (flap bending)
of a real wind turbine have more the character of a ’heave’ motion instead of pitch.

hup1 REAL (0.0)
Variable that is reserved for additional or alternative algorithms, to be applied in research
applications. In the governing routine the file ’PNCLM5’ should be included.

hup2 REAL (0.0) (see description ofhup1).

hup3 REAL (0.0) (see description ofhup1).

The format of the contents of the airfoil datafiles is described in section 2.2.6. Note that the
moment coefficient is positive in the direction of decreasing pitch angle, "nose-up", which is in
the direction of larger angles of attack, see Figure 8.

The formulation of the ’3D correction’ for rotational effects is based on the angle of attack for
zero lift α(Cl=0) which means that the coefficients near zero lift must have reliable values.
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3.6 MENU blade_data

MENU blade_data contains items for the geometric-, mass-, and stiffness properties of the
blades. The geometric blade properties (chord, aerodynamic centre, and twist) are used for the
calculation of the dynamic response as well as for the aerodynamic rotor characteristics. All
tabulated blade properties that are a function of the spanwise location are read as piece-wise
linearised distributions between the specified values. The spanwise coordinates of the tabulated
blade properties need to form an increasing series. If the blade properties are not specified over
the entire blade span the distribution is extrapolated linearly to the rotor centre and/or to the tip.
For blades shorter than 11.5m (range of default blade) it is strongly recommended to specify the
blade properties over the entire blade span to avoid that incorrect (default) values are used.
The variables of this MENU are stored in include file ’PNCLM6’.

Items for the blade shape

The blade model in PHATAS allows a blade axis with a so-called ’pre-bend’ geometry of the
unloaded state. This ’pre-bend’ blade axis is modelled with a uniform curvature over a part of
the span, between locationspre_bend_beginandpre_bend_end. The amount of ’pre-bend’
curvature is specified as the unloaded! position of the blade tip and can have a component in
flap-wise and in lagwise direction (defined for zero pitch).

flap_pre_bend REAL (0.0) [m],< −0.25(R−(pre_bend_begin+pre_bend_end)/2),
...., 0.25(R−(pre_bend_begin+pre_bend_end)/2) >

Geometric flapwise blade curvature of the tip, downwind positive.

lag_pre_bend REAL (0.0) [m],< −0.25(R−(pre_bend_begin+pre_bend_end)/2),
...., 0.25(R−(pre_bend_begin+pre_bend_end)/2) >

Similar asflap_pre_bend, but in lag-wise direction.
Bothflap_pre_bendandlag_pre_bendare defined for a zero blade pitch angle.

pre_bend_begin REAL (0.0) [m],< 0.0, ...., R >
Location from the blade root at which the uniform ’pre-bend’ blade curvature starts.

pre_bend_end REAL (0.0) [m],< 0.0, ...., R >
Location from the blade root at which the uniform ’pre-bend’ blade curvature ends.

Items for the geometric blade properties

The geometrical blade properties are vital for the calculation of the aerodynamic loads for which
reason they need to be specified for all applications of PHATAS.

blade_geometry table( s_geometry , blade_chord , aero_centre)

The default values are



0.0 0.6 0.0
0.20 0.6 0.0
0.375 1.813 0.0
11.5 0.3 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
.... .... ....


s_geometry REAL(1:25) [m] Spanwise coordinates, see Figure 7.

blade_chord REAL(1:25) [m] Blade chord values, see Figure 7.
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aero_centre REAL(1:25) [m]
Chordwise location of the aerodynamic centre, measured from the blade axis to the
trailing edge of the cross section, see Figure 8. The aerodynamic centre is the point
at which the specified aerodynamic moment coefficients are defined (usually 25%
of the chord from the leading edge). The position of the aerodynamic centre can be
used to calculate the aeroelastic behaviour of wind turbines with blades that have a
curvature in lag-wise direction. In this case also the orientation of the aerodynamic
centre line is included in the decomposition of the relative airflow over the blade
chord.

blade_twist table( satw1 , twist_angle)


0.0 0.0

11.5 0.0
0.0 0.0
... ...


satw1 REAL(1:25) [m] Spanwise coordinates.

twist_angle REAL(1:25) [deg] Blade twist angle, see Figure 8.

Items for the blade mass properties

The blade mass properties are essential for the gravitational loads and the dynamic loading.
These properties need to be specified at least for a power curve calculation and for dynamic
design load calculations.

symass REAL(0:24) [m]
Spanwise coordinates for the blade mass distributions.

ymass REAL(0:24,1:3) [kg/m]
Distribution of the blade mass per unit length. The first index corresponds with the index
of the spanwise coordinate. The second index is the blade number.
If the mass properties are specified from a span larger than ‘blade_root_radius‘ then the
mass distribution is extrapolated to the blade root.
If the mass properties are specified from a negative span (inboard of ‘blade_root_radius‘)
then this mass is added to the hub.

sxcg REAL(0:24) (0.0 11.5 0.0 ...) [m]
Spanwise coordinates of the mass centre line.

xcg REAL(0:24,1:3) (0.0 0.0 0.0 ...) [m]
Chordwise location of the mass centre line measured from the blade axis to the trailing
edge. The indices are defined identical as forymass.

radius_of_gyration table( srdel , rdel)

The default values are



0.0 0.3118
1.5 0.3039
3.5 0.2416
.... ....

10.5 0.0892
11.5 0.05678
0.0 0.0
.... ....


srdel REAL(0:24) [m] Spanwise coordinates.

rdel REAL(0:24) [m] Radius of gyration with respect to the mass centre linexcg.
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Items for the blade stiffness properties

The blade stiffness properties are needed for modelling of the structural dynamic response of
the rotor blades. These properties only need to be specified if blade deformation is modelled;

’flapping_flag ON’, ’ lagging_flag ON’, or ’blade_torsion ON’.
The stiffnesses are expressed in the axis system of the local blade chord as shown in Figure 8.

s_stiffness REAL(0:24) [m]
Spanwise coordinates of the specified blade bending stiffnesses.

flat_stiffness REAL(0:24) [N·m2]
Values of the flatwise bending stiffnesses of the blades.

edge_stiffness REAL(0:24) [N·m2]
Values of the edgewise bending stiffnesses of the blades.

cross_stiffness REAL(0:24) (0.0 0.0 ...) [N·m2]
Values of the coupling stiffnesses between flatwise and edgewise bending, positive if a
downwind flap bending moment results in a deformation with a leadwise component.

torsion_data table( sgjt , gjt , shear_centre)

The default values are



0.0 16.9E+6 0.0
1.5 4.71E+6 0.0
.... .... ....
9.5 0.19E+6 0.0

11.5 0.044E+6 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
.... .... ....


sgjt REAL(0:24) [m] Spanwise coordinates;

gjt REAL(0:24) [N·m/(rad/m)] Values of the torsional stiffnesses;

shear_centre REAL(0:24) [m] Chordwise locations of the shear centre
measured from the blade axis to the trailing edge.

flat_damping REAL (0.0) [.]
Structural damping for flatwise blade bending deformation. This is expressed as fraction
of the critical damping for the first symmetric flatwise bending mode of blade 1 when ro-
tating with ‘rated_rotorspeed‘. For other flatwise bending modes the structural damping
(in dimensionless terms) is proportional to the natural frequency.

edge_damping REAL (0.0) [.]
Structural damping for edgewise blade bending deformation.
The amount of edgewise damping is defined similar as for flatwise bending.

torsion_damping REAL (0.0) [.]
Structural damping for blade torsional deformation.
The amount of torsional damping is defined similar as for bending deformation.

For rotor blades with elastic tailoring, the torsional deformation is not only caused by a tor-
sional moment but also by the bending moments and/or the spanwise force in the cross section.
The dynamic response of these rotor blades can be solved with PHATAS if the coupling terms
following the notation of Karaolis are present in a file named ‘karaolis.dat ’, see section 2.2.4.
If this file is not present these coupling effects are set to zero.

The default distributions of the chord, the sectional mass, the radius of gyration, and the stiff-
nesses of the blades are those of the former 25m HAT rotor test facility of ECN, Petten.
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3.7 MENU wind

MENU wind contains input items for the wind loading on the rotor.
The variables of this MENU are stored in include file ’PNCLM7’.

In PHATAS the aerodynamic loads on the blade elements are calculated from the difference
between the undisturbed wind velocity vector and the motion of the rotor blade due to all degrees
of freedom and structural deformations. For each blade element the wind loading is evaluated
at the deformed position.
For all descriptions of the wind loading the aerodynamic stagnation of the (lattice- or tubular-)
tower is described in one of the routines of the tower module, see chapter 5.

load_case CHARACTER*20 (‘none’)
String that is written in the output files and can be used to identify the wind conditions.

Several options for wind loading are available in PHATAS that can be selected using the input
item wind_option. For all options of the wind loading, the wind direction and wind elevation
are applied in the following sequence:

~V(X,Y,Z,t) = S̄(wind_direction) · S̄(wind_elevation) · ~V(wind,t) .

Here S̄ denotes a transformation matrix.
The wind velocity on the rotor plane may be the wind as read from a SWIFT wind datafile.
It may also be a wind loading as modelled with the other ’options’:
~V(wind,t) = S̄wind_twist · [ (V(ambient) + vertical shear) · (1 + horiz. shear) + gust(t) ].
HereSwind_twist is the transformation matrix for the vertical variation in wind direction.

The itemwind_option is described here first.

wind_option INTEGER (0) <0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 20>
Indicates the type of wind loading on the rotor:

= 0 A constant wind speed with time.
For rotor characteristics or power curve calculationwind_option is set to ‘0’.

= 1 A stepwise increasing wind speed and wind direction.
This wind option can be used to evaluate the response of the control algorithm.
The discontinuous! steps all have a subsequent additional wind speed amplitude
amplitude and wind direction increments ofdirection_change. These steps start at
start_time, last for time_period seconds each, while the total sequence continues
for duration seconds.

= 2 A ‘ramp shaped’ wind gust and direction change.
The length of the increasing and the decreasing part of the ramp is ‘time_period‘
while the maximum wind speed lasts for ‘duration ‘ seconds, see Figure 11.a.

= 3 A gust and direction change following the description of Frost [4]:
Vwind(t) = Vwind(t = 0) + amplitude · 1.581977 · [1 − exp (−(sin arg)1/3)] .

For the increasing part of the gustarg = (π/2)·(t−start_time)/(aa·time_period)
and for the decreasing part of the gust

arg =
π

2
· (start_time + time_period + duration− t

(1 − aa) · time_period
) .

Here the factoraa is given by:aa = 0.117 + 0.048 · log (Zhub).
The maximum wind speed holds for ‘duration ‘ seconds, see Figure 11.b.

= 4 A sinusoidal wind speed variation and direction change with the specified time
‘ time_period‘, which acts continuously for ‘duration ‘ seconds, see Figure 11.c.
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= 5 Options for a (1 - cos)/2 shaped gust, direction change, and shear variation
following the IEC 61400-1 Safety requirements, [8] and the G.L. recommendations
[5]. Using this option, (1 - cos)/2 variations are available for:

• Wind speed with an amplitude ‘amplitude‘;

• Wind direction with an amplitude ‘direction_change‘ [ o];

• Linear vertical shear with an amplitude ‘vert_shear_change‘ [(m/s)/Radius];

• Linear horizontal shear with an amplitude ‘hor_shear_change‘ [(m/s)/Radius].
These definitions oftime_period andamplitude are not consistent with those in [8]
and [5]!
The (1 - cos)/2 variations are of the form of Figure 11.d. For this option ver-
tical twist in wind direction can not be applied while vertical shear applies to the
specifications forshear_type.

= 6 An ’Extreme Operating Gust’ as in section 6.3.2 of IEC 61400-1 [8] and G.L. [5]:
“ − amplitude ·0.5 · sin(3π t/time_period) · (1− cos(2π t/time_period)) ”
One should be aware of the factor0.37 in [8] and [5] .
This function can also be used for a ’direction_change’, although this is not re-
quired for wind turbine design.

= 10 (Measured) wind data are read from the ASCII file ‘wind_datafile‘.
The variables of which the time series are read (in routine ‘windt ’) depend on the
value ofshear_type:

For ’shear_type 0’ every record must contain:
◦ time [s];
◦ wind speed [m/s] at hub height− ‘ lower_shear‘ [m];
◦ wind speed [m/s] at hub height;
◦ wind speed [m/s] at hub height + ‘upper_shear‘ [m];
◦ wind direction [o], defined similar aswind_direction.

The vertical shear has a bilinear distribution through the wind speed values read
from the file.

For ’shear_type> 0’ every record must contain:
◦ time [s];
◦ wind speed [m/s] at hub height;
◦ wind direction [o], defined similar aswind_direction.

The vertical shear is in accordance with ‘shear_type‘, where the shear is related
to the actual wind speed andnot to the ambient value: ‘wind_velocity’

The measured wind time series are applied at ‘start_time‘ seconds later than the
time read from the wind file. If the time series in the ASCII wind file starts later or
ends earlier than the time series of the calculation (after adding ‘start_time‘), the
wind is kept constant at the value at the beginning c.q. end of the file. The actual
wind data used in PHATAS are obtained by linear interpolation in time between the
data read from file. The horizontal shear and the wind twist are added as function
of the position in the rotor plane.
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= 11 The longitudinal components of the wind distribution on the rotor plane are read
from a file as generated with SWIFT [25]. The wind generated with SWIFT is
calculated for a given rotor geometry, spectral density, and coherence. In PHATAS
checks are performed on the hub height, rotor diameter, wind speed, vertical shear
type, and on its shear parameter to ensure that the correct wind data file is used. If
the time interval in the wind data file does not match with ‘time_increment‘ of the
PHATAS calculation the wind data are interpolated to the time steps needed. If the
time in the calculation exceeds the time span of the SWIFT wind datafile, reading
of the wind data is continued from the beginning of the file. Because the SWIFT
wind datafiles are periodic this gives no discontinuities.

= 12 As for ’wind_option 11’ including lateral turbulence.
If the SWIFT wind datafile does not contain lateral turbulence a question is written
to the screen whether to perform the calculation for ’wind_option 11’.

= 13 As for ’wind_option 11’ including lateral and vertical turbulence.
If the SWIFT wind datafile does not contain the full 3D turbulence components a
question is written to the screen whether to perform the calculation for ’wind_option
12’ or ’ 11’.

= 20 The steady wind distribution is read as acting in a plane perpendicular to the ambi-
ent wind direction using the WAKEFARM output, [24]. The WAKEFARM output-
tables withu, v, andw components can be copied below each other where the table
with u components must come first. After reading theu components the program
PHATAS looks for a table with thev and/orw components, which are zero if these
components are not present.
If during the calculation with PHATAS the blade tips move out of the "WAKE-
FARM" grid, the applied wind on the tips is that at the edges of the grid.
Knowing that the WAKEFARM output usually describes a uniform wind out of the
wake, it is recommended to generate a WAKEFARM output that encloses the com-
plete wake of the up-wind rotor. Then the analysed turbine is always exposed to a
realistic wind distribution, whether or not in partial wake operation.

For ’output_level 3’ or higher the global properties of the grid of the SWIFT or WAKE-
FARM file are written to file ‘STATUS ’.

For ’wind_option 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,or 6’ the gusts starts at ‘start_time‘ .

For all options for the wind loading a time series of the wind speed and the wind direction at
the hub can be obtained as output property2 and6 respectively, see chapter 4 and Appendix A.
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The remaining input items for wind loading are described in alphabetic order.

air_density REAL (1.225) [kg/m3] < 0.0 .... > Density of the air.

amplitude REAL (0.0) [m/s]
Amplitude of the gust (for ’wind_option 1 - 6), see Figure 11

direction_change REAL (0.0) [o]
Amplitude of the wind direction change. The direction change is modelled forwind_option
1 through6 with a similar function as the wind gust (with the input itemamplitude).

duration REAL (0.0) [s]
The definition depends on the value ofwind_option, see Figure 11.

= 1 : Overall time during which the wind velocity increases stepwise.

= 2, 3, 5, 6 : Maximum wind speed of the modelled gust
is kept constant for ‘duration ‘ seconds.

= 4 : The sinusoidal wind acts for ‘duration ‘ seconds.

hor_shear REAL (0.0) [Radius−1]
Linear horizontal shear over the rotor plane, positive if the wind speed on the left side
of the rotor is higher than on the right side, see Figure 10. The specification ’hor_shear
0.01’ desribes a wind speed on the left edge of the rotor plane is 1% higher than the speed
at hub. The horizontal shear is proportional with the wind speed at the given height.

hor_shear_change REAL (0.0) [(m/s)/Radius]
For ’wind_option 5’: Amplitude of the (1 - cos)/2 variation in horizontal shear, as de-
scribed in the IEC Safety requirements [8].

lower_shear REAL (0.0)

For ’wind_option 10’ and ’shear_type 0’: Distance [m] below the hub of the first wind
speed (2-nd column) on the records from the file.

For ’shear_type 1’: Relative wind shear [(m/s)/Radius] below hub height, positive for a
wind speed that increases with height.

shear_parameter REAL (0.0) [m] < 1.E-8, ....>
Parameter in the description of the vertical shear profile, which depends onshear_type.

= 2: Exponent [-] used in the power law;

= 3 and4: Terrain roughness lengthz0 [m] in the expression for a logarithmic shear.

shear_type INTEGER (0) <0, 1, 2, 3, 4>
Indicates which vertical wind shear profile is used:

= 0: No vertical shear. For ’wind_option 10’ (wind from a file) this indicates that a
bilinear shear is calculated through the values of the wind speed from file.

= 1: A bilinear shear. A linear shear above hub height:
Vsteady(Yhub, Z) = [wind_velocity + upper_shear · (Z−Zhub

R ) ]
and a linear shear below hub height:
Vsteady(Yhub, Z) = [wind_velocity + lower_shear · (Z−Zhub

R ) ] .

= 2: A power function for the vertical shear:
Vsteady(Yhub, Z) = wind_velocity · ( Z

Zhub
)shear_parameter .
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= 3: A logarithmic vertical wind shear:
Vsteady(Yhub, Z) = wind_velocity · ln (Z/shear_parameter)

ln (Zhub/shear_parameter) .
A logarithmic wind shear may be used for the wind profile at low altitudes.

= 4: A logarithmic vertical wind shear as for3 with an additional term ‘0.6 m/s’
for heights above 25m (see Handbook version 3 [23]):
Vsteady(Yhub, Z) = [wind_velocity· ln (Z/shear_parameter)

ln (Zhub/shear_parameter)+0.6m/s·ln (Z/Zhub) ] .

HereYhub andZhub describe the location of the hub.
In the logarithmic shear profiles ’shear_parameter’ is the so-called ’roughness length’.
The stationary wind velocity in any point of the rotor plane is then

Vsteady(Y, Z) = Vsteady(Yhub, Z) · [ 1 + hor_shear · (Y −Yhub
R ) ] .

In PHATAS the gust is a uniform wind variation over the rotor disk that is added to the
stationary wind distribution, independent from the vertical and horizontal wind shear.

start_time REAL (0.0) [s]
Time at which a modelled gust starts or the data read from file are applied.
For ’wind_option 10’ the wind time series (from file) are applied to the rotor at ‘start_time’
seconds later than the time read from the file.

time_period REAL (10.0) [s]
For ’wind_option 1’ the time interval between the stepwise wind increments.
For ’wind_option 2, 3, 4, 5, and6’ the time period of the modelled gust, see Figure 11.

upper_shear REAL (0.0)

For ’wind_option 10’ and ’shear_type 0’: Distance [m] above the hub of the third wind
speed (4-th column) read from the records of the file.

For ’shear_type 1’: Relative wind shear [(m/s)/Radius] above hub height related to the
undisturbed wind speed at hub height.

vert_shear_change REAL (0.0) [(m/s)/Radius]
For ’wind_option 5’: Amplitude of the (1 - cos)/2 variation in vertical shear, as described
in the IEC Safety requirements.

wind_datafile CHARACTER*20 (‘none’)
For ’wind_option 10, 11, 12, 13or 20’: Name of the file with wind data. If PHATAS is
invoked with at least two command line arguments, the second is read aswind_datafile.

wind_direction REAL (0.0) [o]
Direction of the wind with respect to the globalX-axis, positive if the wind comes from
the east and the turbine is oriented to the north, see Figure 10. This is not valid for wind
read from a file.

wind_elevation REAL (0.0) [o]
The angle of the undisturbed wind direction with respect to the horizontal plane.
Positive if the wind is upward. This is valid for all wind options.

wind_twist REAL (0.0) [o/Radius]
Vertical gradient of the wind direction, positive if the wind direction, see Figure 10, in-
creases with height. This is not applied in combination with wind from a file.

wind_velocity REAL (0.0) [m/s]
Undisturbed (without gust) wind speed at hub height.
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3.8 MENU waves

MENU waves contains input items for wave loading on the tower.
The variables of this MENU are stored in include file ’PNCLM8’.

The wave loads on the tower in the PHATAS model are calculated from the difference between
the (external) wave velocities and the motion of the tower due to bending. A description of the
modules for tower dynamics is given in chapter 5.

With the itemwave_optionthe user can specify which type of description is used for the wave
loading. This item is described here first.

wave_option INTEGER (0) <0, 1, 2>
Indicates the type of wave loading

= 0 : No wave loading;

= 1 : Wave loading read from a ‘ROWS ’ file, in binary format;

= 2 : Wave loading read from an ASCII file, as generated withStreamfunction [18].

water_density REAL (1025.0) [kg/m3]
Density of the water, used for the wave loading on an offshore tower.

water_depth REAL (0.0) [m]
Average depth of the water surrounding the tower.
If the wave loading is read from a file (e.g. generated withROWS or an ASCII file,
wave_option 1or larger) the value ofwater_depth must correspond with the data in
this file.

wave_direction REAL (0.0) [deg]
Direction of the waves with respect to the globalX-axis of the turbine, positive if the
waves come from the east and the turbine is oriented to the north, similar as for ‘wind_direction’,
see Figure 10.

wave_datafile CHARACTER*20 (‘none’)
Name of the file with wave data, in ASCII form or as generated withROWS, [3]. If
PHATAS is invoked with three (CHARACTER*64) command line arguments the third
argument is read as name of the wave datafile.
This file is not looked-up forwave_option 0.
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Figure 3: Geometric properties of the wind turbine model (drawn for zero rotor azimuth)
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Figure 4: Global mass properties of the wind turbine model
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The drive train moments are drawn
for a positive transmission ratio.
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When using PHATAS for the calculation of the dynamic (time-) response an output file is gen-
erated containing a table with time series of selected properties. The name of this file can be
specified with the input itemoutput_file. The columns of the table in this file contain the time

REAL , the number of iterationsINTEGER , the rotor azimuth in degreesREAL , fol-
lowed by properties specified in the input file by the itemoutput_table.
With the postprocessor it is also possible to generate an output file with another format, see the
postprocessor input itemoutput_type in Appendix C.
The itemoutput_table (see 3.2.2 SUBMENUtime_history) is a table type of input item
with two arrays:

signal_nr indicates the output properties that are to be printed;

location indicating the coordinate in the main component of the structure.

If a negative value ofsignal_numberis specified the corresponding property is written with the
opposite sign. An absolute value ofsignal_numberhigher than 100*(‘nr_blades‘ + 1) (such
as the default values 999) indicates the end of the specified output properties.

Following is a description of the output properties corresponding to each value ofsignal_nr.
Table 4.1.General output properties of the wind turbine.
signal_number Description of the output property Unit

0 Time step number (record number for ‘phpost ’).
1 Actual time. [s]
2 Length of the wind speed vector at hub. [m/s]

This is including lateral and vertical components.
3 Aerodynamic power subtracted from the air. [W]
4 Axial aerodynamic force on the rotor. [N]
5 Power through the generator shaft. [W]
6 Actual wind direction at hub, positive, [o]

defined following Figure 10.
For measured wind or for stochastic wind
this includes lateral turbulence at the hub.

7 Tower bending rate inX direction. [m/s]
8 Tower bending rate inY direction. [m/s]
9 Yaw angle with respect to tower top, [o]

defined following Figure 10.
10 Yaw rate. [o/s]
11 Rotor azimuth, zero at 12 o’clock. [o]
12 Rotor (angular) speed. [rpm]
13 Teeter angle. [o]
14 Teeter rate. [o/s]
15 Torsional deformation of the rotor shaft. [o]
16 First time derivative of (15). [o/s]
17 Rotor angular acceleration. [o/s2]
18 Sum of yaw angle and tower torsion at top. [o]
19 Sum of yaw rate and rate of tower torsion. [o/s]
20 Component in rotor-shaft direction of

the tower top ’deformation’ velocity. [rpm]
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Table 4.2.Output properties for the tower and the rotor shaft
signal_number Description of the output property Unit

21 Bending moment in the tower about the inertialX axis. [N·m]
22 Bending moment in the tower about the inertialY axis. [N·m]
23 Torsional (yawing) moment in the tower. [N·m]
24 Shear force in the tower in the inertialX direction. [N]
25 Shear force in the tower in the inertialY direction. [N]
26 Normal (tensile) force in the tower. [N]
27 Displacement of the nacelle in the inertialX direction. [m]
28 Displacement of the nacelle in the inertialY direction. [m]
29 Torsional deformation of the tower. [o]
41 Sideways rolling moment in the tower along the

horizontal component of the rotation vector. [N·m]
42 Backward tilting moment in the tower. [N·m]
43 Torsional (yawing) moment in the tower top (as 23). [N·m]
44 Shear force in the tower along the horizontal

component of the rotation vector. [N]
45 Shear force in the tower perpendicular to the rotor axis

positive to the left when looking downwind. [N]
46 Normal tensile force in the tower. [N]
47 Displacement of the nacelle (direction as 44). [m]
48 Displacement of the nacelle (direction as 45). [m]
49 Torsional deformation of the tower. [o]
51 Torque on the drive train support. [N·m]
52 Tilting moment on the rotor, aboutYGL axis. [N·m]
53 Yawing moment on the drive train. [N·m]
54 Axial (compressive) force on the drive train. [N]
55 Lateral force (inY direction) on drive train. [N]
56 Vertical (upwards) shear force on the drive train, Figure 14. [N]
57 Torsional deformation of the flexible gearbox support. [o]
61 Torque on the rotor shaft. [N·m]
67 Torsional deformation of the flexible rotor shaft. [o]
71 Rotor shaft torque transmitted by one gearbox tooth. [N·m]

Here ‘location’ indicates the rotor azimuth [o]
for which the particular tooth is in contact.
This can be used to analyse fatigue of gearbox teeth.

91 - 99 User defined (e.g. from ‘conrol ’) output variables. [?]

The output properties 21 to 49 are for a cross-section of the tower at a height ‘location‘ [m]
above the tower base. The positive directions of the properties 21 to 29 are displayed in Fig-
ure 12.
The properties 41 to 49 are similar to the properties 21 to 29 but defined with respect to the
nacelle reference system; after yawing and tower torsional deformation, see Figure 13.
The properties 51 to 56 are for the loads from the rotor to the drive train defined in the non-
rotating coordinate system at a distance ‘location‘ The properties 51 to 56 are for the loads in
the non-rotating rotor shaft at a distance ‘location‘ behind the hub, as is displayed in Figure 14.
The properties 62 to 66 are the loads in the rotating rotor shaft of which the directions are similar
to those of properties 52 to 56 for a zero rotor azimuth, see Figure 15. The difference between
the torque ‘61’ and ‘51’ comes from the angular acceleration of the drive train components.
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If the user-defined properties ‘91’ through ‘99’ are not assigned in routineconrol , they have the
following ’default’ values:
91 0.0
92 For (control_type 1) measured power [W]

For (control_type 2) the filtered rotor speed [rpm]
93 Target pitch rate from the controller [o/s]
94 Lead moment Mx in blade root 3 (for 3 blades) [Nm]
95 Flap moment My in blade root 3 (for 3 blades) [Nm]
96 Lead moment Mx in blade root 2 [Nm]
97 Flap moment My in blade root 2 [Nm]
98 Lead moment Mx in blade root 1 [Nm]
99 Flap moment My in blade root 1 [Nm]

The properties with numbers larger than 100 are blade related properties. The first digit of these
numbers denotes the blade number of the specific output property. Blade 1 is used to define the
rotor azimuth, blade 2 is following blade 1 which means that it’s azimuth is always smaller. For
a 3-bladed rotor blade 3 is following blade 1. The last two digits are significant for the type of
output property which is the same for all blades. The properties in table 4.3 refer to blade 1.
Blade properties of which the last two digits are larger than 10 are a function of the location
‘ location‘ which is measured from the blade root: ‘blade_root_radius’.

Table 4.3.Blade related output properties
signal_number Description of output property Unit

102 Hinge flapping angle. [o]
103 Rate of hinge flapping motion. [o/s]
104 Pitch angle. [o]
105 Pitch rate. [o/s]
111 Axial induced velocity on the element; not in ‘phpost ’. [m/s]
112 Aerodynamic angle of attack between the relative [o]

wind and the blade chord; not in ‘phpost
113 Time derivative of the angle of attack made dimensionless

by: (blade_chord)/(rel. wind speed); not in ‘phpost ’. [.]
114 Relative wind speed on a blade section; not in ‘phpost ’. [m/s]
115 Strength of the bound vorticity; not in ‘phpost ’. [m2/s]
116 Value of the lift coefficientcl; not in ‘phpost ’. [.]
117 First time derivative of the lift coeffic.; not in ‘phpost ’. [1/s]
118 Normal force distributionN ; not in ‘phpost ’. [N/m]
119 Tangential force distributionT ; not in ‘phpost ’. [N/m]
137 Flap displacement in the rotor plane reference system. [m]

This is including the ’pre-bend’ in the blade, see 3.6.
139 Lead displacement in the rotor plane reference system. [m]

This is including the ’pre-bend’ in the blade, see 3.6.
141 Lead moment in the blade. [N·m]
142 Torsional moment in the blade. [N·m]
143 Upwind bending moment in the blade. [N·m]
144 Flapwise shear force in the blade. [N]
145 Spanwise force in the blade. [N]
146 Leadwise shear force in the blade. [N]
148 Torsional blade deformation ‘delta’. [ o]
999 Indicates the end of the output table (999 = default).

The positive directions of the loads with respect to the deformed blade cross-section (not ac-
counting for pitch, twist and torsional deformation), 141 to 146 are displayed in Figure 17.
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The loads 131 to 136 are similar to the loads 141 to 146 but defined with respect to the unde-
formed rotor plane reference system, see Figure 16.

The loads 151 to 156 are in directions similar as for 141 to 146 but expressed in the local blade
chord reference system, see Figure 18. Compared to the loads 141 to 146 these load vectors
are also transformed for twist, for blade torsion and if ’location’ is larger than ’pitch_location’
also for blade pitch. The flatwise and edgewise deformations 157 and 159 are obtained from the
deformations 147 and 149 after rotation to the local blade chord reference system, see Figure 18.

The loads 161 to 166 are in directions similar as for 151 to 156 but expressed in the coordinate
system through the blade pitch axis, that may have an offset ‘feather_axis‘ from the blade axis.

The blade torsional deformation is only defined in the deformed blade reference system, indi-
cated by the numbers 148, 158, 168, or 178.

Figure 12: Tower loads in the inertial reference system
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Figure 13: Tower loads in the ‘nacelle’ reference system
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Figure 14: Loads on the drive train in the non-rotating reference system
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Figure 15: Loads on the rotating rotor shaft
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131      leadwise bending moment
132      blade torsional moment
133     -  flapwise bending moment
134      flapwise shear force
135      spanwise (tensile) force
136      leadwise shear force
137      flapwise deformation
139      leadwise deformation
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LEGEND:

a, b, c  local blade direction vectors
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c

Figure 16: Blade properties in the undeformed rotor plane reference system
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146

141      leadwise bending moment
142      blade torsional moment
143     -  flapwise bending moment
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146      leadwise shear force
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Figure 17: Blade loads in the deformed rotor plane reference system
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156

151      edgewise bending moment
152      blade torsional moment
153     -  flatwise bending moment
154      flatwise shear force
155      blade axial (tensile) force
156      edgewise shear force
158      torsional deformation
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139      leadwise deformation
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The loads are along and perpendicular
to the local blade chord directions

Figure 18: Blade loads in the local blade chord reference system
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176
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Figure 19: Blade loads in the tip chord reference system
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5.1 Model Description

In the program PHATAS the tower dynamics are described in terms of modal response that is
solved in separate routines. These routines are grouped in the parts:

1 Routines that read or derive the modal properties for tower deformation.

2 Routines that solve the dynamic response in terms of modal amplitudes.
In these routines also the loads from wind and waves are calculated, as well as the aero-
dynamic tower stagnation used for the blade loads.

3 Routines that read the ’wave field’ in the format as generated with the programROWS ,
’RandomOceanWaveSimulation’ or with the programStreamfunction. With ROWS
one can generate a stochastic wave field in time, based on the JONSWAP spectrum [3].
With Stream function one can generate a deterministic non-linear wave [18].

For the first part of the ’tower module’, two versions are available that can be linked to the
PHATAS turbine model. For both versions the dynamic tower deformation is described follow-
ing the Craig-Bampton method: with 6 ’constraint modes’ (for static tower top translation and
-rotation) and up to 12 internal modes. The latter modes are eigenmodes with the ’interface’
(tower top) fixed.
The executable names of the PHATAS versions with the different tower modules are:

phatas The tower specified in terms of sectional properties of a monopile tower, with input in
terms of engineering properties of beams or with input in terms of tubular sections;

phatmod For more complicated tower structures of which a finite element model has been
made, the modal properties (modal mass, modal stiffness etc.) defined following the
Craig-Bampton method [2] can be used as input forphatmod .

For both modules the name of the input file for the tower module should be specified with the
PHATAS input itemtower_input in MENU configuration.

In the following sections the input properties are described for both these models.

5.2 Input file for a Monopile Tower

This module is developed for the analysis of the dynamic response of a monopile tower that can
be partially submerged, such as for offshore support structures. The foundation of the tower can
be flexible in five directions: three rotations and two horizontal translations. The wave loading
and inertia of the surrounding water is included in the calculation of the dynamic loads.

The modes for steady tower top deformation (’constraint modes’) and the internal modes are cal-
culated during initialisation of the tower model in a routine based on integration of the bending
and torsion equations. The calculation of the modes is including the effect of the weight of the
tower and turbine and including transverse shear deformation. For these modes, the mass and
stiffness matrices are calculated and used in PHATAS to solve the structural dynamic response.

For this mass and stiffness matrix and with the mass and inertia of the turbine on the tower top,
the eigenvalues are calculated and written in file ’towmod.out ’. For the condition with discon-
nected generator (idling) or for wind turbines with a variable speed generator characteristics
these eigenvalues are also calculated without the rotor rotational inertia.
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For monopile towers (in the standard version ’phatas ’) the sectional properties can be defined
by either the properties of conical tubular sections, or by the engineering properties of a beam.

If the tower is given in terms of conical sections this has to be specified in aTABLEafter the
key-nametower_segments. The subsequent records followingtower_segmentsshould contain
the properties from the base to the top, with on each record the following sevenREALvariables
of a tube segment (see also Figure 20):

1 Height [m] of the segment upper end, measured from the tower base;

2 Outer diameter [m] of the segment lower end;

3 Outer diameter [m] of the segment upper end;

4 Wall thickness [m], for conical segments measured perpendicular to the wall;

5 Young’s modulus [N/m2];

6 Shear modulus [N/m2]. The shear modulus is used for the torsional mode
and for the shear deformation in the bending modes;

7 Mass density [kg/m3]. The mass of interior parts of the tower can be included by
a mass density for steel 8000 kg/m3 .... 9000 kg/m3 instead of 7850 kg/m3.

All records in this table should end with a comma "," except for the last record.

If the tower is given in terms of engineering properties, these should be specified in aTABLE
after the key-namesectional_data. The subsequent records followingsectional_datashould
contain the properties from the base to the top, with on each record the following eightREAL
variables:

1 Height [m] (cumulative) of the upper segment end, measured from the tower base;

2 Outer diameter or width [m] of the lower end of the segment;

3 Outer diameter or width [m] of the upper end of the segment.
This diameter is used to calculate the aerodynamic tower stagnation
and the loads from the wind and waves;

4 Sectional mass [kg/m];

5 Bending stiffness [N m2];

6 Torsional stiffness [N m2], used for the torsional mode;

7 Longitudinal tensile stiffness [N];

8 Transverse shear stiffness [N].
Especially for the higher bending modes the transverse shear flexibility reduces the bend-
ing frequencies. If transverse shear flexibility is not to be modelled, one should specify a
value much larger than the bending stiffness times the beam-diameter squared.
For a tubular tower with radiusR and wall thicknesst the shear stiffness isπ G t R .

The tower model uses the properties from the last table that is read from the input file (either
tower_segmentsor sectional_data). For these tables a maximum number of 48 records or
’tower segments’ is allowed. The diameter of the tower sections is also used to describe the
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additional mass from the interior and surrounding water. For the torsional inertia of the tower
cross sections the sectional mass is assumed to be located/concentrated at the tower diameter.

Following is a description of the remaining input items of the monopile tower module including
thekey-name, thetype , the (default value), the [unit], and the<allowable range>.

tower_dynamics LOGICAL (OFF)
If ‘ ON ’ the tower structural dynamic deformation is solved.
If ‘ OFF ’ only the tower geometry is used for the aerodynamic stagnation, while still 6
’rigid’ modes are used that describe the sectional loads in the tower due to the forces and
moments from the turbine.

root_flexibility LOGICAL (OFF)
If ‘ ON ’ the elasticity of the foundation is modelled using ’root_stiffness’.

root_stiffness TABLE
On the record following this key-name four or fiveREAL values are read:

1 Rotation stiffnesskφ (1.E+30) [N·m/rad] for bending (’rolling’) of the base;

2 Linear stiffnessku (1.E+30) [N/m] for (fore-aft) translation of the base;

3 Couplingf (0.0) [m] between ’rolling’ and translation of the base;

4 Torsional stiffness (1.E+30) [N·m/rad] of the base;

5 Linear stiffnesskv (1.E+30) [N/m] for side translation at the base.
This ’fifth’ value was added to analyse the tower frequency of the MEXICO wind
tunnel model. If the record following afterroot_stiffnesscontains only four values,
the side-translation stiffness is set equal to the fore-aft translation stiffness.

With the root stiffnesses the deformationsu andφ are related to the loads by(
φ
u

)
=

(
1/kφ f/kφ

f/kφ 1/ku

)
·
(

Mbend

Ffore−aft

)
.

The root stiffnesses are only used for ‘root_flexibility ON ’ and ‘tower_dynamics ON’.
For monopile wind turbine towers on a soft soil Stig Øye found that the rotational (’rolling’)
stiffnesskφ of the foundation has roughly the same effect on the bending frequency as a
1 diameter elongation below the base.

bending_modesINTEGER(0) <0, ...., 6>
Number of internal (’elastic’) modes for bending in both lateral and fore-aft direction.
In addition to this, the deformation is also described with the 6 ’constraint modes’.
For a realistic description of the higher-order bending modes and/or for a good represen-
tation of the internal load distribution in the tower it is recommended to use 2 (or more)
internal modes. For off-shore wind turbines subjected to wave loading at the lower part of
the tower, it is recommended to use about 5 or 6 internal bending modes in each direction.

damprat_bend REAL(0.0)<-0.1, ...., 1.1>
Damping of the eigen-modes for bending, divided by the critical damping.

damprat_tors REAL(0.0)<-0.1, ...., 1.1>
Damping of the torsion mode, divided by the critical damping.

guy_wires INTEGER(0) <0, 2, ....>
Number of guy wires or support-bars that give lateral support to the tower.
For a non-zero tension (’wire_tension’) the minimum forguy_wires is 2.
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connect_height REAL(1.0) [m] <0.0, ....>
Height above the foundation at which the guy wires are connected to the tower.

connect_radius REAL(0.0) [m] <0.0, ....>
Radius at which the guy wires are connected to the tower.

wire_angle REAL(45.0) [o] <0.0, ....>
Angle of the guy wires with respect to the horizontal, positive if the wires go down.

wire_stiffness REAL(0.0) [N/m] <0.0, ....>
Axial stiffness of one guy wire.

guy_bend_stiff REAL(0.0) [N/m] <0.0, ....> Not for release "NOV-2003".
Bending stiffness at the tower connection of one guy-wire.
This can be used to model towers with e.g. a tripod base, where one would speak about
’support bars’. For a support bar with lengthL that is not clamped at its end, with a
sectional bending stiffnessEI, the stiffness at the tower connection isK = 3 · EI/L2 .

wire_tension REAL(0.0) [N] <0.0, ....>
Tension in the wire-direction of an individual wire, for undeformed tower.

lattice_tower LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’OFF’ the aerodynamic stagnation is calculated for a tubular tower.
If ’ON’ the aerodynamic stagnation is calculated for a lattice tower while the inertia

terms in the Morison equation for wave loading are not included.

air_drag REAL (0.7)
Drag coefficient used to calculate the wind force on the tower.

water_drag REAL (1.2)
Drag coefficient for the waves on the tower.
The drag of a cylinder depends on Reynolds numberReD = vwave · D/ν
where the kinematic viscosityν = 1.5 · 10−5 :

ReD Drag coefficient
< 104 roughly 2

104...105 1.2
106 0.3
≥ 107 0.7

See also Hoerner [7] p.3-9 and Anderson [1] p.229.

water_mass_coeffREAL(1.0)<0.0, ...., 2.0>
Coefficient of the "added mass" of the accelerating water around the tower;Ca .
This is also called ’hydrodynamic mass’. In PHATAS the inertia loads of the moving
tower are calculated with the ’inertia coefficient’ of added massCM = Ca + 1 .
The difference of 1 is theoretically and experimentally determined. The theoretical value
of the coefficientCa for a potential flow is 1. Because of flow separation this coefficient
may have a smaller value where negative values are considered unrealistic. It appears that
Ca is a function of the so-called Keulegan Carpenter numberKC = va · T/D , whereva

is the amplitude of wave motion,D the diameter, andT the oscillating flow period.
For lattice towers (lattice_tower ON) the inertia loads from water mass are not included.

An example of the input file for a 98m high tower with a tripod base is listed in figure 20. This
file contains most input items with comments.
The character < , # , or / in the input file indicates that comments follow on that line.
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<  PHATAS tower input file for a 98m high tower with tripod base.
<
tower_dynamics    ON
bending_modes     3     <  Maximum 6 internal elastic modes.
<
<  Damping of the bending modes as fraction of critical.
damprat_bend     0.00159  < decrement = 1%  = 2*pi*0.00159
damprat_tors     0.00159  < 1%
<
lattice_tower    OFF
air_drag         0.7
water_drag       0.7   < 0.7 is valid for Re_D > 3.5E6,
water_mass_coeff 1.0   < The amount of moving−water has the same
                       < volume as the submerged part of the tower.
<
root_flexibility   ON
< The first element will reserved for flexibility at root
< for which the stiffness properties are given by  "root_stiffness".
<
< Stiffnesses of the tower base:
<   1.  Rotation stiffness [Nm/rad] for bending of root;
<       2.  Linear stiffness [N/m] for translation of root;
<           3.  Coupling [m] between rotation and translation;
<               4.  Torsional rotation (bending) at root [Nm/rad].
root_stiffness
 10.0E+9  1.0E+30  0.0  1.0E+30  < Low value, for centre of tripod
<
<  Specification of 3 guy bars with 1.5m diameter and 30mm wall.
<  Axial stiffness = 951.337E+6N/m
<  Bending stiffness of a cross section:  EI = 7.71225E+9Nm^2
<  Stiffness measured at the end of 30m long bar:  771.225E+6Nm/rad
guy_wires         3
connect_height   15.0    < [m] Above tower base.
wire_angle       30.0    < [deg] With respect to the horizontal.
connect_radius    2.25   < [m] Radius at which guys are connected.
wire_stiffness  951.337E+6 < [N/m] axial stiffness.
guy_bend_stiff  771.225E+6 < [Nm/rad] bending stiffness of one guy.
<
< Table with specification of the segments of a tubular tower.
<       Dia  Dia
< Hcum  low  high  Thick EI_young G_shear  density
<  [m]  [m]  [m]   [m]   [N.m^2]  [N.m^2] [kg/m^3]
tower_segments
  5.0   2.5  3.5   0.020  206.E+9 80.E+9 8100.0,
 10.0   3.5  4.5   0.030  206.E+9 80.E+9 8100.0,
 13.5   4.5  4.5   0.040  206.E+9 80.E+9 8100.0,
 16.5   4.5  4.5   0.045  206.E+9 80.E+9  8200.0,
 20.0   4.5  4.5   0.038  206.E+9 80.E+9 8150.0,
 25.0   4.5  4.5   0.034  206.E+9 80.E+9 8150.0,
 30.0   4.5  4.5   0.032  206.E+9 80.E+9 8150.0,
 35.0   4.5  4.5   0.030  206.E+9 80.E+9 8150.0,
 40.0   4.5  4.5   0.028  206.E+9 80.E+9 8150.0,
 45.0   4.5  4.5   0.026  206.E+9 80.E+9 8150.0,
 49.94  4.5  4.5   0.024  206.E+9 80.E+9 8150.0,
 50.06  4.5  4.5   0.250  206.E+9 80.E+9  8500.0,
 62.0   4.5  4.0   0.022  206.E+9 80.E+9 8150.0,
 73.94  4.0  3.5   0.020  206.E+9 80.E+9 8150.0,
 74.06  3.5  3.5   0.200  206.E+9 80.E+9  8500.0,
 83.6   3.5  3.1   0.018  206.E+9 80.E+9 8150.0,
 90.8   3.1  2.8   0.016  206.E+9 80.E+9 8150.0,
 97.92  2.8  2.5   0.014  206.E+9 80.E+9 8150.0,
 98.0   2.5  2.5   0.150  206.E+9 80.E+9  8500.0
<

Figure 20: Input file for a 98m high tower with tripod base
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5.3 Input in terms of mass and stiffness matrices

The version of the tower module with input in terms of mass and stiffness matrices is linked
in the PHATAS executable ’phatmod ’, because of the following differences with respect to the
other module:

• The input for this module represents only the dynamic interaction at the tower top, so
most other aspects (foundation properties, guy wires/bars are only represented indirectly
in the mass and stiffness matrices.

• Following the ’basic’ approach of the Craig-Bampton method the mode shapes are not
known, although they are needed if the wind and/or wave loads on the tower are to be
included.

The PHATAS version ’phatmod ’ has been used (with success) for the dynamic load calculations
of turbines with a lattice tower for land locations. For this tower and location the wind and
wave loads were less significant, so that the wind loading could be calculated with ’estimated’
mode shapes. For more solid tower structures and for offshore towers the program ’phatmod ’
probably has to be modified.

The version ’phatmod ’ was developed for tower input in terms of mass and stiffness matrices.
In this version the mode shapes of the 6 constraint modes are rough estimations. For application
of this version to offshore wind turbines it is foreseen that this module can be extended with
regard to wind and wave loading. The input items of this tower module are:

tower_height REAL(19.85) [m]
Height of the tower top, or the so-called ’interface point’ between tower and turbine.

tower_dynamics LOGICAL (OFF)
If ‘ ON ’ the tower structural dynamic deformation is solved.
If ‘ OFF ’ only the tower geometry (tower_diameterandtower_tapering) is used for the
aerodynamic stagnation.

mass_matrix TABLE
This key-name is to be followed by a 6*6 table with REAL variables. This table represents
the mass matrix for the steady tower top deformations. The elements are ordered:
1 Unit translation inX-direction (G.L.);
2 Unit translation inY-direction (G.L.);
3 Unit translation inZ-direction (G.L.) (vertical);
4 Unit rotation aboutX-axis (G.L.);
5 Unit rotation aboutY-axis (G.L.);
6 Unit rotation aboutZ-axis (G.L.) (yaw axis).

Because of the symmetry of the mass matrix, the tower module reads only the lower half.

stiffness_matrix TABLE
This key-name is to be followed by a 6*6 table with REAL variables. This table should
represent the stiffness matrix for the steady tower top deformations, where the elements
are ordered similar as for the mass matrix.

internal_modes TABLE
This key-name should be followed by a table with on each record the properties of an
internal mode. Following the Craig-Bampton method the internal modes are eigenmodes
of the structure (tower) calculated for fixed interface points (here a fixed tower top). As
result of chosing internal eigenmodes, the part of the mass and stiffness matrix related to
these modes only have diagonal terms because eigenmodes are orthogonal.
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Each record contains the following REAL properties of an internal elastic mode.

1 Eigen-mass [kg*m2]. If the internal mode is mass-normalised, this value is 1.0;

2 Eigen-stiffness [N*m]. If the internal mode is mass-normalised, the eigen-stiffness
is the frequency squared [(rad/s)2];

3 Mass coupling term with constraint-mode 1 (for top-translation inX-direction);

4 Mass coupling term with constraint-mode 2 (for top-translation inY-direction);

5 Mass coupling term with constraint-mode 3 (for top-translation inZ-direction);

6 Mass coupling term with constraint-mode 4 (for top-rotation aboutX-axis);

7 Mass coupling term with constraint-mode 5 (for top-rotation aboutY-axis);

8 Mass coupling term with constraint-mode 6 (for top-rotation aboutZ-axis).

damprat_bend REAL(0.0)<-0.1, ..., 1.1>
Damping of the eigen-modes for bending, divided by the critical damping.

damprat_tors REAL(0.0)<-0.1, ..., 1.1>
Damping of the torsion mode, divided by the critical damping.

lattice_tower LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’OFF’ the aerodynamic stagnation is calculated for a tubular tower.
If ’ON’ the aerodynamic stagnation is calculated for a lattice tower while the inertia

terms in the Morison equation for wave loading are not included.

tower_diameter REAL(0.0) [m]
Diameter of the upper end of the tower. Together withtower_tapering andlattice_tower
this is used to calculate the aerodynamic tower stagnation.

tower_tapering REAL(0.0) [o]
Half the taper-angle of the upper part of the tower. Together withtower_diameter and
lattice_tower this is used to calculate the aerodynamic tower stagnation.

air_drag REAL (0.7)
Drag coefficient used to calculate the wind force on the tower.

water_drag REAL (1.2)
Drag coefficient for the waves on the tower, see also section 5.2.

water_mass_coeffREAL(1.0)<0.0, ..., 2.0>
Coefficient of the "added mass" of the accelerating water around the tower:Ca .
This is also called ’hydrodynamic mass’. For more details see section 5.2.

The solution method for the tower dynamics is a linear method, which is the basis for describing
the tower deformation with modes. Basically this means that the combination of axial compres-
sion (from turbine weight) and a tower top side force gives the same side-deformation as a tower
top side force only, which is not the case. Knowing that the compressive ’weight’ loading of
the nacelle on the tower is nearly constant, one may treat this weight as a pre-stress load on the
FEM model of the tower in the analysis of the mass and stiffness matrices. This approach avoids
an over-estimation of the tower frequency, which may be a few % for large offshore towers.
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5.4 Output

File towmod.out

In addition to the output file written by PHATAS, the tower module writes some of its model
properties to file ‘towmod.out ’ which contains:

• Number of elements, below and above the water surface;

• For input in terms of tubular sections: the engineering sectional properties of a beam;

• The stiffnesses at the top;

• Mass and stiffness matrices following the Craig-Bampton method, not for ’phatmod ’;

• Damping properties for each mode;

• Bending frequencies with top-displacements and -rotations;

• Table with tower geometry and the mode shapes of the 2 smallest fore-aft bending modes
as function of the vertical coordinate.

Figure 21 shows a (rotated!) plot of file ‘towmod.out ’ with the geometry and two mode shapes
of a 98m high offshore tower with tripod base.
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Figure 21: Geometry and bending modes for a 98m high tower with tripod base
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Controllers for wind turbines do not have a ’standard’ concept. The classical wind turbines from
the 90’s (with a nominal power less than e.g. 1MW) have an asynchronous generator and are
passive stall controlled or active pitch-to-vane controlled, while most of the modern large wind
turbines are variable-speed pitch-to-vane controlled. In addition to these configurations wind
turbines have also been built with active pitch-to-stall control. It was found hard to implement
a controller in PHATAS that serves all existing turbine concepts. However, since most of the
modern large size wind turbines have a variable-speed pitch-to-vane controller, and in the scope
of implementation in the design package FOCUS, a P-D pitch controller was developed for
the PHATAS code. This controller can be used for speed control or for power control and is
embedded in an algorithm with options to simulate starts, stops, and the failed conditions that
are required for IEC load-set calculations.

The program-structural-diagram (PSD) of the controller algorithm is shown in Figure 22, which
shows only the most significant statements of the controller. In Figure 22 the variables in nor-
mal ’Times Roman’ font correspond as much as possible with the source code variable names
in the PHATAS controller algorithm. Some of the variables in Figure 22 such as rotor speed
and pitch angle are represented by mathematical symbols similar as used here. The strings

"NORM" and "STAR" are values of the 4-character variable for the ’state’ of the con-
troller, which refer to eithernormal operation or astart. In the PHATAS source code the blade
pitch angles and rotor speed values are defined in [rad] and [rad/s].

6.1 Operational control

Although the PHATAS controller can be used for both rotor-speed and power control (specified
with input itemcontrol_type, see 3.2.3) this section is written for rotor-speed control.

Filtered rotor speed signal

For variable-speed pitch controlled wind turbines (control_type 2) the control algorithm uses
a ’filtered rotor speed’ signal, which is calculated from the ’measured rotor speed’. This ’mea-
sured rotor speed’ follows from the difference in rotor azimuth between 2 subsequent controller-
calls. The rotor azimuth values are calculated in PHATAS as the result of pulse-counting from
a ring with ‘pulses_per_rev‘ pulses per revolution and eccentricity ‘pulse_ring_eccentricity‘.
Both the pulse-counting and the eccentricity give a disturbance of the rotor speed signal.

In addition to the scatter from pulse-counting the rotor speed signal also has high frequency
variations from edgewise blade vibrations and from the aerodynamic blade-tower interaction.
The latter occursB times per rev (withB the number of blades) where each blade-tower
passage takes place in a short time. The ’filtered rotor speed’ used by the PHATAS con-
troller is obtained with the first-order expression in the rotor speedΩmeas from pulse counting;
Ωfilt = filfac Ωfilt,prev + (1 − filfac) Ωmeas

Here the factorfilfac is expressed with the controlleraverage_timewith:
filfac = 1./ exp (control_increment/average_time) .

For control_increment andaverage_time, see section 3.2.3.

A large value ofaverage_timegives an inefficient controller that tends to give pitch-speed
oscillations because of its time delay. A small value ofaverage_timeintroduces sensitivity for
all kind of rotor vibrations. A value ofaverage_timethat is about 1/6 of the time for one rotor
revolution is practically sufficient to filter-out the collective edgewise blade vibrations and the
aerodynamic blade-tower interaction.
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Rotor speed control in full load

In full load the desired pitch rate is expressed with:

θ̇set = (kP · (Ωfilt −Ωtarget)) + kD · (Ωfilt −Ωfilt,prev)) /(1+gain_scheduling·(θp−θp,min))

with kP = proportional_gain and kD = differential_gain.
The target rotor speedΩtarget is the input itemcontroller_target.

The source code variables for the gain factors are:
kprop kP with unit [(rad/s)/rad];
kdiff kD with unit [(rad/s)/rpm].

The unit for the differential gain factor looks strange because it describes the difference in
(filtered) rotor speed over 0.1s which has the unit [rpm] rather than [rpm/s]. Pitch actions are
only issued if the desired pitch rateθ̇set is larger than thethreshold_value.

The denominator(1 + gain_scheduling · (θp −θp,min)) in the previous expression is simply
represented in Figure 22 by ’gain scheduling’ . This ’gain scheduling’ is a reduction of the
proportional and differential gains and of the threshold value with increasing pitch angle. A
’gain_scheduling’ value of about 0.16 is reasonable. The minimum pitch angleθp,min used
in the term for gain-scheduling is the pitch angle for which the rotor has its maximum power
coefficient at optimum tip speed ratio.

Fuzzy actions

If the rotor speed (or power) is above the valuefuzzy_control_limit and also increasing, the
blades are pitched unconditional to vane, with a rate offuzzy_pitch_rate.

For power controlfuzzy_control_limit is in terms of power [W] instead of [rpm].

Pitch actuation

The ’control pitch rate’θ̇set is applied to the blades with a time delay ofpitch_time_lag for the
actuator. This delay is applied with a first-order differential expression.

Peak-shaving pitch strategy

In order to reduce the structural loads on the turbine such as blade root bending moment and
aerodynamic thrust, the blades are pitched gradually to working position even before the nom-
inal speed is reached. An evident advantage is that the quasi-steady aerodynamic thrust is
limited. When these actions are smooth they do not introduce additional dynamic structural
loads. In addition to avoiding pitch-induced dynamic loads, the pitch actions from the PHATAS
controller around (and below) nominal conditions are performed relatively slow because with
an increased steady-state pitch angle the required pitch actions for gusts that just exceed the
nominal speed are smaller. This strategy just below nominal conditions with the (usually steep)
positive slope of the generator torque-speed relation (stabilising) were the basis to use a simple
(slow) first-order expression for the target pitch rate. The control algorithm in PHATAS is such
that below nominal conditions the pitch-motion is not ’halted’ by the threshold value.

Although not mentioned in Figure 22, it should be noted that in full load the minimum pitch
angle is the value at the end of the ’peak shaving’ interval.
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6.2 Starts and Stops

Starts

In the program PHATAS a start process is simulated if the "state variable" has the value ’STAR’,
otherwise this is ’NORM’.
This state variable is initiated as ’STAR’ for the combination of the following conditions:
1 The generator is disconnected (generator_cut_off< 0);
2 The initial rotor speed is smaller than 0.9*start_speed;
3 The brake is not applied (brake_time is large);
4 The initial pitch angle is larger than (0.6*min_pitch_angle+ 0.4*max_pitch_angle).

These conditions are applied to distinguish a start procedure from an ’idling’ or ’stand-by’ state.
The statements in the input files generated with the programlcprep (see Appendix B) account
for these conditions.

In the simulation of a start process, the blades are pitched with ‘start_pitch_rate‘ to work-
ing position after ‘wait_time‘ seconds. If the rotor speed (not the filtered value) exceeds
‘start_speed‘ then the generator is connected and the controller state is set to ’NORM’.

Stops

Stops can be simulated relatively easy using a prescribed time of brake activationbrake_time,
usingbrake_overspeed(eventually together with generator disconnectiongenerator_cut_off)
or from a more complicated sequence of events and/or failure modes (see ’6.3 Models for Failed
Conditions’).

In the PHATAS controller a ’stop procedure’ involves both applying the brakebrake_torque
and pitching the blades withbrake_pitch_rate. According to the governing turbine and the
load case one may set the value ofbrake_pitch_rate or brake_torque to zero.

6.3 Models for Failed Conditions

The control algorithm has some options for failed conditions. It was attempted to implement
these options at the location where they also occur in the real wind turbine. Simulation of failed
conditions is also possible if no operational control is modelled (control_type 0).

A list of failure modes (failure_type) in the PHATAS controller is given in section 3.2.3. The
implementation of the governing statements of the failure modes is indicated with the source-
code variable ’ifail ’ in the Program Structural Diagram of Figure 22. All failed conditions are
simulated after ‘wait_time‘ seconds.

For failure modes of e.g. the yaw controller, the types of failure can be extended with higher
numbers forfailure_type.
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Figure 22: Program Structural Diagram of the PHATAS controller
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Most of the dynamic behaviour of a horizontal axis wind turbine can be described with the
modelling that is implemented in PHATAS. For the degrees of freedom of which the dynamics
are- or can be influenced by some kind of controller, the modelling depends on the particular
turbine configuration. These degrees of freedom include among others:
• Rotor rotation/speed, with generator characteristics;
• Yaw motion: controlled or (partially-) free;
• Blade pitch angle.

For the solution of each of these degrees of freedom (and also for others such as a flapping hinge
or teeter hinge) PHATAS has an individual routine, see Figure 24. If a FORTRAN compiler is
available it is possible to modify and link each of the routines as long as one does only assign
those variables that are ’allowed’ to be modified, see section 7.6.

For the solution of the rotor-speed with generator torque-speed relation basically 3 types of
models are available, depending on the input itemgenerator_model, see section 3.4.2:
0 Fixed generator speed (not much of a model);
1 - 4 Prescribed torque-speed relation;
5 Generator torque setting (user defined) from controller routine ’conrol ’.

The solution for the blade pitch angle can be either1: passive pitch (coupled or individual-,
for pitch_flag ON) or 2: controlled pitch (from routineconrol ).

The options for describing and/or solving yaw motion are summarised in section 7.1.

With the fact that several models are available for the generator torque-speed relation and mod-
els are available for rotor speed or power control by pitch, this chapter was kept to a limited size
by describing only the structure and the available options for yaw control. This choice was also
based on the fact that the options for controlled yaw require a user-written algorithm.

7.1 Yaw control

In the structure of PHATAS release "APR-2005" and "NOV-2003" the yaw motion is expressed-
or solved in routine ’upyaw ’ which is called twice in each iterative solution, see Figure 24. The
first call for ’upyaw ’ is issued if the input itemfree_yawing is ’OFF’, while the second call is
issued if the input itemfree_yawingis ’ON’, see Figure 25. These two calls and the call for the
(user reserved) controller routine ’conrol ’ provide the following options for yaw control:

1 free_yawing OFF and no statements in routine ’conrol ’:
With this PHATAS option a prescribed yaw motion such as plotted in Figure 9, using
’standard’ input items described in section 3.4.1.;

2 free_yawing ON and no statements in routine ’conrol ’:
With this ’standard’ PHATAS option the free yawing motion of the nacelle is solved, with
the influence of friction, viscous damping, and yaw drive inertia, see section 3.4.1.

3 free_yawing OFF and an algorithm for yaw motion in routine ’conrol ’:
This can be used for straightforward yaw control on basis of e.g. time-averages of the
misalignment. In the control routine ’conrol ’ a buffer (array) is available for the yaw
misalignment, where the initial yaw angle is used as systematic (yaw tracking) error.

4 free_yawing ON and an algorithm for the yawdrive torque in routine ’conrol ’:
This can be used to solve the dynamic yaw behaviour, including yaw drive dynamics.

Calculations without any yaw motion can be performed (independent of the value forfree_yawing)
by specification of a very large value ofyaw_friction together with a zero value ofyaw_rate.
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These statements are written by ’lcprep ’ for the simulation of e.g. parked or maintenance load
cases, see Appendix B.

7.2 Solution Process

Guidelines for editing and linking user-defined routines of PHATAS are presented here, with an
example for controlled yaw. For most applications, the user-defined parts of the code are written
in routine ’conrol ’, although one can modify any other routine such as ’tipsol ’, ’ torgen ’, or
’upyaw’. If the user-defined algorithms solve the dynamics of a degree of freedom, equilibrium
of the solutions at each time is only realised if this algorithm fits the implicit solution method
for the integrated structural dynamic response.

In PHATAS the non-linear set of dynamic equations is expressed in terms of the variables (and
their time derivatives) to be solved at the current time, known as ”implicit formulation”. At
every time step equilibrium is obtained (or approached) iteratively in which the equations for
each of the degrees of freedom are solved subsequently treating the most recent solutions for
the other degrees of freedom as constants. The reference structure of this iteration process is
shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24.
As can be seen from Figure 24 the routines ’conrol ’, ’ tipsol ’, ’ torgen ’, and ’upyaw’ are called
in the iteration loop for which reason it is recommended to add only statements that assign (the
solution of) a degree of freedom at the current time. These statements can be a function of the
current values of other variables or of the values of the variable at the previous times.

Not ’shifting’ variables in time!

Before starting the iterative solution at each time the current values are assigned to the vari-
ables for the degrees of freedom at the previous time which describe a converged solution. The
variables are shifted in routine ’tguess ’ in which also a guess for the values at the current time
is calculated using a second- or third order extrapolation through solutions at previous time(s).
For the yaw motion, a second- order extrapolation is used for ’free_yawing ON’ and a linear
extrapolation is used for ’free_yawing OFF’. When adding statements in routine ’conrol ’, ’ tip-
sol ’, ’ torgen ’, or ’ upyaw ’ one must be aware not to increment or ’shift’ the values of the degrees
of freedom and of not assigning variables for the state at the previous times.

If for any reason an iterative (implicit) solution scheme is not used it is recommended toSAVE
the variable for the time ’ti ’ and assign only the additional statements when this time is in-
creased, indicating a new time step. In this case:

• The solution is no longer an implicit solution which means that the cut-off frequency
of the dynamic response that is described, is smaller unless the time increment of the
calculation is reduced strongly;

• It is recommended to assign the statements at the 3-rd iteration, because a minimum of
at least three iterations is performed while the structural dynamic response is solved after
calling routine ’conrol ’. This approach is a (poor) kind of "predictor-corrector" method.

7.3 Controlled yaw from routine conrol

Routine ’conrol ’ was initially reserved for algorithms such as for pitch motion, start and stop
actions, failed conditions etcetera. For the latest PHATAS releases also the statements for yaw
control are written in ’conrol ’.

Because pitch- and yaw actions have a direct influence on the aerodynamic rotor loads, routine
’conrol ’ is called first in each iteration, see Figure 24.
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If the expressions for transients (e.g. generator disconnection or brake activation) or for pitch
control are very sensitive to the current value of the slow shaft speedomega the result may be
an alternating sequence of solutions that do not converge. For these cases it is recommended to
evaluate the control algorithm with the rotational speed at the previous timeomegam which
is at each time a converged equilibrium variable.

The statements for initialisation of parameters (e.g. when read from file) can be written in rou-
tine ‘inicon ’ which is called once from routine ‘phmain ’ before the calculation of the structural
dynamic response. The standard routine ’inicon ’ contains read statements for passive pitch
(from file ’tipdata.txt’). It contains also read statements from file ’yawcont.txt’ for the limits
(start- and stop-) for yaw control and the average time for the yaw misalignment. An example
of the file ’yawcont.txt’ is listed in Figure 26.

The ’standard’ routineconrol contains the algorithm described in chapter 6. An ’improved’ or
’extended’ version of ’conrol ’ has been developed in with which also the yaw control is model-
led on basis of the average measured misalignment. The additional parts of the source code of
this extended routine are listed in Figure 27. These statements describe a yaw activation if the
average misalignment over some period exceeds a given (’trigger’) value, while the yaw motion
is de-activated if the average misalignment gets below another ’trigger’ value. These variables
are read in routine ’inicon ’ from file ’yawcont.txt’ and communicated byCOMMON /yaw-
dat/ . The statements in Figure 27 also model a ’yaw tracking error’ for which the initial yaw
angle is used.

The yaw motion (either prescribed or free yaw) is assigned in routineupyaw, of which the
Program Structural Diagram is shown in Figure 25.

7.4 Unit Numbers

Initialisation of properties used in the algorithms in ’conrol ’, ’ tipsol ’, ’ torgen ’, and ’upyaw ’ can
be done in routine ’inicon ’ which is called once from routine ’phmain ’, see Figure 23. When
reading data from files in routine ’inicon ’ the following unit numbers are already opened:

iout 2 Output file;
iodat 4 Binary data file;
iomesg 8 Message file;

22 (if used) ASCII- or SWIFT wind data file;
23 (if used) wave data file.

These numbers and the numbers0 (standard error),5 (standard input), and6 (standard output)
must not be used as unit numbers for reading files in routines ’conrol ’, ’ tipsol ’, or ’ torgen ’.

For reading of the input files a ”SCRATCH”-file is used with unit number1.

The PHATAS input file is read using unit number10 while the unit numbers used for the addi-
tional input files are11, 12, .... etc.

The airfoil coefficients files, and the tower input file are read using unit numberiodat = 4.

The output files of the tower model are written using unit numbers32, 34, and35.

When calling routines ’conrol ’, ’ tipsol ’, ’ torgen ’, and ’upyaw ’ the files ’STATUS’, ’RESTART’,
and the file ‘model_file‘ are already closed but were opened with unit numbers8, 3, and2 re-
spectively.

When solving the passive pitch motion, ‘pitch_flag ON’ see section 3.4, some additional input
data are read from file ’tipdata.txt ’ using unit number17.

When modelling controlled yaw such as described in section 7.3, the input values are read from
’yawcont.txt’ (if present) using unit number17.
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7.5 Time Derivatives of Variables

In general the equations for the non-linear dynamic behaviour do not only depend on the degrees
of freedom themselves but also on their first and second time derivatives. For the dynamic
response in PHATAS the values of the variables and their time derivatives are related to each
other using backward differences. As a result, each degree of freedom of the structural dynamic
model is in fact also a single degree of freedom in the set of equations. To have a single
equation with only one variable for each degree of freedom, the time derivatives of this variable
are expressed in the variable itself at the current and the previous time and in the derivatives of
this variable at the previous time (or the inverse expression) using backward differences.

For the time derivatives of the yaw angle for example these backward differences describe a
second order yaw motion and are of the form:

φ̇yaw(t) = 2 (φyaw(t) − φyaw(t − ∆t))/∆t − φ̇yaw(t − ∆t) ;
φ̈yaw(t) = (φ̇yaw(t) − φ̇yaw(t − ∆t))/∆t .

When writing a control algorithm with statements for the yaw angle it is recommended to assign
the first and second time derivative with the FORTRAN statements:

dfiyt = 2*(fiyaw - fiym)/delt - dfydtm
d2fiy = (dfiydt - dfydtm)/delt

When writing a control algorithm with statements for the yaw rate it is recommended to assign
the yaw angle and its second time derivative in routine ’conrol ’ with the FORTRAN statements:

fiyaw = fiyaw + (dfiydt + dfydtm)*delt/2.
d2fiy = (dfiydt - dfydtm)/delt

The time derivatives for the pitch angle are calculated with the same backward time difference
schemes as for the yaw angle.

Warning! When adding a control algorithm with statements for pitch and/or yaw motion that
have a discontinuous ’rate’, the corresponding second time derivatives of these variables will
be very high. A high second time derivative for pitch and/or yaw leads to peak values of pitch
or yaw moment at these time steps. In the example of yaw control listed in Figure 27 these
’peak values’ for yaw acceleration are avoided by using theyaw_time_lag(source code variable
’ tauyaw’) as a first-order time delay function.

For such kind of control algorithms these peak-moments can be avoided by always setting the
second time derivative to zero instead of using the expressions mentioned above, which however
also neglects some of the structural dynamics.

7.6 Source Code Variables

Following is a description of source code variables in the most relevant include files. For the
first character of most of the FORTRAN variable names the following convention is used:

• INTEGERvariable names start withi , except for some ’DO-loop’ indices
j and k and some dimensions that start withn .

Parameters for array dimensions start withn or with i ;

• LOGICALvariable names start withl ;

• CHARACTERvariable names start withc ;

• REALvariable names start with a letter in the range< a-h, o-z >.

This convention is not pre-defined but is used to make the source code readable.
Note for instance that variables with names starting with ’c ’ can beREALor CHARACTER.
The length of the variable- and subroutine names is maximised to 6 characters.
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In the source of PHATAS every angle is expressed in [rad] and every angular velocity in [rad/s]
except for the aerodynamic angles of attack (from the tables with airfoil coefficients) which are
expressed in [o].

The descriptions of source code variables in the following tables contain;

• the FORTRANvariable name in bold facewith anitalic S! if assigning
is allowed and effective, or with anitalic N! if these values may not be assigned;

• the type in typewriter font ;

• for parameters, the (values) between ordinary ( ) brackets;

• if applicable, the [unit] between square [ ] brackets;

• some explanation of their definition as normal text.

Table 1: Contents of include fileCOMPALL
The parametersnnbl andnnel stand for the dimension of the arrays used in the code. Therefore
file ’COMPALL ’ must be included in the (user written) routines before the INCLUDE
statements for ’CONTRLC ’ or any other array with e.g. the number of elements or number of
blades as index.
None of the variables and parameters of ’COMPALL ’ may be changed except for setting
’ lstop’ to .TRUE. in case of a serious error
Parameters:
nnbl INTEGER(3) Maximum number of rotor blades.
nnel INTEGER(24) Maximum number of elements per blade.
iodat INTEGER(4) Unit number of the binary datafile.
iomesg INTEGER(8) Unit number for messages.
iout INTEGER(2) Unit number of the ASCII output file.
cgr REAL(.01745329252) Conversion factor =π/180 [rad/o].
grav REAL(9.81) Gravitational constant [m/s2].
pi REAL(3.1415926536) Trigonometric constantπ.
Variables:
istep INTEGER Number of the time step.
inwmsg INTEGER Number of non-convergence messages written.

Not for release "NOV-2003".
lstop LOGICAL If ’.TRUE.’ an error has occurred.
dels REAL Spanwise size [m] of one blade element.
epsing REAL 5 times round off error of a REAL number.
ti REAL The current time [s].
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Table 2: Variables of include fileCONTRLC
CONTRLC contains properties that may be used in control algorithms.
lincon S! LOGICAL lincon is initialised .TRUE. before.

conrol is called for the first time.
tipmas N! REAL(1:nnbl) [kg] Mass of the pitching part of the blade.
smtip N! REAL(1:nnbl) [kg·m] Static mass moment of the pitching part of the blade.
ajtip N! REAL(1:nnbl) [kg·m2] Moment of inertia about the pitch

axis of the pitching part of the blade.
bldmas N! REAL(1:nnbl) [kg] Mass of the blade measured from the blade root.
sblad N! REAL(1:nnbl) [kg·m] Static mass moment of inertia of the blade

with respect to the blade root.
ajhing N! REAL(1:nnbl) [kg·m2] Second moment of inertia of the blade.
rotmas N! REAL [kg] Mass of the rotor including the hub.
ajrot N! REAL [kg·m2] Rotor rotational inertia, including hub.
ajhuby N! REAL [kg·m2] Hub inertia about the rotorY -axis.
ajhubz N! REAL [kg·m2] Hub inertia about the rotorZ-axis (teeter axis).
ajhbyz N! REAL [kg·m2] Coupling inertia of the hub in case ‘δ3’ teeter hinge.
ajtet N! REAL [kg·m2] Inertia of the rotor about teeter hinge.
coanN! REAL [.] Cosine of the tilt angle of the rotor shaft.
sian N! REAL [.] Sine of the tilt angle of the rotor shaft.
coalcN! REAL [.] Cosine of the blade cone angle.
sialc N! REAL [.] Sine of the blade cone angle.
hhub N! REAL [m] Height of the rotor centre above ambient water level.
ht N! REAL [m] Height of the tower top above ambient water level.
pelecN! REAL [W] Power transmitted through the generator shaft.
qelecN! REAL [Nm] Generator shaft torque expressed w.r.t. slow shaft.
qelecmN! REAL [Nm] Idem at the previous time.
qplus N! REAL [Nm] Additional generator torque from controller.
qyawdr S! REAL [Nm] Torque of a yaw drive, valid for ’free_yawing ON’.
firot N! REAL(1:4) [rad] Rotor azimuth. The index refers to time step ‘4’ for

the current time, and ‘3, 2, 1’ for 1, 2, and 3 time steps ago.
dfirdt N! REAL [rad/s] The rotor angular speed.
dfrdtm N! REAL [rad/s] Idem at the previous time step.
d2firo N! REAL [rad/s2] The rotor angular acceleration.
d2firm N! REAL [rad/s2] Idem at the previous time step.
fiteet N! REAL [rad] Teeter angle of the rotor.
fitm N! REAL [rad] Teeter angle at previous time step.
dfitdt N! REAL [rad/s] Teeter rate.
dftdtm N! REAL [rad/s] Idem at the previous time step.
d2fite N! REAL [rad/s2] Teeter angular acceleration.
d2fitm N! REAL [rad/s2] Idem at previous time step.
fiyaw S! REAL [rad] Yaw angle of the nacelle.
fiym N! REAL [rad] Yaw angle at previous time step.
dfiydt S! REAL [rad/s] Yaw rate.
dfydtm N! REAL [rad/s] Idem at the previous time step.
d2fiy S! REAL [rad/s2] Yaw angular acceleration.
pitcha S! REAL(1:nnbl,j) [rad] Pitch angles of the blades. The first index denotes

the blade number and the second indexj refers to
the time step similar as for the rotor azimuthfirot .

dpitdt S! REAL(1:nnbl) [rad/s] Time derivative of the pitch angles.
dpitm N! REAL(1:nnbl) [rad/s] Idem, at the previous time step.
d2pit S! REAL(1:nnbl) [rad/s2] Second time derivative ofpitcha.
uwrite S! REAL(1:9) [?] User reserved output properties.
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Table 3: Some variables of include filePNCLM2
PNCLM2 contains properties of MENUjob_param.
The values of none of these properties may be changed.

chmark CHARACTER*20 Character written on first pos. of comment lines.
iecho INTEGER Value of ’output_level’ for the amount of messages.
dt REAL [s] Time increment.
ltime LOGICAL If .TRUE. PHATAS calculates the dynamic response.

Table 4: All variables of include filePNCLM3
PNCLM3 contains properties of MENUgeometry.
The values of none of these properties may be changed.
inob INTEGER Number of rotor blades.
inel INTEGER Number of elements of one blade counting from ‘1’ for

the root element to ‘inel ‘ at the tip. The nodes are
numbered from ‘0’ at the root to ‘inel ‘ at the tip.

alna REAL [rad] Tilt angle of the rotor shaft.
dn REAL [m] Distance between the tower axis and the rotor centre

(or teeter axis), measured along the rotor shaft.
ezhub REAL [m] Location of the hub above the tower top.
erotor REAL [m] Lateral offset of rotor-axis left of the tower (Y-dir.).
alfcon REAL [rad] Cone angle of the rotor blades.
ezroot REAL [m] Spanwise location of the blade root.
rlb REAL [m] Blade span measured from rotor centre to tip.
yspit REAL [m] Spanwise location of pitch bearing, from blade root.
xcpit REAL [m] Chordwise location of the pitch axis w.r.t. blade axis.
dsdtet REAL [m/rad] Radial tip motion for pitch actions.
rmhub REAL [kg] Mass of the rotor hub.
sxhub REAL [kg·m] Static mass moment (downwind) of the hub.
ajhubx REAL [kg·m2] Rotational moment of inertia of the hub.
rmnac REAL [kg] Mass of the nacelle, without hub and rotor.
sxnac REAL [kg·m] Downwind static moment of nacelle.
sznac REAL [kg·m] Vertical static moment of nacelle.
ajxxnc REAL [kg·m2] Nacelle inertia about the roll axis, w.r.t. tower top.
ajyync REAL [kg·m2] Nacelle inertia about the tilt axis, w.r.t. tower top.
ajzznc REAL [kg·m2] Nacelle inertia about the yaw axis.
ajzxnc REAL [kg·m2] Nacelle coupling inertia betweem roll and yaw.
cxnac REAL [m2] Drag-area of the nacelle for front or rear wind.
cynac REAL [m2] Drag-area of the nacelle for sideways wind.
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Table 5: All variables of include filePNCLM4
PNCLM4 contains flags for the degrees of freedom (MENUconfiguration).
The values of none of these properties may be changed.
ctowin CHAR*20 Name of the input file for the tower module.
lyaw LOGICAL If .TRUE. free yawing is modelled.
lgear LOGICAL If .TRUE. torsion of the gearbox support is solved.
lshaft LOGICAL If .TRUE. the rotor shaft has torsional flexibility.
lteet LOGICAL If .TRUE. a teetered rotor-hub connection is modelled.
lhing LOGICAL If .TRUE. a discrete flapping hinge is modelled at the blade root.
ltip LOGICAL If .TRUE. routine ’tipsol ’ is called.
llag LOGICAL If .TRUE. blade lead-lag deformation is solved.
lflap LOGICAL If .TRUE. blade flapping deformation is solved.
ltors LOGICAL If .TRUE. blade torsional deformation is solved.

Table 6: All variables of include filePNCLS3
PNCLS3 contains properties of SUBMENUcontrol.
The values of these properties may be changed.
ipityp INTEGER Indicates the type of operational controller.
ifail INTEGER Indicates the type of failure.
tbrake REAL [s] Time of activating a stop: brake and/or pitch.
tcutof REAL [s] Time of disconnecting the generator.
ombrak REAL [rad/s] Slow shaft speed for triggering stop action.
qbrake REAL [N·m] Brake torque expressed at slow shaft.
tdelay REAL [s] Time interval between triggering and activation

of the brake/pitch/yaw stop action.
tbramp REAL [s] Time needed to obtain full brake torque.
ptbrak REAL [rad/s] Pitch rate for stop action.
dtplc REAL [s] Time increment for the control algorithm.

inpuls INTEGER Number of pulses on speed sensor ring.
ecsens REAL [.] Eccentricity of speed sensor ring.
target REAL [W] / [rad/s] Target of power or rotor speed control.
fuzlim REAL [W] / [rad/s] Power or speed for unconditional pitch action.
ptfuz REAL [rad/s] Pitch rate of unconditional (’fuzzy’) actions.
tauav REAL [s] Time for averaging controller input.
kprop REAL [(rad/s)/(‘target‘)] Proportional gain factor in controller.
kdiff REAL [(rad/s)/(‘target‘/s)] Differential gain factor in controller.
dgain REAL [1/rad] Decrease of target rate with pitch.
thresh REAL [rad/s] Threshold value for output of P-D algorithm.
taupit REAL [s] Time delay for pitch actuator.
pitrat REAL [rad/s] Pitch rate for normal control.
piterr REAL [rad] Difference in pitch angle between the blades.
emergn REAL [W] / [rad/s] Emergency speed or power for generator disconnect.
pitnom REAL [rad] Pitch angle at end of peak-shaving interval.
psbeg REAL [W] / [rad/s] Begin of peak-shaving interval.
psend REAL [W] / [rad/s] End of peak-shaving interval.
dtwait REAL [s] ’Wait’ time before starts or faults take place.
ptstar REAL [rad] Pitch rate for a start procedure.
omstar REAL [rad/s] Rotor speed at which the generator is connected.
ptermx REAL [rad] Maximum pitch error, triggers stop if exceeded.
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Table 7: All variables of include filePNCLS4
PNCLS4 contains properties of SUBMENUyaw_data.
These properties can be used for a yaw-algorithm and may all be changed.
tystar REAL [s] Time at which controlled yaw action start.
yawrat REAL [rad/s] Rate for yaw actions.
tyramp REAL [s] Ramp or rise time for yaw actions.
typeri REAL [s] Recurrence time of full prescribed yaw cycle.
tauyaw REAL [s] Time constant for yaw rate.
fyfric REAL [N·m] Coulomb friction in the yaw mechanism.
cvyaw REAL [N·m/(rad/s)] Viscous damping in the yaw mechanism.
yawdri REAL [kg·m2] Yaw drive inertia, with respect to yaw motion.

Table 8: Some variables of include filePNCLS5
PNCLS5 contains properties of SUBMENUgenerator_data
The values of none of these properties may be changed.
igen INTEGER Indicates the type of generator model.
wrated REAL [rad/s] ’rated_rotorspeed’ as specified (in [rpm]).
prated REAL [W] ’ rated_power’ as specified.
gslip REAL [.] ’ generator_slope’, the "slip"

in case of an asynchronous generator.
torkip REAL [Nm] Maximum ’kip’ torque of a (asynchronous) generator.
gr REAL [.] Transmission ratio of the gearbox.
glos0 REAL [N·m] Constant loss of torque in the gearbox.
glos1 REAL [.] Gearbox loss linear with generator torque.
ajslow REAL [kg·m2] Moment of inertia of low speed shaft.
ajfast REAL [kg·m2] Moment of inertia of high speed shaft.
ajgbs REAL [kg·m2] Moment of inertia of the gearbox.
qksh REAL [Nm/rad] Torsional stiffness of rotor shaft.

Table 9: All variables of INCLUDE filePNCLS8
PNCLS8 contains properties of SUBMENUpitch_data.
These variables can be used to model e.g. pitch failure.
lcoupl LOGICAL If .TRUE. passive pitch motion of all blades is coupled.
qkpit REAL [N·m/rad] Stiffness of a torsional pitch spring.
qpre REAL [N·m] Pre-stressing moment of the spring.
qhpit REAL [N·m] Coulomb friction for pitch.
cvpit REAL [N·m/(rad/s)] Viscous damping of the pitch motion.
pitmin REAL [rad] Minimum value of the pitch angles.
pitmax REAL [rad] Maximum value of the pitch angles.
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Figure 23: Global reference structure of the program PHATAS
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Figure 24: Reference structure of the PHATAS iteration process
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Figure 25: Program Structural Diagram of the standard routine ’upyaw ’

/
/  Input specifications for yaw control.
yaw_start_limit  10.0  < [deg] Misalignment to start yawing.
yaw_stop_limit    6.0  < [deg] Misalignment to stop yawing.
yaw_average_time 15.0  < [s] Average time for yaw start trigger.
yaw_short_average 5.0  < [s] Average time for yaw stop trigger.
/

Figure 26: Example of input file for user-written yaw control
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*DECK conrol
      SUBROUTINE conrol(omega,omegam,qgen,dqdomg,delt)
CM
CM *******************************************************************
CM
CM     s u b r o u t i n e   c o n r o l
CM
CM ‘conrol’ contains an algorithm with a P−D pitch controller.
CM This algorithm is invoked every ‘dtplc’ seconds (from PNCLS3)
CM by which the process within a PLC controller is simulated.
CM
CM Common properties:
CM PNCLM4:
CM    lyaw    LOGICAL If .TRUE. free yawing is modelled.
CM PNCLS4:
CM    yawrat  REAL    Yaw rate [rad/s] for yaw control.
CM    tauyaw  REAL    Time constant [s] of yaw actuator.
CM
CM Latest modification was done by  C. Lindenburg;  May  22,  2005.
CM Add statements for yaw control.
CM In the implementation used here, the buffer ’fiwbuf’ contains wind
CM direction only, as if the yaw angle is subtracted from misalignment.
CM
CM *******************************************************************
CM
      INTEGER nnbuf
      PARAMETER (nnbuf=512)
C
      INCLUDE ’COMPALL’
      INCLUDE ’CONTRLC’
      INCLUDE ’PNCLM4’
      INCLUDE ’PNCLS4’
C
      REAL    velwin, fiwhub, cwndir, swndir, cofwup, sifwup
      COMMON /wintim/ velwin, fiwhub, cwndir, swndir, cofwup, sifwup
C
      REAL    ombuf(0:nnbuf),  powbuf(0:nnbuf), pitbuf(0:nnbuf)
      REAL    winbuf(0:nnbuf), fiwbuf(0:nnbuf), yawbuf(0:nnbuf), tctrl
      COMMON /conbuf/ ombuf,powbuf, pitbuf, winbuf,fiwbuf,yawbuf,tctrl
C
C  Properties read from file ’yawcont.txt’ in routine ’inicon’.
      REAL    fystar, fystop, tyave
      COMMON /yawdat/ fystar, fystop, tyave
C
C  *******************************************************************
C  Argument declarations:
C
      REAL    omega, omegam, qgen, dqdomg, delt
C
C  *******************************************************************
C  Local declarations:
C
      REAL    yawerr, fiyave
      INTEGER inbuf, iactiv
C
      SAVE    yawerr
      SAVE    iactiv
C
C  *******************************************************************
C  Start body:
C
      IF (lincon) THEN
C
C  *******************************************************************
C     I N I T I A L I Z E   C O N T R O L   V A R I A B L E S.
C
C  Use the initial yaw angle from PHATAS input as yaw error.
         yawerr = fiyaw
         fiyave = fiwhub − yawerr
         iactiv = 0
         DO 20 ibuf = 0,nnbuf
            ombuf(ibuf)  = omega
            powbuf(ibuf) = qelec*omega
            fiwbuf(ibuf) = fiwhub − yawerr
  20     CONTINUE
C
         lincon = .FALSE.
C  END IF (lincon)
      END IF
C

Figure 27 Statements for yaw control in routine ’conrol’ (part 1 of 2)
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      fiwbuf(0) = fiwhub + fztow − yawerr
C
C  The contribution of ’0.1*delt’ is to cover round−off errors.
      IF (tctrl + 0.1*delt .GT. dtplc) THEN
C
C  *******************************************************************
C  E N T E R   T H E   C O N T R O L L E R   A L G O R I T H M
C
C  ’tctrl’ is the time [s] since the previous controller evaluation.
C  Re−set timer ’tctrl’ for the following controller evaluation.
         tctrl = tctrl − dtplc
C
C  Shift the previous rotor speed and wind−direction values.
         DO 50 ibuf = nnbuf,1,−1
            ombuf(ibuf)  = ombuf(ibuf−1)
            fiwbuf(ibuf) = fiwbuf(ibuf−1)
  50     CONTINUE
C
         IF (fiwbuf(1) .GT. fiwbuf(2) + 3.1416) THEN
            DO 54 ibuf = 2,nnbuf
               fiwbuf(ibuf) = fiwbuf(ibuf) + 6.283185307
  54        CONTINUE
         END IF
         IF (fiwbuf(1) .LT. fiwbuf(2) − 3.1416) THEN
            DO 56 ibuf = 2,nnbuf
               fiwbuf(ibuf) = fiwbuf(ibuf) − 6.283185307
  56        CONTINUE
         END IF
C
C  Calculate the misalignment average over ’tyave’ s.
         inbuf = int(tyave/dtplc)
         IF (inbuf .GT. nnbuf) inbuf = nnbuf
         fiyave = fiwbuf(1)
         DO 60 ibuf = 2, inbuf
            fiyave = fiyave + fiwbuf(ibuf)
  60     CONTINUE
         fiyave = fiyaw + fiyave/real(inbuf)
         IF (fiyave .GT.  3.1416) fiyave = fiyave − 6.283185307
         IF (fiyave .LT. −3.1416) fiyave = fiyave + 6.283185307
C
C  *******************************************************************
C  Trigger or stop yaw action if necessary.
         IF (.NOT. lyaw) THEN
           IF (iactiv .NE. 0) THEN
             IF (real(iactiv)*fiyave .GE. −cgr*fystop) THEN
C  Stop yawing (and reset misalignment buffer).
               WRITE (UNIT=iomesg,FMT=’(A,F9.3)’)
     &           ’ Stop yaw action, time: ’, ti
               iactiv = 0
             END IF
           ELSE
             IF (ti .GE. dtwait  .AND.  fiyave .GT. cgr*fystar) THEN
               WRITE (UNIT=iomesg,FMT=’(A,F9.3)’)
     &            ’ Start yaw action in negative dir, time: ’, ti
               iactiv = −1
             END IF
             IF (ti .GE. dtwait  .AND.  fiyave .LT. −cgr*fystar) THEN
               WRITE (UNIT=iomesg,FMT=’(A,F9.3)’)
     &            ’ Start yaw action in positive dir, time: ’, ti
               iactiv = 1
             END IF
           END IF
         END IF
C
C  *******************************************************************
C     E X I T   F R O M   T H E   C O N T R O L L E R
C
C  END IF (tctrl + 0.01*delt .GT. dtplc) THEN
      END IF
C
C  *******************************************************************
C  Apply yaw actions with rate ’yawrat’,
C  use time−lag ’tauyaw’ to ’smoothen’ begin and end.
      IF (.NOT. lyaw) THEN
         dfiydt = (dt*real(iactiv)*yawrat +tauyaw*dfydtm)/(dt +tauyaw)
         d2fiy  = (dfiydt − dfydtm)/dt
         fiyaw  = fiym + (dfiydt + dfydtm)*dt/2.
      END IF
C
      RETURN
      END

Figure 27: Statements for yaw control in routine ’conrol’ (last part)
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The purpose of the PHATAS development is to obtain a code with which the non-linear dy-
namic response and the corresponding loads in the structure can be calculated following the
requirements of research and design. The strength of PHATAS is that it describes the integrated
aerodynamic and structural dynamic behaviour of the turbine and tower, the response of the
controller, and the options to simulate starts, stops, and failed conditions.

This chapter contains some remarks and limitations on the PHATAS model and on the accuracy
of the calculated results. Most remarks follow from the assumptions on which the modelling of
the structure and the aerodynamics are based.

8.1 Remarks on the modelling

Structural dynamic aspects

For the current generation of large size wind turbines (pitch-to-vane controlled variable speed)
the program PHATAS shows to be well capable of analysing the structural dynamic response. In
chosing the degrees of freedom to be included in dynamic analyses with PHATAS, the following
should be taken into account.

Blade bending Blade bending deformation is described with degrees of freedom for the out-
of-plane and for the in-plane displacement. Because rotors with a strong blade twist and
rotors with pitch control have a strong coupling between flap-wise and lag-wise bending
it makesno senseto solve only flap-wise or only lag-wise blade bending.

Flexible gearbox support The optional model for the dynamics of a flexible gearbox support
has not been used recently, so it is not clear whether this will give convergence in combi-
nation with the current model for tower dynamics. The structural dynamics of the latter
model has improved seriously with the development of a modular structure.

Options for former wind turbine configurations In the program PHATAS several options are
still available that have been added to solve the dynamic response of former rotor con-
cepts. Among these options are:1: Flapping hinge,2: Teeter hinge,3: Passive pitch
motion of blade tips about an off-set axis,4: Synchronous generator,5: Active stall con-
trol, 6: Bending-torsion coupling. These options (and the model for drive train dynamics)
most probably still work well, but were not validated recently.

Aerodynamic modelling aspects

Some remarks on the models for rotor aerodynamics are listed below:

Use relative velocitiesFor the calculation of the relative flow velocity at the blade sections,
the motion of the sections due to the dynamics of all degrees of freedom, also from
tower dynamics, is included. This implies that all structural dynamics have an appropriate
aerodynamic damping.

Combined implementation of BEM aspectsMuch effort is spent on a realistic formulation
of the aerodynamic momentum equations with a correct representation of the combined
effects of: Oblique inflow; Turbulent wake state; Tip- and root loss factor; Dynamic
inflow; Aerodynamic tower stagnation; Tangential induced velocity; Wind distribution
(vertical shear). Most steady-state aspects of the PHATAS rotor aerodynamics model
apply to the description in chapter 5 of [15].
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Aerodynamic tower stagnation For a tubular tower the influence of the tower on the airflow
(’stagnation’ or ’tower shadow’) is described with the three-dimensional potential flow
around a semi-infinite dipole.
In former joint research projects it was concluded that using a potential-flow model gives
an over-estimation of the tower stagnation (some other computer codes multiply this in-
fluence with 0.75.) It is more realistic to describe the aerodynamic drag of the tower
with a double trailing vortex ’street’. In this case the dipole-model should have a smaller
strength for the same tower diameter. A model in which this drag-influence is included
has a smaller dipole strength for a given tower diameter and may give a smoother dip in
the aerodynamic blade loading.
The (instationary) interaction from the blades passing the tower isnotdescribed.

Implementation of rotational effects Since a couple of years the correction models for the
effects of rotation on the aerodynamic loads account for the ’local speed ratio’ which
represents the ratio between the driving forces (pressure) for rotational effects versus the
dynamic pressure of the basic airfoil loads. The rotational ’correction’ is thus multiplied
with the factor (Ω r)2/V 2

eff which nearly equals former relationλ2/(λ2 + 1) . In the
latest release "APR-2005" this ’local speed ratio’ is evaluated for each position in the
rotor plane, and includes the lateral flow component due to yawed operation.

Dynamic stall model The dynamic stall behaviour is described in terms of a first-order and
second-order correction on the quasi-steady lift coefficient, following the heuristic model
of H. Snel, [22]. The first-order correction is similar to other dynamic stall models. Be-
cause the development of this dynamic stall model was partly based on measurements on
a single wind turbine with pitch variations only (while wind turbine rotors have flapping
blades), the second-order correction of this model has no general validity. In wind en-
gineering practise, the second order models are not used so much, which also does not
contribute to the validity of these models for an arbitrary wind turbine.

8.2 Numerical Aspects of the Analysis

Following are remarks on numerical and modelling aspects of PHATAS.

Number of blade elementsFor an accurate representation the blade bending dynamics up to
the second mode and the first blade torsional mode, a model with 15 elements (the default)
appears to be sufficient.

The ’time_increment’ The time increment∆t used in the calculation needs to be chosen fol-
lowing the requirement on the numerical damping and the deviation in natural frequencies
for the dynamic behaviour with the highest frequencyν [rad/s] that is to be resolved, with
the expression: max. allowable numerical damping = 1/2 · (ν · ∆t)3 .

Here the damping is expressed as fraction of the critical damping.
If the dynamic stall behaviour is solved (dynamic_stall> 0) the time increment must be
smaller than the time in which the relative airflow travels half a chord length at e.g. 80%
span: time_increment < 1/2 · chord/(0.8 Ω · R).

Operation at 90 degrees yawThe aerodynamic routines appear to converge bad for operation
at turbulent wind with 90oyaw angle. For load cases at which this occurs (usually parked
or idling), it is recommended to use a larger time increment.
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Blade tip flexibility Rotor blades of multi-megawatt wind turbines in general have a pronounced
tapered geometry, which aims to reduce the forces on the blade tip and likewise the mo-
ments in the blade root. Tapered blades also have a mass and stiffness distribution that
decrease strongly towards the tip. If the bending stiffness decreases much stronger than
the mass distribution, the outer part of the blade appears to be relatively flexible and may
result in large (local) tip deflections. Disregarding the fact whether this stiffness-decrease
is realistic, the numerical (convergence) problems in PHATAS may be avoided by using a
constant bending stiffness over the outer blade element. Near the tip a stiffness correction
has a negligible influence on the bending frequencies.

ConvergenceSlow convergence may be expected for a model with:

• Tower bending and drive train flexibility;

• Blade flap bending and a teetered hub or flapping hinges;

• Blade lead bending and drive train flexibility c.q. soft generator characteristics.

Nacelle mass propertiesIf the rolling and tilting moments of inertia of the nacelle are not in
compliance (too small) with the vertical position of the nacelle mass above the tower top
(static_moment_z) then bad convergence may be expected.

A detailed discussion on the influence of the numerical solution on the equations solved is given
in chapter 8 of [14].

8.3 Developments on PHATAS

In addition to the optional developments based on the modularity of the tower dynamics model,
further developments of PHATAS may be addressed to:

Discrete tower damper Large wind turbines with a high tower appear to have a tower bending
frequency that is close to the operational rotor speed. For many of these wind turbines
the tower vibrations are reduced by installing a damper inside of the tower. With a small
modification of the PHATAS tower module, such a damper can be implemented relatively
easy as a mass-spring-damper system in both X and Y direction. Within the concept of
the Craig-Bampton method the X- and Y- displacement of the damper is represented with
another internal mode.

A similar extension is using the physical damping of the foundation (e.g. for rotation)
in the tower damping matrix instead of the dimensionless damping of the first bending
mode. This is based on the fact that the foundation has a dominant contribution to the
tower dynamics. With the physical foundation damping the damping of each of the modes
is then a result of the damping from the foundation.

Yaw control In the current release "APR-2005" a relatively simple but practical P-D model is
present for rotor-speed (or power) control by pitch actions, see chapter 6. The dynamic
loads on a wind turbine rotor are very sensitive to oblique inflow conditions. This means
that a good dynamic model for yaw control (passive, active, or combined) may be of
benefit for the design of a wind turbine to reduce fatigue loads.

Individual periodic pitch Wind turbine rotors with large diameter are sensitive to a wind gra-
dient in any direction. This fact and the increasing relative material costs of large wind
turbines are the reason for some manufacturers to apply individual periodic pitch of the
rotor blades. At ECN individual periodic pitch is included in the development of wind
turbine controllers that can be implemented in the PHATAS code.
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Unsteady airfoil loads The unsteady aerodynamic loads on a rotor blade do not only comprise
the effects of dynamic stall, but are also caused by the influence of local wake effects
of the blade. The latter can be described in terms of ’apparent mass’ and of ’shed vor-
ticity’. For pitch-to-vane controlled variable speed wind turbines the latter ’unsteady
aerodynamic loads’ play an important role in the aerodynamic damping of in-plane blade
vibrations. The ’flow curvature’ effects from blade-torsion, pitch actions, and from local
gradients of ’turbulence crossing’ are already included in the model for blade aerodynam-
ics.
The ’ONERA’ model has been implemented in a former version (1992) of PHATAS,
which may still be activated, tested, and issued for future releases. A more fundamental
model for unsteady aerodynamics may also be implemented in following releases.

Vortex Wake model Although serious effort was spent (and will be spend) on a realistic im-
plementation of several aspects of the Blade Element Momentum theory, a Vortex Wake
model gives a more detailed description of the influence of the rotor wake on the rotor.
Primarily a Vortex Wake model gives a more realistic description of the ’tip-loss’, the
effects of oblique inflow, and the effects of instationary blade loading. Reliable aerody-
namic coefficients and a realistic model for the effects of rotation are still required for a
Vortex Wake model.
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A.1 Selection of Rotor Characteristics

The PHATAS output file can be of three different types, with results from either (see section 2.3):

• Calculation of aerodynamic rotor characteristics;

• Power curve calculations;

• Calculation of the dynamic response.

The calculation of aerodynamic rotor characteristics is performed for a (specified) series of pitch
angles and for a (specified) range of tip speed ratios. If a control algorithm is used (chapter 6)
or modelled (chapter 7) the calculation of a power curve is including the quasi-steady response
of this pitch controller.

The output files for all three types of calculations have a heading starting with an identification
of the PHATAS release, and with identifications of the wind turbine model and load case.

With the program ‘selchar ’ tables with rotor characteristics can be selected from the output of
aerodynamic rotor characteristics or power curve calculations.
The programselchar is invoked by typing its name followed by up to threeCHARACTER*64
arguments for the names of the files:
1 With input specifications for selchar (‘selchar.in’);
2 PHATAS-results with rotor characteristics or a power curve (‘phatdef.pht’);
3 For the output table with selected properties (‘selchar.out’).

If a file name is not specified as argument the name between brackets is used. Note that if an
argument is used for a file-name specification, all preceding command line arguments also need
to be given.

Figure 28 shows an example of the file with specifications forselchar for selection of a table
with aerodynamic power as function of wind speed as used for a 2.7MW 90.5m diameter wind
turbine.

The output file ofselchar contains records with a property denoted as ‘X’ variable in the first
column (if ‘x_type’ > 0) and in the following columns the properties denoted as ‘Y’ variables.
If the columns for the ‘Y’ variables are related to the different pitch angles, the file is ended
with an empty record and a record containing the corresponding tip speed ratios.

Following is a description of the input items forselchar:

heading LOGICAL (‘OFF ’) <ON, OFF >
If ‘ ON ’ a heading is written.

comment_mark CHARACTER*1(‘ ’)
Character that is written in the first column of the heading lines.

phatas_file CHARACTER*64(‘phatdef.pht’)
Name of the PHATAS output file with rotor characteristics.
This filename can be overridden by a second command line argument.

output_file CHARACTER*64(‘selchar.out’)
Name of file to which the selected properties are written.
This filename can be overridden by a third command line argument.
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x_type INTEGER(0) <0, 1, 2, 3, 11>
Indicates which property is written in the ‘X’ (first-) column:

= 0 No column with an ‘X’-property,

= 1 Tip speed ratio:λ = Ω · R/Vsteady ;

= 2 Inverse of the tip speed ratio:1/λ ;

= 3 Wind speed at hub height [m/s]:Vsteady ;

= 11 Element number. This gives the characteristics for each blade element. This is only
available if the PHATAS output file is created for ‘output_level 3 ’ or higher, see
chapter 3.2.

y_type INTEGER(1) <1, ..., 11>
Indicates which ‘Y’ property (for each pitch angle) is written in the following columns

= 1 Aerodynamicpower coefficient:CK = Paero/(ρ/2 · V 3
steady · π · R2) ;

= 2 Dimensionless aerodynamicpower: KP = CK/λ3 ;

= 3 Value of the generatorpower: Pgen [W];

= 4 Axial aerodynamic force coefficient (thrust):CDax = Dax/(ρ/2 · V 2
steady · π · R2) ;

= 5 Dimensionless aerodynamic axial force on the rotor:KD = CDax/λ2 ;

= 6 Axial aerodynamic force (thrust) on the rotor:Dax [N];

= 7 Aerodynamic torque coefficient:CQ = Qaero/(ρ/2 · V 2
steady · π · R3) .

Note that CQ = CK/λ since Qaero = Paero/Ω ;

= 8 Dimensionless aerodynamic torque on the rotor:KQ = KP ;

= 9 Aerod. torque on the rotor [N∗m];

= 10 Aerodyn. blade pitch moment coefficient:Cm pit = ΣMpitch/(ρ/2·V 2
steady ·π ·R3) ;

= 11 Performance of each blade element for the pitch angle indicated with ‘pitch_number’
expressed as the aerodynamic power divided by the axial force times the local span.
This can only be used forx_type 11.

y_factor REAL(1.0) [.]
Scaling factor for the ‘Y’ values in the table.

pitch_number INTEGER(1)
For x_type 11: number of the ’lambda-table’ (pitch angle) following the order in the
PHATAS output.
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< Input file for program ’selchar’ that is provided with PHATAS.
<
< Specifications consist of a key−name followed by the value.
< All lines starting with one of the characters  <  /  #
< are interpreted as comment lines.
< The specifications in this example do not correspond with
< the default values but describe a table for power curves.
<
heading      ON  <  A heading is written in the output table.
<
comment_mark ’#’ < Text lines in the heading start with 
<                   the character ‘#’ in the first column.
<
x_type       1   < Tip−speed ratio for X−column.
x_factor     1.0 < The property in the ’X’−column is multiplied with 1.
<
y_type       1   < Aero power coefficient selected in the ‘Y’ columns.
y_factor     1.0 < Not scale the power coefficients (multiply with 1)
<
pitch_number  1  <  Properties per blade element are selected
<                    for the first pitch angle.
< The calculated characteristics over the blade span
< of the first (’1’) pitch angle are to be written.
< This is only significant for ‘x_type 11’ and ‘y_type 10’
<

Figure 28: Input file for ‘selchar ’ for the selection of power coefficients
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A.2 Annual Energy Capture

For integration of the energy capture of a wind turbine from P-V data the tool ‘eprod ’ is pro-
vided. If applied to PHATAS output with aerodynamic rotor characteristics or a power curve,
the tooleprod reads the first table from the PHATAS output with aerodynamic rotor charac-
teristics or a power curve and integrates the annual energy capture for a given Weibull wind
distribution.

A.2.1 Input

When invokingeprod threeCHARACTER*64arguments can be given for the filenames of:
1 eprod input specifications (‘eprod.in’);
2 File with aerodynamic rotor characteristics or a power curve (‘phatdef.pht’);
3 Filename for output of the calculated energy production.

If this name is not specified the results are written to the console.

The default values for the file names are written between brackets. Note that if an argument is
used for a file-name specification, all preceding command line arguments also need to be given.

Figure 29 shows an example of theeprod input file with specifications that correspond with the
default values. The syntax of the input specifications is similar to that for PHATAS.

Following are the input items foreprod :

phatas_file CHARACTER*64(’phatdef.pht’)
Name of the PHATAS output file with rotor characteristics or a power curve.
If two or more command line arguments are given the second argument is used as file
name.

weibull_mean REAL(6.67) [m/s]<0.01, ...>
Average wind speed of the Weibull wind distribution (not the ”scale factor”).

weibull_shape REAL(2.0)<1.0, ..., 8.0>
Shape factork of the Weibull wind distribution.
The probability that the wind speed is betweenVlow andVhigh is calculated with:

Probability = exp−(Γ(1+1/k)·Vlow/weibull_mean)k−exp−(Γ(1+1/k)·Vhigh/weibull_mean)k
.

For a Rayleigh wind distribution (k = 2 ) the functionΓ(1+1/k) =
√

π/4 ,
in which case the Weibull scale factor is

√
4/π = 1.1283 times ‘weibull_mean‘.

v_in REAL(0.0) [m/s]<0.0, ...>
Lowest wind speed at which the turbine is operational c.q. the energy capture is integrated.

v_out REAL(100.0) [m/s]<‘v_in‘, ...>
Highest wind speed at which the turbine is operational c.q. the energy capture is inte-
grated.

minimum_power REAL(0.0) [W]
Minimum value of the power for which the turbine is operational. A negative value of
minimum_power may result in "motoring" and thus give a small loss of energy capture.

rated_power REAL(1000.E+6) [W]<0.0, ...>
Nominal power. This is used as upper power limit in the integration of the energy capture.

availability REAL(1.0)<0.0, ..., 1.0>
Fraction of time during which the turbine is operational.
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turbulence_15 REAL(0.0) [%] <0.0, ..., 50.0>
Turbulence intensity in percent of the wind velocity at 15m/s, following the IEC descrip-
tion.

slope_parameter REAL(3.0)<0.0, ..., 1.0E+7>
The turbulence intensity described withturbulence_15andslope_parameteris used to
estimate the ’turbulent power’; the power including turbulence following the expression
by Rosen et al. [19].

control_effect REAL(1.0)<0.0, ..., 1.0>
Efficiency of the controller near nominal power, applied only on the ’turbulent power’.

A.2.2 Output

An example of the calculated annual energy capture for a 2.7MW turbine is listed in Figure 30.
The integration scheme used is analytically exact for the condition that the rotor characteristics
in the PHATAS output are linear between two subsequent tip speed ratios.
The output also includes the energy production for a rotor with the Betz optimum;CK = 16/27 ,
and the energy output with a correction for turbulence. For the example in Figure 30 the turbu-
lence was zero.

<  Input specifications for the program ’eprod’
<
<  Name of the PHATAS output file:
phatas_file   turb91_PV.pht
<
weibull_mean    7.0     < [m/s] Average of wind distribution.
weibull_shape   2.0     < A factor 2 gives a Rayleigh distribution.
<
v_in            3.0     < [m/s] Lower bound for energy integration.
v_out          25.0     < [m/s] Upper bound for energy integration.
<
minimum_power   0.0     < No energy integration below 0W.
<
<  If a controller is modelled, power−limitation is not needed.
rated_power  2750.0E+3  < [W] Used for limitation of power.
availability    1.0     < Turbine is always (100%) available.
<

Figure 29: Input file for ‘eprod ’
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# Annual energy production from program ’eprod’.
# For Weibull mean  7.000 m/s   scale  7.898 m/s   shape  2.000
# Integrated from   3.000 m/s  to   25.000 m/s.
# IEC turbulence intensity I−15:   0.000 %  and slope param. 3.00
# PHATAS output file:  turb91_PV.pht                                                   
# Model_identif:  turb91m            
# Load_case:  Turbine_Power_Curve
# Energy capture [kWh] for pitch angle:     0.000
# V_wind  Lambda  Stat_Power  Turb_Power    E_Betz     E_stat     E_turbul
   3.000  14.278  2.8431E+04  2.8431E+04  0.0000E+00  0.0000E+00  0.0000E+00
   3.500  12.303  6.3686E+04  6.3686E+04  2.7469E+04  1.7858E+04  1.7858E+04
   4.000  10.839  1.0952E+05  1.0952E+05  4.8272E+04  3.6512E+04  3.6512E+04
   4.500   9.712  1.6546E+05  1.6546E+05  7.6044E+04  6.1522E+04  6.1522E+04
   5.000   8.866  2.2977E+05  2.2977E+05  1.1119E+05  9.1873E+04  9.1873E+04
   5.500   8.651  3.0575E+05  3.0575E+05  1.5351E+05  1.2693E+05  1.2693E+05
   6.000   8.498  3.9610E+05  3.9610E+05  2.0245E+05  1.6677E+05  1.6677E+05
   6.500   8.378  5.0235E+05  5.0235E+05  2.5695E+05  2.1072E+05  2.1072E+05
   7.000   8.279  6.2495E+05  6.2495E+05  3.1484E+05  2.5725E+05  2.5725E+05
   7.500   8.201  7.6691E+05  7.6691E+05  3.7454E+05  3.0491E+05  3.0491E+05
   8.000   8.137  9.2874E+05  9.2874E+05  4.3424E+05  3.5207E+05  3.5207E+05
   8.500   8.087  1.1131E+06  1.1131E+06  4.9153E+05  3.9696E+05  3.9696E+05
   9.000   7.771  1.3029E+06  1.3029E+06  5.4466E+05  4.3475E+05  4.3475E+05
   9.500   7.452  1.4955E+06  1.4955E+06  5.8980E+05  4.6087E+05  4.6087E+05
  10.000   7.158  1.6739E+06  1.6739E+06  6.2474E+05  4.7255E+05  4.7255E+05
  10.500   6.887  1.8439E+06  1.8439E+06  6.4978E+05  4.6979E+05  4.6979E+05
  11.000   6.637  2.0101E+06  2.0101E+06  6.4563E+05  4.5624E+05  4.5624E+05
  11.500   6.406  2.1703E+06  2.1703E+06  5.7181E+05  4.3425E+05  4.3425E+05
  12.000   6.194  2.3302E+06  2.3302E+06  4.9674E+05  4.0612E+05  4.0612E+05
  12.500   5.997  2.4878E+06  2.4878E+06  4.2730E+05  3.7400E+05  3.7400E+05
  13.000   5.814  2.6430E+06  2.6430E+06  3.6403E+05  3.3931E+05  3.3931E+05
  13.500   5.749  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  3.0719E+05  2.9834E+05  2.9834E+05
  14.000   5.539  2.7004E+06  2.7004E+06  2.5678E+05  2.5214E+05  2.5214E+05
  14.500   5.349  2.7004E+06  2.7004E+06  2.1265E+05  2.0881E+05  2.0881E+05
  15.000   5.172  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  1.7449E+05  1.7134E+05  1.7134E+05
  15.500   5.006  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  1.4187E+05  1.3931E+05  1.3931E+05
  16.000   4.862  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  1.1430E+05  1.1224E+05  1.1224E+05
  16.500   4.708  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  9.1266E+04  8.9616E+04  8.9616E+04
  17.000   4.571  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  7.2222E+04  7.0917E+04  7.0917E+04
  17.500   4.440  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  5.6646E+04  5.5622E+04  5.5622E+04
  18.000   4.316  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  4.4038E+04  4.3242E+04  4.3242E+04
  18.500   4.199  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  3.3936E+04  3.3322E+04  3.3322E+04
  19.000   4.089  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  2.5923E+04  2.5454E+04  2.5454E+04
  19.500   3.984  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  1.9630E+04  1.9275E+04  1.9275E+04
  20.000   3.884  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  1.4736E+04  1.4470E+04  1.4470E+04
  20.500   3.789  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  1.0967E+04  1.0769E+04  1.0769E+04
  21.000   3.699  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  8.0921E+03  7.9459E+03  7.9459E+03
  21.500   3.613  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  5.9197E+03  5.8127E+03  5.8127E+03
  22.000   3.531  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  4.2935E+03  4.2160E+03  4.2160E+03
  22.500   3.446  2.7004E+06  2.7004E+06  3.0876E+03  3.0318E+03  3.0318E+03
  23.000   3.372  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  2.2016E+03  2.1618E+03  2.1618E+03
  23.500   3.301  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  1.5565E+03  1.5284E+03  1.5284E+03
  24.000   3.233  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  1.0912E+03  1.0715E+03  1.0715E+03
  24.500   3.168  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  7.5852E+02  7.4482E+02  7.4482E+02
  25.000   3.105  2.7003E+06  2.7003E+06  5.2284E+02  5.1340E+02  5.1340E+02
   7.000          8.4911E+05  8.4911E+05 1.80194E+07 7.44314E+06 7.44314E+06

Figure 30: Energy capture as integrated with ‘eprod ’
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The design load calculations following e.g. the G.L. Rules and Regulations [5], the IEC Recom-
mendations [8], or the NVN 11400-0 Technical criteria (prestandard) [17] include the analysis
of over hundred load cases. Preparing the input (error free) for all these load cases is a laborious
task, especially because of the various types of wind loading and failure modes.

For variable-speed pitch-to-vane controlled wind turbines a toollcprep (loadcasepreprocessor)
has been developed with which a set of input files for each load case can be prepared relatively
easy. Despite serious attempts in the development oflcprep, the input that is generated will not
be fully complete because:

• Many turbine conditions such as faulted situations depend on the safety and control sys-
tem. For this reason it is hard to define ’multi-purpose’ input for the design load cases.

• The G.L. and IEC documents are presented as ’guidelines’ or ’recommendations’, and
not as ’requirements’. This implies that for the certification different load cases may have
to be considered, depending on e.g. the environmental and/or grid conditions.

In the following a description is given of the toollcprep and its input. Also a description is
given of the process of design load calculations with the steps that require special attention.

B.1 Input of lcprep

The load case pre-processor is invoked by typing it’s namelcprep followed by a up to two
CHARACTER*64command line arguments for the names of the files with (If a file name is not
specified as command line argument the name between brackets is used):

1. Load case input (’lcprep.inp’)
Input specifications oflcprep with design conditions (such as wind) and initial conditions
(such as rotor speed and pitch). A description of these input items is given below.
An examples of this input file for a 2MW turbine is given in Figure 31.

2. Base input (’basecase.inp’)
A file with the complete specifications of the turbine, the tower, the rotor blades, and the
controller. The input file for each load case is constructed by copying this ’base’ input
file and adding the input specifications for each load case. So for simplicity it is recom-
mended to make this file compact by references to other files using theFILE input item
of PHATAS. In addition to a complete turbine description, this file should contain the
numerical items (such as ’time_increment’) and the environmental conditions:
air_density Density of the air. Following G.L. [5] and IEC [8]: 1.225kg/m3;
vertical shear model Following many recommendations: a power law with exponent 0.2;
wind_elevation Elevation (’upflow’) of the undisturbed wind direction;
mass unbalance Difference in blade mass distribution to cover mass imbalance;
time_increment Time increment used for most calculations;
data_increment Increment in time steps for writing to the binary data datafile;
table_increment Increment in time steps for writing to the ASCII output table.

When runninglcprep some checks are performed on the syntax and the type of the input values
before the load case input files are generated. Messages from these checks are written to file
‘STATUS’. The specifications in the input file forlcprep have the same ’keyname - value’ syntax
as used in PHATAS. Following is a description of each of the input items by their key-name:
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GL_additions LOGICAL (.FALSE.)
If ’.TRUE.’ the input for some additional load cases is generated as prescribed by Ger-
manischer Lloyd [5] and not by IEC [8]. This includes the load cases DLC1.2, DLC1.13,
DLC6.3, and DLC6.5.

rotor_positions INTEGER (1) <1, ...., 9>
Following the G.L. ’Rules and Regulations’ [5] some of the extreme load cases have to
be analysed with different initial rotor azimuth values. Inlcprep input files for different
rotor positions are generated for DLC1.3, DLC1.5, DLC1.6, DLC1.7, DLC1.8, DLC1.9,
and DLC2.2. Although not recommended by G.L. different rotor positions are issued
for generator short circuit, DLC2.2, because this load case is often design driving for
the extreme blade loads. Depending on the rotor azimuth the gravity loads have another
contribution to these design driving blade moments. The input files generated withlcprep
always include at least 2 load cases for DLC2.2.
When using 2 or morerotor_positions the last digit is the ’rotor azimuth number’. If
the loads in all 3 blades are included in processing of the results a load-set with 5 rotor
positions for the extreme load cases cover blade positions with intervals of 360o/15 =
24o, which is smaller than the maximum interval of 30o recommended by G.L. [5]. For a
3-bladed rotor it is recommendednot to use 3 or 6 rotor positions because this does not
give substantially different blade positions.

rotor_diameter REAL (90.0) [m]
Outer diameter of the rotor, which is used in combination with the turbulence length scale
Λ1 turblengt_scalein the expressions for the extreme gusts and direction changes.

turbulence_15 REAL (0.16) [.]
The turbulence intensityI15 at an ambient wind velocity of 15m/s. This is used in com-
bination with the turbulence parametera in the expressions of the turbulences at the dif-
ferent wind velocities, seeturbulence_a.

turbulence_a REAL (3.0) [.]
Parametera used in the distribution of the turbulence with wind velocity:
σ = I15 (15 m/s + aVhub)/(1 + a) .

turblengt_scale REAL (21.0) [m]
Turbulence length scale parameterΛ1 used for extreme gusts and direction changes.
Following G.L. [5] (and draft IEC ed.3 [9]):Λ1 is the smallest of (0.7 zhub) and (42.0m).
Following IEC ed.2 [8] and NVN [17] (and a draft G.L. proposal):

Λ1 is the smallest of (0.7 zhub) and (21.0m).

skip_time REAL (30.0) [s]
Time that has to be skipped in the processing of the results. This time is written as
start time in the ’occurrences’ file:lcprep.occ. This time is also added to the duration
of a simulation (’production_time’ and ’simulation_time’) which results in the total
PHATAS calculation time.
For pitch controlled wind turbines it is recommended to use forskip_time the time for
about 5 to 6 revolutions such that a quasi-steady operation is obtained before the gust or
faulted condition starts.

wait_time REAL (35.0) [s]
Time at which events such as gusts and/or internal or external faults are modelled, which
should be larger thanskip_time. This is similar to the PHATAS input itemwait_time.
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simulation_time REAL (60.0) [s]
Time span for of the calculation of the response on a gust or a faulted situation, excluding
skip_time. The input files for load cases with direction changes have a calculation time
that is ( (3 *simulation_time) + skip_time ) such that yaw actions as result of the direc-
tion change are included. It should be noted that yaw actions will only take place if they
are described in the PHATAS input or modelled in the controller.
The response of load cases that deal with a start procedure is calculated for 1.5 times
simulation_time (or 2 times-, at cut-in wind).

production_time REAL (600.0) [s]
Time span for of the calculation of a the dynamic response of e.g. normal production,
idling conditions, or operation with ice or failed yaw. After addingskip_time this time is
written as ’end time’ in filelcprep.occ.

misalignment REAL (8.0) [deg]
The misalignment or yaw tracking error of the wind turbine, in positive sense. The input
for most of the load cases is generated with specification of the negative value of the
misalignment, because for a high tip-speed ratio a negative misalignment usually gives
the largest periodic load variations. The input for some load cases such as for production
and for extreme direction change are generated for negative and positive direction change,
see DLC1.3 and DLC1.8. In these input files the direction change has the same sign as
the misalignment specification such that they add up to each other.

pitch_error REAL (0.0) [deg]
Difference in blade pitch angle, which is used to represent the aerodynamic rotor imbal-
ance. For the load cases with an idling rotor thispitch_error is subtracted from the pitch
angle of blade 2 and added to the pitch angle of blade 3.

start_wind REAL (3.0) [m/s]
Smallest wind velocity at which the turbine is in power production. This is used for starts
and stops at the ’cut-in’ wind speed. Due to the misalignment and the elevation (8o) of
the undisturbed wind direction the electric power of the turbine may still be negative, in
which case one may think of using a slightly higherstart_wind.

sub_rated_wind REAL (99000.0) [m/s]
Wind velocity for which the input files of extreme load cases are generated.
For ’classical’ wind turbines the power curve has a clear ’edge’ at the rated wind speed,
where the distribution of the steady-state axial aerodynamic rotor thrust has its maximum.
For these turbines one may expect the maximum loads to occur at the rated wind speed
or at the cut-out wind speed, which means that analysing the gust responses at these wind
speeds may suffice.
Modern large size wind turbines however have a pitch-to-vane strategy that starts below
the speed for rated power. The effect of this pitch strategy is that some of the large loads
near rated power are reduced, also called ’peak shaving’. A similar strategy can be applied
to the torque-speed relation of the generator. The effect of these ’load reducing’ strategies
is that the assessment of the ultimate loads on the wind turbine requires analyses of the
extreme gust responses for more wind velocities than only ’rated’ and ’cut-out’ For this
purpose the input itemsub_rated_windcan be used.
If the value ofsub_rated_windis larger than the value ofrated_wind (such as the default
values) then no input files are generated for ’sub-rated’ wind conditions.

rated_wind REAL (12.0) [m/s]
Wind velocity used for the (extremes) load-case input files.
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cutout_wind REAL (25.0) [m/s]
Wind velocity used for the (extremes) load-case input files.

reference_wind REAL (42.5) [m/s]
In many design recommendations the ’reference wind speed’ is 5 times the annual average
wind speed of the design load spectrum. The input for DLC6.1 (idling) is generated with
1.4 times the reference wind. The input for DLC7.1 (idling with a fault) is generated with
1.05 times the reference wind.

start_omega REAL (10.0) [rpm]
Smallest rotor speed at which the turbine is in operation. This item is used for the initial
conditions of some input files.

rated_omega REAL (16.0) [rpm]
Initial value of the rotor speed used in the input for load cases that start atsub_rated_wind
and atrated_wind.

cutout_omega REAL (18.0) [rpm]
Initial value of the rotor speed used in the input for load cases that start atcutout_wind.
The value ofcutout_omegashould be smaller than the PHATAS input specifications for
brake_overspeedand forgenerator_emergency.

wait_pitch REAL (60.0) [deg]
Pitch angle below the cut-in wind speed for a rotor in stand-by condition. This is used in
the input for starts at the cut-in wind, sub-rated wind, and rated wind speed.
The controller enters the start-mode1: if the initial rotor speed is smaller than 90% of
start_speed(section 3.2.3),2: if the generator is disconnected,3: if no stop is specified,
and4: if the pitch angle is larger than (0.6 *min_pitch_angle+ 0.4 * max_pitch_angle)
The latter implies that for a successful start procedurewait_pitch should be large enough.

minimum_pitch REAL (0.0) [deg]
Initial pitch angle used in the input for load cases that start in partial load, so below the
sub-rated wind speed.The value ofminimum_pitch should be between
the PHATAS input values formin_pitch_angleandmax_pitch_angle.

sub_rated_pitch REAL (2.0) [deg]
Initial pitch angle used in the input for load cases that start at the sub-rated wind speed.

rated_pitch REAL (2.0) [deg]
Initial pitch angle for the load cases that start at the rated wind speed.

cutout_pitch REAL (23.0) [deg]
Initial pitch angle used in the input for load cases that start at the cut-out wind.

idling_pitch REAL (90.0) [deg]
Pitch angle used for the load cases with an idling rotor, which includes the ’start’ load
cases at rated and cut-out wind.The value ofidling_pitch should be between
the PHATAS input values formin_pitch_angleandmax_pitch_angle.

short_increment REAL (0.01) [s]
Time increment used for the calculation of the response on a generator short-circuit as in
DLC2.2. This time increment has to be small because a short-circuit usually leads to a fast
torque variation. This may be about 2/3 of the time increment for the other calculations.
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B.2 Output of lcprep

After successful use oflcprep the following files are generated.

Input files A set of input files for each load case calculation. The names of these files include
the G.L. load case number followed by a digit related to the wind velocity (e.g. rated or
cut-out). Except for DLC1.10 and DLC1.13, the load-case names are ending with a digit
that is a counter for the initial rotor azimuth (extreme load cases) or for the random seed
and/or sign of the misalignment (production load cases). These input files contain refer-
ences to the turbine input (a copy from the ’base input file’) followed by specifications
of initial conditions (rotor speed, yaw angle, pitch), the state of the turbine, and external
(wind) conditions.

’fatigue.bat’ (Unix or Linux: ’fatiguejob’) Script for calculating the response of all fatigue
load cases.

’extreme.bat’ (Unix or Linux: ’extremejob’) Script for calculating the response of all extreme
load cases.

’lcprep.occ’ A file in which all load cases are listed, including occurrences for the fatigue load
cases, the start- and end- time for processing the calculated dynamic behaviour, and the
partial safety factors for each of the load cases. This file can be read when selecting
extreme sectional loads with ’loadex ’, see Appendix D.

Syntax of input file names

The input files for each of the load cases have a name that starts with a number and have the
extension.inp . For the input files generated withlcprep this number has 4 digits. The
number in the load case file name is constructed as follows:

digit 1 and 2 Load case numbers following IEC [8] and G.L. [5] for load cases DLC1.3 through
DLC8.2. For load cases DLC1.10 (with ice) and DLC1.13 (grid loss), the first three digits
are used for the load-case number.

digit 3 For some load cases the recommendations prescribe a calculation for different wind
velocities. The third digit in the load case name (for load case DLC1.10 or DLC1.13 the
fourth digit) is related to this wind velocity as follows:
0 start_wind
1 (and2 and3) sub_rated_wind
4 (and5 and6) rated_wind
7 (and8 and9) cutout_wind

Here a value2 and3 also denote a calculation at the sub-rated wind speed, but either with
different sign of the extreme direction change, with different direction of extreme wind
shear variation, or with different combination of gust and start or stop or grid loss. The
same holds for a value5 and6 at the rated wind and for8 and9 at the cut-out wind.

digit 4 Except for DLC1.10 and DCL1.13 the fourth digit is reserved to vary the random seed
for turbulent wind (SWIFT) or for different initial rotor azimuth values of extreme load
cases, seerotor_positions.
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Description of the load case input files

Following is a list of the load case input files generated withlcprep with a description of what
they simulate. Depending on the safety and protection system of the turbine and of the external
conditions (special wind climate, weak grid) the description of some of these load cases may
require some modifications, while it may also be necessary to add some load cases.

In general this means that pre-processing of the load-case input always requires the attention
of the user (designer), for which purpose a short description of the load cases generated with
lcprep is given below based on the dynamic load case number following the G.L. Rules and
Regulations [5]. The ’occurrences’ mentioned are for 20 years of operation. The ’Partial Safety
Factor’ for the load cases that are written in file ’lcprep.occ ’ are 1.35 for Normal conditions,
1.1 for Abnormal conditions, and 1.5 for Transport and erection. In this description, the last digit
in the file names (for different random seed, or different initial rotor azimuth) is denoted with
an italic ’i’.

Description of fatigue load cases

Following is a description of the fatigue load cases, for which a non-zero value for ’occurrences’
is written in file ’lcprep.occ ’. The fatigue load cases can be calculated with the batch job
’ fatigue.bat ’, see section B.4.

DLC1.2 The input files for normal production start with the digit ’0’. This is done to use
the 2-nd and 3-rd digit for the average wind velocity and still have unique load-case
names. For the current release oflcprep input files for normal production are generated
with wind intervals of 1m/s. For each ’1m/s value’ of the average wind velocity two
input files are generated, for negative and for positive misalignment. The 4-th digit of
the file names is ’1’ and ’2’ respectively. The random seed for the turbulent wind ge-
neration with SWIFT is also written in these input files following the (comment) string
<Swift_random_seed .
The occurrences written to file ’lcprep.occ ’ are calculated for 20 years of operation
(= 631136000s) using theproduction_time and assuming that the annual average wind
velocity is 1/5 of the valuereference_wind.

The G.L. ’Rules and Regulations’ also require the calculation of the response for a slow
wind velocity variations. The input files for these ’slow’ transients are 1210.inp and
1240.inp for a wind-speed variation from cut-in to rated and from (sub-)rated to cut-out
respectively. These wind speed variations cover the low-frequency fatigue cycles due to
changes in average wind velocity. The input files for these load cases describe a normal
wind velocity NWP that increases and decreases slowly in two periods of 250s. The wind
variations from cut-in to rated occur 6000 times and the wind variations from (sub-)rated
to cutout occur 1000 times.

DLC1.4 The input files for grid loss are generated for sub-rated, rated, and cut-out wind, see
files 1410.inp, 1440.inp, and 1470.inp respectively. Grid loss is simulated by generator
disconnection afterwait_time. The occurrences for these load cases are set to 1.
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DLC1.10 The input for the load cases with ice is generated for rated, for cut-out, and if appli-
cable also for sub-rated conditions, see files (1104.inp, 1105,inp, 1107.inp, 1108.inp, and
eventually 1101.inp and 1102.inp). Here the files (1101.inp,) 1104.inp, and 1107.inp de-
scribe the state of all blades iced except blade 1, and the input is assumed to be given (e.g.
by FOCUS) in file twobladice.inp . The files (1102.inp,) 1105.inp, and 1108.inp
describe the state with all blades iced, and the input is assumed to be given (e.g. by FO-
CUS) in file allbladice.inp .
The occurrences for these load cases are set to 1.

DLC2.3 The input files for a control or protection system fault are generated for 3 fault types:
Operation with increased (failed) yaw (of -20o) 2310.inp, 2340.inp, 2370.inp
Pitch of blade 2 blocks 2320.inp, 2350.inp, 2380.inp
Blade 2 pitches (withstart_pitch_rate) 2330.inp, 2360.inp, 2390.inp

Operation with increased yaw occurs 960hr/20y at (sub-)rated wind [17] and 40min/20y
at cut-out wind. Stop-actions as result of pitch fault occur 100 times at (sub-)rated wind,
and 100 times at cut-out wind.
The faulted situations that may occur depend strongly on the safety and control system of
the turbine, for which reason these input files and the occurrences will probably require
modification, see also the Germanischer Lloyd ’Richtlinie .....’, [5].

DLC3.1 The normal start procedures of the turbine are simulated with pitching the blades (after
skip_time) to working position. For the cut-in wind speed, the sub-rated wind speed and
the idling wind speed the initial pitch angle iswait_pitch while for the cut-out wind
velocity the initial pitch angle isidling_pitch . Because of the yaw misalignment and the
elevation of the undisturbed wind (of 8o) it may be necessary to increase the value of
start_wind. The occurrences for starts are 20000 times at cut-in wind [5, 17], 1000 times
at (sub-)rated wind [5], and 1200 times at cut-out wind [17].

DLC4.1 The input files for the normal stop procedures contain simply the specification of
brake_time which activates a mechanical brake and/or a pitch action, following the tur-
bine specifications in the ’base input file’. The occurrences for stops are 20000 times at
cut-in wind [5, 17], 1000 times at (sub-)rated wind [5, 17], and 1000 times at cut-out wind
[5].

DLC5.1 The input files for an emergency shutdown are generated for a simultaneous generator
disconnection and activation of a stop procedure. If the turbine undertakes specific actions
during emergency situations, these should be specified in files 5110.inp, 5140.inp, and
5170.inp for sub-rated, rated, and cut-out wind.
The emergency stops occur 200 times at (sub-)rated and 200 times at cut-out wind speed,
see [17].

DLC6.4 (IEC ed.2: DLC6.2) The input files for stand-by above the cut-out wind are generated
for an idling rotor in downwind position, at a turbulent wind with an average that is 1m/s
above the cut-out wind (6410.inp) and also for a turbulent wind with an average of 0.7
Vref (6420.inp). The occurrences of these load cases in the fatigue load set should cover
the time that the rotor is idling above the cut-out wind for the design wind distribution.
The occurrences for these load cases depend on the average design wind speed, so they
probably have to be corrected.
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Description of extreme load cases

Following is a description of the fatigue load cases, for which a non-zero value for ’occurrences’
is written in file ’lcprep.occ ’. The extreme load cases can be calculated with the batch job
’extreme.bat ’, see section B.4.

DLC1.3 The input files for the extreme coherent gust with direction change DLC1.3 are gen-
erated for a negative (131i.inp and 134i.inp) and for a positive (132i.inp and 135i.inp)
direction change. Here the direction change is added to the ’normal’ misalignment.

DLC1.5 The input files for grid loss in combination with a 1-year extreme operating gust are
generated for 3 different time intervals between the grid loss occurrence and the start of
the gust. Following the recommendations of G.L. [5] the grid loss occurs1: at the first
minimum value of the wind velocity,2: at the strongest wind gradient, and3: at the
maximum of the wind velocity. This is defined in files 151i.inp through 153i.inp for the
sub-rated wind, in files 154i.inp through 156i.inp for the rated wind, and in files 157i.inp
through 159i.inp for the cut-out wind. It is recommended to verify whether the extreme
loads tend to occur at (or near) the ’middle’ load cases 152i, 155i, and 158i. If not, the
time of the grid loss should be modified.

DLC1.6 The input files for the 50-year extreme operating gust are written in files 161i.inp,
164i.inp, and 167i.inp for sub-rated wind, rated wind, and for cut-out wind.
Probably these iput files require no modification.

DLC1.7 The input files for the extreme wind shear variation are written in files 171i.inp through
173i.inp for sub-rated wind, in files 174i.inp through 176i.inp for rated wind, and in files
177i.inp through 179i.inp for the cut-out wind. The different files for each wind velocity
are for a wind shear variation in vertical direction, to the right, and to the left. The
load case description generated withlcprep also simulate the ’return’ to the normal wind
profile.
Probably these input files require no modification.

DLC1.8 The input files for the 50-year extreme direction change are generated for different
wind velocities and for both negative (181i.inp, 184i.inp, and 187i.inp) and positive
(182i.inp, 185i.inp, and 188i.inp) direction change. The direction change is added to
the ’normal’ yaw misalignment. One may consider to model yaw control.

DLC1.9 The input files for the 50-year extreme coherent gust are generated for the sub-rated
wind speed (191i.inp and 192i.inp) and for the rated wind speed (194i.inp and 195i.inp).
Here 191i.inp and 194i.inp are for a negative yaw tracking error and 192i.inp and 195i.inp
for a positive yaw tracking error. Besides the fact that an extreme coherent gust at rated
wind speed may finally lead to a shut-down because of exceedance of the cut-out wind,
these load case input files require no modification.

DLC1.13 (G.L. only) The input for the load case with grid-loss is generated for rated (1131.inp)
and cut-out wind (1137.inp), and if applicable also for sub-rated (1134.inp) conditions.
The input files specify a generator disconnection. These load cases occur 200 times at
(sub-)rated wind and 200 times at cut-out wind.
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DLC2.1 The input files for ’control or protection system fault’ (2110.inp, 2140.inp, and 2170.inp)
are generated for a grid loss together with pitch failure of one of the blades.
Additional files are generated for the case that the yaw controller drives to an additional
negative misalignment of -50o (2120.inp, 2150.inp, and 2180.inp), or to an additional
positive misalignment of +50o (2130.inp, 2160.inp, and 2190.inp).

DLC2.2 The input files for a short circuit (221i.inp, 224i.inp, and 227i.inp) include the spec-
ifications of a generator torque transient. Because this torque transient has a frequency of
the grid (or twice this frequency) a shorter calculation increment is used while the output
is written each time step. If the number of rotor positionsrotor_positions is 1 then the
input files are still generated for 2 initial rotor positions.
For this ’Abnormal’ condition the partial safety factor is 1.1.

DLC3.2 The start procedures with the occurrence of a 1-year extreme operating gust are sim-
ulated with different times at which the gust interferes with the start procedure, see e.g.
files 3240.inp, 3250.inp, and 3260.inp for the rated wind velocity. For the same reason as
for DLC1.5 it is recommended to verify whether the start time of the gust approaches the
most unfavourable loads.

DLC3.3 The start procedures with the occurrence of a 1-year direction change are simulated
with different times at which this direction change takes place. The input files for this load
case only deal with a negative direction change, assuming that in combination with a pos-
itive vertical shear a positive direction change gives the strongest periodic load variations.
For the same reason as for DLC1.5 and DLC3.2 it is recommended to verify whether the
start time of the direction change approaches the most unfavourable loads.

DLC4.2 The stop procedures with the occurrence of a 1-year extreme operating gust are sim-
ulated with different times at which the gust interferes with the stop procedure, see e.g.
files 4240.inp, 4250.inp, and 4260.inp for the rated wind velocity. For the same reason as
for DLC3.2 it is recommended to verify whether the stop time of the gust approaches the
most unfavourable loads.

DLC6.1 The input for the 50-year extreme wind is generated for the turbine idling downwind
and a slow sinusoidal wind direction variation with 15o amplitude: file 6110.inp.

DLC6.2 (IEC ed.2: DLC6.1) The input file for grid loss at the 50-year extreme wind is gen-
erated for the wind turbine in downwind orientation, which is assumed to be the ’parked
state’ at high wind. The consequence of grid loss is simulated as if the yaw controller
is not active for which the wind direction is varied with 1.25o/s over 360oand back, see
file 6210.inp. If the backup system of the wind turbine is sufficient to operate for hours
or if the wind turbine may be free-waying in the ’parked state’, this load case has to be
re-defined according to the reaction of the wind turbine.
For this ’Abnormal’ condition the partial safety factor is 1.1.

DLC6.3 (G.L. only) The input for the 1-year Extreme Windspeed model with large misalign-
ment is generated for the wind turbine idling in downwind position with a slow sinusoidal
wind direction variation with a 30o amplitude: file 6310.inp.

DLC6.5 (G.L. only) The input for the 50-year extreme direction change at the reference wind
speed is generated for a negative and positive direction change: files 6510.inp and 6520.inp
respectively. The initial orientation of the turbine is assumed downwind, with the ’nor-
mal’ misalignment specified withmisalignment. The rotor has to be modelled with
30mm ice (700kg/m3) on the entire blade surface (in fact all non-rotating parts) which
has to be specified in fileidlebladice.inp .
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DLC7.1 The input file for stand-by after occurrence of a fault is generated for an idling rotor
that operates 1m/s above the cut-out wind. Here blade 2 remains in working position
(partial load) while the other blades are in vane position. For the blade 2 in working
position, no pitch error is applied.
For some wind turbines this load-case may contribute to the fatigue loads.
For this ’Abnormal’ condition the partial safety factor is 1.1.

DLC8.1 The input files for the maintenance load cases are generated for the sub-rated, the
rated, and the cut-out wind (files: 8110.inp, 8140.inp, and 8170.inp). The state of main-
tenance is defined as for a fixed rotor position. However, in order to cover all possible
rotor positions the rotor is rotating slowly with a given rotor speed of 0.2rpm, which ap-
proaches the dynamics of a fixed rotor position. A 0.2rpm rotor speed gives 2 complete
revolutions during the 10 minute simulation time for turbulent wind.
For these ’Transport and erection’ conditions the partial safety factor is 1.5.

DLC8.2 The input file for the maintenance with a halted rotor (8210.inp) is generated for a
wind velocity of 1.05 timesVref . Here the rotor is halted by a strong brake torque. In
the simulation the rotor is rotating with the slow speed of 0.2rpm such that every rotor
azimuth is covered. The wind direction varies slowly over 360o and back. In case of a
free yawing (with friction) nacelle this load case input has to be redefined.
For this ’Abnormal’ condition the partial safety factor is 1.1.
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B.3 Actions before running PHATAS

Directory structure

The input files and the scripts that are generated for the load-set calculations assume the follow-
ing sub-directories for the PHATAS files:
Unix / Linux MS-Windows Contents of directory
/swftwind \SwiftWind SWIFT input files and wind datafiles;
/phat_err \Messages Files with run-time messages;
/phdata \Loadfiles Binary files with the dynamic response;
/models \Models Files with global properties of the turbine model;
/phatout \phatout ASCII output table (with time series).

Input for iced rotor blades

Load case DLC1.10 deals with operation with iced blades. The input files for this load case
1104.inp, 1105.inp, 1107.inp, and 1108.inp and if applicable also 1101.inp and 1102.inp are
generated with a reference to either the fileallbladice.inp or twobladice.inp .
These files must contain the rotor blade mass distribution for all blades iced and for all-except-1
blades iced. For load case DLC6.5 (following G.L. [5]) the file namedidlebladice.inp
has to be present with the description of 30mm ice (700kg/m3) on all surfaces.

SWIFT input files

For performing the PHATAS calculations of the fatigue load cases and of the extreme load cases,
the scripts fatigue.bat and extreme.bat (PC version) are generated bylcprep.
Before running these scripts the input files for the program SWIFT have to be prepared for the
load case files:

1101.inp, 1102.inp, 1104.inp, 1105.inp, 1107.inp, 1108.inp (Production with ice)
231i.inp through 239i.inp (Operation with occurrence of fault)
641i.inp, 642i.inp (Stand by above the cut-out wind)
711i.inp (Parked after occurrence of a fault)
811i.inp, 814i.inp, 817i.inp (Maintenance)

and eventually for load cases that have been added by hand. In the names as written here the
letter i may indicate the index for different sign of misalignment, random seed, or initial rotor-
azimuth.

A large part of the input files for SWIFT describes the geometry of the rotor and the grid of the
wind files which is thus identical for each load case. The input files for each individual load
case can be obtained by modification of:

• Ambient wind velocity at hub height;

• Turbulence intensity (IEC class orSpecial), if applicable including park effects.
Without park effects, the SWIFT input value is the same for the antire load-set;

• Random seed, which should be different for each wind file and for which prime numbers
larger than 1000 are recommended. The PHATAS input files for each of the load cases
with turbulent wind contain a unique prime number larger than 1000 after the comment
string<Swift_random_seed ;

• The name of the wind datafile, which should correspond with the file name mentioned in
the load case input file.
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B.4 Checks after running PHATAS

The dynamic response of the fatigue and extreme load cases can be calculated simply by using
the PC batch files fatigue.bat and extreme.bat ,
or the Unix or Linux scripts fatiguejob and extremejob .
If load cases have been added (’by hand’) in addition to those already generated withlcprep,
the commands for PHATAS response calculation have to be added to these scripts, or these
calculations have to be started by console-commands of the user.

In general it is recommended to verify the simulation of faults and transients by plotting the
calculated response of each load case. The time series for these plots can be generated with the
postprocessor ’phpost ’, see Appendix C.

Special attention has to be paid to the load cases in which a start, stop, grid loss, or any type
of fault interferes with the time at which a gust is simulated. This deals with the load cases
for which the input is generated withlcprep: 1511.inp through 1591.inp, 3210.inp through
3290.inp, 3310.inp through 3390.inp, and 4210.inp through 4290.inp.

B.5 Actions for postprocessing

After performing all fatigue and extreme load-case calculations the loads can be processed with
e.g.loadex to extreme sectional loads and Time-At-Level counting for the bearing design. In
particular for the processing of the fatigue loads, the number of occurrences for each load case
has to be present in a file (usually namedloadset.occ . This can be done by copying
the file lcprep.occ (generated bylcprep) to loadset.occ . This file contains the
occurrences for 20 years of operation. It is recommended to verify the occurrences for some of
the load cases because they depend on the operational control of the wind turbine. This holds
in particular for the load cases with ice (110i.inp), the load cases with a grid loss (1410.inp,
1440.inp, and 1470.inp) and the load cases with a control or protection system fault (23i0.inp).
It may be the case that load case 7110.inp contributes to the fatigue loading.

Finally one should not forget to add the names/numbers of the load cases that were added (’by
hand’) to the set of files generated withlcprep.
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<
<  Input file for ’LoadCase PREProcessor’  with parameters
<  of the design wind conditions and the operational
<  conditions of the turbine at cut−in, rated, and cut−out.
<
<  *** Input items that describe the load−case conditions. ***
<   The turbulence distribution is following  IEC class II−B.
reference_wind   42.5   < 5 times the annual average design speed.
turbulence_15     0.16  < Turbulence level at 15m/s
turbulence_a      3.0   < Turbulence distribution foll IEC−IIB
turblengt_scale  21.0   < [m] follow. IEC (G.L.:  42.0m)
GL_additions     ON     < For additional load cases, to comply with G.L.
rotor_positions   2     < 2 Rotor positions for extremes and transients.
<
<  *** Turbine−related input items. ***
rotor_diameter   77.4   < [m]
misalignment      8.0   < [deg] Used for some of the load cases.
pitch_error       0.3   < [deg] Represents aerodynamic imbalance.
start_wind        3.5   < Used for start and stop case.
sub_rated_wind   11.0   < [m/s] Also for loads just below rated.
rated_wind       13.0   < Used for many load−cases.
cutout_wind      25.0   < [m/s] Highest wind for normal operation.
idling_pitch     88.0   < Idling at high wind.
<
<  *** Numerical items used for the calculations. ***
skip_time        25.0   < [s] is skipped in processing results.
wait_time        30.0   < [s] when gusts and transients start.
production_time 615.0   < [s] normal operation at turbulent wind.
simulation_time  60.0   < only for short events (gusts, stops).
short_increment   0.01  < [s] Used for short−circuit (DLC2.2).
<
<  *** Used for initial conditions of the calculations. ***
start_omega      10.0   < Rotor speed at smallest wind.
rated_omega      19.1   < Speed at rated wind.
cutout_omega     19.5   < Speed at cut−out wind.
wait_pitch       50.0   < Pitch angle awaiting start procedure.
minimum_pitch     0.5   < Smallest pitch angle (optimum lambda).
sub_rated_pitch   4.0   < [deg] Just below rated (e.g. peak shaving). 
rated_pitch       4.5   < Pitch angle at rated− (peak shaving!).
cutout_pitch     23.0   < Pitch angle at cut−out wind.
/

Figure 31: Input file for LCPREP for a 2MW turbine
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This section contains a description of the postprocessor ‘phpost ’. This postprocessor can be
used to retrieve time series or extreme values of the properties (e.g. structural loads) of dy-
namic response from binary files written by PHATAS-IV release "JUL-2001", "JAN-2002",
"OCT-2002", "NOV-2003", or "APR-2005". Compared to the PHATAS output, the time series
generated with the postprocessor ‘phpost ’ can not include the aerodynamic sectional properties
(with signal_number111 to 119) see chapter 4.

In addition to using the postprocessor that is provided, one can also read the contents of the
binary datafiles with a self-written processor. For this purpose the contents of the datafiles are
listed in Appendix F.

C.1 Using the Postprocessor

The postprocessor is invoked by typing it’s namephpost followed by a up to three
CHARACTER*64command line arguments for the names of the files with:
1 Input specifications of the results be selected (‘postinp’);
2 Binary datafile with time response from PHATAS (‘phatdef.tbh’);
3 Output of the postprocessor (‘phatdef.tim’).

If a file name is not specified as command line argument the name between brackets is used.

The postprocessor performs some checks on the syntax and on the type of the input values
before the program starts processing. Messages of these checks are written to file ‘STATUS’.

C.2 Description of Input Variables

Following are the input items for the postprocessorphpost .

FILE CHARACTER*64
Name of an additional input file. The input data in (an) additional input file(s) are read as
if this file is inserted at the position of its specification.

datafile_name CHARACTER*64 (‘phatdef.tbh’)
Name of the PHATAS binary data file that is to be read. If two or more command line
arguments are specified the second command line argument overrides this specification.

output_file CHARACTER*64 (‘phatdef.tim’)
Name of the ASCII output file with time series. If three (or more) command line
arguments are specified the third command line argument overrides this specification.

comment_mark CHARACTER*1 (‘ ’)
Character that is written in the first column of the heading of the file ‘output_file‘.

output_type INTEGER (1) <0, ...., 5>
Type or format of the ASCII output file written by ‘phpost ’:

= 0 An output table without heading, of which all columns can be specified,
seeoutput_table.

= 1 A user-defined output file similar to the PHATAS output file with a heading of 7
records. The first three columns contain the time [s], the number of iterations, and
the rotor azimuth [o] respectively.

= 2 The minimum, average, and maximum values of the properties selected.
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= 3 A file with load time series of a specified blade cross section.
The file has a heading similar to the PHATAS output file.
The sixth record of the heading contains (after the ‘comment_mark‘):

• blade number ;
• spanwise location [m] measured from the blade root ’blade_root_radius’ .

The seventh record in the heading contains (here for blade 1):
time it azimuth 151 152 -153 154 155 156

The numbers refer to the output properties and are explained in chapter 4.
Each of the following records contains for every time step:
time actual time [s] ;

it number of iterations ;
azimuth rotor azimuth [o] ;
151 edgewise bending moment [N·m] (pos. in lead direction) ;
152 blade torsional moment [N·m] (opposite to pitch) ;
-153 flatwise (backwards) bending moment [N·m] ;
154 flatwise shear force [N] (positive in downwind direction) ;
155 spanwise (tensile) force [N] in the blade cross section ;
156 edgewise shear force [N] (positive in lead direction).

= 4 A file with load time series for a cross section of the rotor shaft.
This file has the same format as for ‘output_type 3’ except that on the sixth record
a ‘0’ is written instead of the blade number and that the distance behind the rotor
centre is written instead of the spanwise location.
The seventh line in the heading of the table looks like:

time it azimuth -62 61 63 -65 -64 -66

= 5 A file with load time series of a cross section of the tower.
This file has the same format as for ‘output_type 3’ except that on the sixth record
‘−1’ is written instead of the blade number and that the distance above the tower
base is written instead of the spanwise location.
The seventh line with the heading of the table looks like:

time it azimuth -22 23 21 -25 -26 24

GL_names LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ the output file contains a line with variable names instead of numbers in the
heading of ’output_table’, see Figure 33. This is also available foroutput_type 0and2.

first_time REAL (0.0) [s]
Time from which (and including) the time series are written, as far as available.

last_time REAL (1000000.0) [s]
Time until which (and including) the time series are written, as far as available.

time_reset LOGICAL (OFF)
If ’ON’ the output property for time is expressed with respect to ‘first_time‘.

table_increment INTEGER (1)
Increment by which the data file contents are to be read and processed.

output_table table( variable nr. , location)



151 0.0,
152 0.0,

−153 0.0,
154 0.0,
155 0.0,
156 0.0,
999 0.0,

... ...
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Table with specifications of maximum 128 output properties.
Each record contains the specification of one variable with the numbers:

• INTEGER Property number as used for PHATAS.
This does not include the aerodynamic blade properties 111 to 119, see chapter 4.

• REAL Coordinates [m] of the output properties.
These are valid if they refer to loads in one of the main components:

Blade numbers 112 to 179, 212 to 279, 312 to 379 etc.:
Spanwise coordinate [m] measured from the blade root ’blade_root_radius’;

Rotor shaft or drive train numbers 51 to 71:
Location [m] in the rotor shaft measured downwind from the rotor centre;

Tower numbers 21 to 49: Height [m] above the tower base.

Example

Figure 32 contains a listing of the postprocessor input file for selection of extreme values of the
normal production load case of a 2.7MW 90.5m diameter turbine at 15m/s turbulent wind.

The postprocessor output using the input file in Figure 32 is listed in Figure 33.

<  Input file for the postprocessor  ‘phpost’
<  for retrieving the average and extreme values of
<  some operational properties and structural loads.
<
MENU  specification
datafile_name  .\phdata\015.tbh  < Name of the PHATAS binary data file.
output_file    015_ex.txt   < Output file name.
comment_mark     ’#’        < Character in column 1 of the heading lines.
GL_names         ON         < Names in the heading instead of numbers.
output_type       2         < Extreme values of the properties.
first_time       30.0       < The first 30 seconds are skipped.
last_time     99000.0       < The data file is read until 99000s.
table_increment   1    < Each time step from ’first_time’ to ’last_time’.
<
output_table   <  Following is the selection of the output properties.
   12   0.0,               <  Rotor rotational speed.
    5   0.0,               <  Generator power [W] on the rotor.
   64   0.0,               <  Axial force in the rotor shaft [N].
 −143   0.0,               <  Flap bending moment [Nm] in blade 1.
  141   0.0,               <  Lead bending moment [Nm] in blade 1.
   22  15.0,               <  Tower tilt moment [Nm] 15m above the base.
  999   0.0                <  End of the specified properties
<

Figure 32: Input file for ‘phpost ’ for selecting extreme values

# PHATAS−4
# Postprocessor output from datafile: .\phdata\015.tbh                                                
# Model_identif: turb91m             
# Load_case: NORM_PROD_15mps     
# Type    Omega      P_elec      Fx_shaft    Mflap1_R    Mlead1_R    My_tow_15            
 MIN    1.5391E+01  1.9910E+06  1.6141E+05  2.5422E+05 −1.4514E+06  8.0676E+06            
 AVE    1.6311E+01  2.6469E+06  2.7896E+05  2.1061E+06  5.1182E+05  1.9641E+07            
 MAX    1.7262E+01  2.7006E+06  3.8900E+05  3.8085E+06  2.4408E+06  2.9908E+07            

Figure 33: Output from ‘phpost ’ with extreme values of the properties
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Introduction

The design of a wind turbine requires the calculation of a large number of load cases, each
resulting in dynamic load time series. Selecting the extreme loads in the main components of a
wind turbine (blade, shaft, tower) and retrieving the loads for fatigue-design of bearings requires
investigation of all these load time series.

For the selection of extreme loads in a wind turbine component from the set of dynamic load
time series, the program ‘loadex ’ has been developed. Initially ‘loadex ’ was a tool for select-
ing extreme load components and was later extended with options to retrieve extreme bending
moments as function of load-direction, and to perform ’Time-At-Level’ counting of the loads
on a bearing and on the yaw or pitch drive. The programloadex uses the same routines as the
postprocessor for opening the PHATAS datafiles and for reading the properties during a given
time span and for a given location in the tower, shaft, or blade.

D.1 Input

The program ‘loadex ’ is invoked by typing its name followed by up to threeCHARACTER*64
command line arguments for the names of:

1 ‘ loadex ’ input file with specification of the blade cross section (‘loadex.in’);

2 File with a table of all load cases, the so-called ’occurrences’ file. (’loadset.occ’).

3 File for output tables of extreme values of the sectional loads, and optionally from Time-At-
Level counting. If this name is not specified the results are written to the screen.

D.1.1 Input specifications forloadex

Figure 34 shows an input file forloadex of which most specifications have the default values.
Following is a description of the input items forloadex:

FILE CHARACTER*64
Name of an additional input file. The input data in (an) additional input file(s) are read
as if this file is included at the location of its specification.

part CHARACTER*20(’blades ’) <’blades ’, ’ shaft ’, ’ tower ’>
This character variable indicates the turbine main component (tower, shaft or blade).
If part contains the characters ‘bl ’ or ‘ BL ’

the extreme loads in the cross section of the selected rotorblades are searched.
If part contains the characters ‘sh ’ or ‘ SH ’

the extreme loads in the rotorshaft cross section are searched.
If part contains the characters ‘to ’, ‘ TO ’, ‘ tw ’, or ‘ TW ’

the extreme loads in thetower cross section are searched.
For other character combinationsloadex stops with a message to the screen.

blade1 LOGICAL (OFF)<ON,OFF>
If ‘ON’ and part is ’blades’ the loads in blade 1 are included in searching the extremes.

blade2 LOGICAL (OFF)<ON,OFF> Idem for blade 2, if the rotor has at least 2 blades.

blade3 LOGICAL (OFF)<ON,OFF> Idem for blade 3, if the rotor has 3 blades.
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location REAL[m] (0.0) <0 ....>
If part is ’tower ’: height above the tower base.
If part is ’shaft ’: distance behind rotor centre along the shaft.
If part is ’blades ’: spanwise location measured from the blade root.

rotate LOGICAL (ON) <ON,OFF>
If ‘ON’ the loads are expressed in a reference system that is yawing with the nacelle
(part = ’ tower ’), rotating with the rotor (part is ’shaft ’), or pitching (part is ’blades ’).

twist REAL[o] Only if part is ’blades ’: The extreme loads are evaluated in a reference system
that has an angle ‘twist’ with respect to the rotor plane, for zero pitch.
If ‘ twist’ is not specified the reference system has the twist of the blade chord at span
‘ location’ as is present in the PHATAS model.

detfactor REAL[.] (1.0)
Factor where thedeterministic part of the loads are multiplied with. The deterministic
part of the loads are the loads from gravity and from centrifugal effects, evaluated with
the geometry for a rigid rotor. In generaldetfator has the value 1.0.

stofactor REAL[.] (1.0)
Factor where thestochastic part of the loads are multiplied with. The stochastic part of
the loads are obtained by subtracting the deterministic part of the loads from the total
loads. In the binary datafiles of PHATAS only the stochastic part of the blade loads are
written. Different factors for the deterministic part and for the stochastic part of the blade
loads may be applied when using an approach similar to that in section 7.6.2 of the IEC
61400-1 Safety requirements, [8] or section 4.3.5 of the G.L. Richtlinie [5].
For hinged blades or a teetered hub the blade root moment is inherently very small. For
this case it makes no sense to use different factors for deterministic- and stochastic loads.

average LOGICAL (OFF)<ON,OFF>
If ‘ON’ the average loads are included in the output table.
Realise that the output file for a complete load set may be long, in which case one may
prefer not to write the average loads.

sectors INTEGER(0) <0, ..., 180>
If larger than zero, the extreme bending moments are calculated in ‘sectors‘ directions of
the cross section, and written in the output file. Together with these extreme moments per
sector, also the corresponding tensile force is listed, giving a close approximation of the
extreme loads for e.g. buckling of the cross section.

generator_massINTEGER(0) <0, ....>
The mass of the generator-rotor, viz the parts that are attached to the shaft.
The weight loads of this mass are added to the rotor shaft loads, which applies to the
direct-drive wind turbines with a single shaft bearing. See alsogen_mass_centre.

gen_mass_centreINTEGER(0)
Position along the rotor shaft of the generator massgenerator_mass, measured down-
wind from the rotor centre. This position together withgenerator_massare used to cal-
culate the moments on the shaft support of single-bearing direct-drive configurations. In
this caselocation should be the position of the main shaft bearing, measured downwind
from the rotor centre.
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bend_tal_levels INTEGER(0) <0, ..., 64>
Number of ’levels’ for Time-At-Level counting on basis of the Number of ’levels’ for
Time-At-Level counting based on the resulting bending moment on the section (bearing).
The result of this Time-At-Level counting is used for the design of the bearings, such as
pitch bearing, yaw bearing, and rotor shaft main bearing.

tors_tal_levels INTEGER(0) <0, ..., 64>
Number of ’levels’ for Time-At-Level counting based on the torsional moment from the
(yaw or pitch) drive to the structure. The result of this Time-At-Level counting is used
for the design of the yaw drive or pitch drive.

IMO_friction LOGICAL (OFF)<ON,OFF>
If ’ON’ (and ’ tors_tal_levels’ > 1) the bearing friction is added to the torsional moment
that is used for Time-At-Level counting for the pitch- and yaw-drive. This friction is
calculated with the expression for bearings of IMO:

Mtors.fric = Mtors.stat + 0.003 (4.4 Mres + Dbear(4 Fres + |Ftens|)) .
HereMres andFres are the resultant bending moment and -shear force respectively.

stat_friction REAL[Nm] (0.0)
Static frictionMtors.stat (torsional moment) for an unloaded bearing.
This is only used for ’IMO_friction ON ’ and ’tors_tal_levels’ > 1.

bearing_diameter REAL[m] (0.0)
DiameterDbear used in the expression for bearing friction on the torsional moment.
This is only used for ’IMO_friction ON ’ and ’tors_tal_levels’ > 1.

D.1.2 File with occurrences of load cases

The collection of load cases that have to be included in the selection of extreme (and fatigue)
loads are read byloadex from the so-called ’occurrences’ file, which is read as second command
line argument. (This name was used because this file also contains the number of ’occurrences’
of each load case in the fatigue spectrum.)

After a number of comment lines, starting with ‘#’ or ‘ <’ or ‘ / ’, this ’occurrences’ file contains
a table with on each record the specifications of one file by the properties:

• INTEGER Load case number.

• REAL Number of occurrences in the load set.
If this number is negative the dynamic loads in this file are skipped in the selection of
extreme loads. Ifloadex ’ is used for Time-At-Level counting, the contribution of each
load case is multiplied with this ’number of occurrences’ (if positive). This means that a
load case is excluded if the number of occurrences is zero or negative.

• REAL First time [s] from which the blade loads must be read from file;

• REAL Last time [s] until which the blade loads must be read from file.
If the dynamic behaviour in the PHATAS file is shorter than ’last time’ the loads are read
as far as available;

• REAL So-called ’Partial Safety Factor’ with which the loads from the governing load
case are to be multiplied. This is done for the selection of extreme loads and also for the
’Time-At-Level’ counting.

This occurrences file is also generated when using the program ’lcprep ’ as lcprep.occ ,
see Appendix B.
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D.2 Output

The output of running loadex contains a table with extreme load components in the cross section
that is selected, and depending on the input specifications also some other tables. In this section
the tables in the ’loadex ’ output file are described for the load-set of a 2.7MW 90.5m diameter
wind turbine, using the input file of Figure 34. Parts of the resulting output ofloadex, for the
load-set of a 2.7MW 90.5m diameter wind turbine, using the input file of Figure 34, are listed
in Figure 35.

D.2.1 Extremes of all load cases

The blade loads in the columns of the table in Figure 35 are defined as follows (considering zero
twist and a non-pitching reference system):
Fflat Flat wise force [N] perpendicular to the coned rotor plane, positive

for a downwind tip force;
Fedge Edge wise force [N], positive for a tip load towards the trailing edge;
Fspan Span wise force [N], positive in tension;
Medge Lead wise moment [Nm], positive for normal power production;
Mflat Flap wise moment [Nm], positive when the blade is bent downwind;
Mtors Torsional moment [Nm], nose-up positive (= towards stall);
Fres Resultant vector [N] of the shear force components;
Fi_Fres Angle [o] of resultant shear force vector w.r.t the reference system

(=rotor plane), calculated asatan2(Flag,Fflap) ;
Mres Resultant vector [Nm] of the bending moment components;
Fi_Mres Angle [o] of resultant bending moment vector w.r.t. the reference

system (=rotor plane), calculated asatan2(Mflat,Mlead) .

For the rotor shaft the extreme load components in the non-rotating reference system are:
Fside Side force [N], positive for an in-plane rotor load to the right looking downwind;
Fvert Vertical shear force [N], positive for an upward load;
Ftens Tensile force [N], negative for thrust during normal operation;
-Mtilt Tilt moment [Nm], positive for a downwind load on the lower half of the rotor;
Myaw Yaw moment [Nm], positive around the upward vertical axis;
-Qshaft Shaft torsion [Nm], negative for normal power production;
Fres Resultant vector [N] of the shear force components;
Fi_Fres Angle [o] of resultant force vector, calculated asatan2(Fvert,Fside) ;
Mres Resultant vector [Nm] of the bending moment components;
Fi_Mres Angle [o] of resultant moment vector w.r.t the vertical,

calculated as atan2(Myaw,-Mtilt) .

For the extreme shaft loads in the rotating reference system the load components are identical
to those in the non-rotating reference system if the rotor azimuth is zero, for which blade 1 is
pointing to the right horizon when looking down wind.
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For the tower the extreme load components in the non-yawing reference system are:
Fax Downwind shear force [N];
Fside Side force [N], positive for an in-plane rotor load to the right looking downwind;
Ftens Tensile force [N], negative for compressive load (weight);
Mside Side moment [Nm], positive for a positive shaft torque;
Mtilt Tilt moment [Nm], pos. for a downwind load on the rotor;
Myaw Yaw moment [N], positive about the vertical (up) axis;
Fres Resultant vector [N] of the shear forces;
Fi_Fres Angle [o] of resultant shear force vector, calculated asatan2(Fside,Fax) ;
Mres Resultant vector [Nm] of the bending moments;
Fi_Mres Angle [o] of resultant bending moment vector,

calculated as atan2(Mtilt,Mside) .

D.2.2 Load components for each extreme

Also a table is written that contains for each extreme (minimum and maximum) value of the
load component, also the other load components at that time. These loads are listed without
load factor. The load case and load-factor specified for that load case are included in the ta-
ble. The format of this table is similar to that described in table 4.B.1 of the G.L. Rules and
Recommendations [5].

D.2.3 Extreme moment as function of direction

If the specification ofsectorsis larger than 0 the resulting bending moments are selected for
‘sectors‘ load directions. The loads are included in the extreme selection for a ’sector’ if:

1 The resultant moment vector ’falls’ within a sector;

2 The ’moment time trace’ since the previous solution passes sector boundaries.

For the blades, the resultant moment is traced for each of the blades specified in the input.

The ’direction’ listed in the table is the median of each sector. In addition to the extreme
resultant moment, the table also contains the other loads for the time at which the extreme
occurs.

The intention of the ’extreme moments per sector’ table is that these moments may be applied
in e.g. a Finite-Element analysis of the blade that are representative for the extreme loads in the
structure.

D.2.4 Time-At-Level tables for bearing loads

If the specification ofbend_tal_levelsis larger than zero the Time-At-Level counting is per-
formed using the resultant moment vector of a cross section. In the programloadex ’ this
moment is for the cross section specified in the input. This means that if the results of the
Time-At-Level counting are used for fatigue calculations of the bearings, the user has to specify
the correct bearing location. For the pitch bearing this radius may be smaller than the blade
root.

The Time-At-Level counting is a sorting procedure not only based on the loads (here resultant
bending moment) but also depending on whether the bearing rotates in positive direction, neg-
ative direction or stands still. Likewise the output ofloadex ’ contains separate tables for the
Positive, Negative, and ’Zero’ motion and finally a table independent of motion. For each load
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case, the contribution to the ’Time-At-Level’ counting is multiplied with the number of times as
specified in the ’occurrences’ file. This means that a load case with a ’zero’ time in the occur-
rences file is not included (not even read) for the Time-At-Level counting while it is included
in the selection of extreme loads. A load case with negative time in the occurrences file is not
included in any of the processes.

D.2.5 Time-At-Level tables for drive loads

If the specification oftors_tal_levels is larger than zero the Time-At-Level counting is per-
formed based on the moment about the bearing axis, such as the yaw drive of the pitch drive.

#  Input file for ’loadex’, which reads PHATAS datafiles and performs:
#    Extreme load selection in the blades, shaft, or tower.
/    Time−At−Level counting for bearing and/or drive loads.
/
/  Comment lines are indicated with ‘/’ ‘#’ or ‘<’
<
part       ’blade’ /  The substring ’bl’ indicates  extreme blade loads.
#
blade1       ON    <  Include loads in blade 1
blade2       ON    <  Not include loads in blade 2
blade3       ON    // Do not include loads in blade 3
#
rotate       OFF   <  If ‘ON’ rotate blades for pitch (c.q. rotor azimuth)
                   <  Note that the default is ‘ON’ (or .TRUE. or 1)
twist        0.0   <  [deg] In the ’zero twist’ directions.
<
location    −0.126 /  At the pitch bearing (slightly inside blade root).
<
<  The default refers to the twist of the PHATAS model at span ’location’.
<
detfactor    1.0   #  Multiply the deterministic loads with 1.0
stofactor    1.0   #/ Multiply the stochastic loads with 1.0
<
average      OFF   <  If ’ON’ write also averages of the loads.
/
sectors      18    <  List the extreme moments in 20deg direction intervals.
/
bend_tal_levels   0  < Levels for Time−At−Level counting of bearing loads.
tors_tal_levels   0  < Levels for Time−At−Level counting of drive loads.
IMO_friction    OFF  < If ’ON’ add friction for the drive loads TAL counting.
stat_friction 1000.0 < [Nm] Friction (torsional moment) for unloaded bearing.
bearing_diameter 1.0 < [m] Diameter of bearing used for bearing friction.
<

Figure 34: Input file for ‘loadex ’
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  Output of the program ’loadex’ for model: turb91m             
  for the load set specified in file: loadset.occ                                                     
  Extreme blade loads at span−wise location    0.000 m
  For twist angle   0.000 deg  Non−pitching system
   Case       Fflap     Flead     Fspan      Mlead      Mflap     Mtors   Fres Fi_Fr    Mres Fi_Mr
 1210 MIN     18993   −121362     34168   −1313652     490400    −23292
 1210 MAX    111218     97675    527799    1873004    2771608     10523   161903 −47   3331849  56
 1240 MIN     39974   −121026    279338    −941448     515638    −28043
 1240 MAX    117952     83768    537545    1896909    2930515     −2001   166280 −46   3463182  57
 1101 MIN     31938   −136962    233914   −1430996     976975    −26761
 1101 MAX    146770    103784    549902    2421981    3636953     −1437   192253 −40   4142255  61

 8210 MIN    −33905   −166086    −95983   −2930912    −450172   −101553
 8210 MAX     34056    161961    106793    3039618     384292    101620   167513 −97   3057008  −6
 Overall extreme loads.
MINIMUM 1   −694386  −1121384   −182285   −8155773  −19388088   −464023
 Case        7120      2241      6510       2211       7120      7120
 Factor      1.100     1.100     1.350      1.100      1.100     1.100
MINIMUM 2   −222947  −1120934   −171356   −8072191   −5801248   −189030
 Case        1682      2211      6520       2241       1682      6210
 Factor      1.350     1.100     1.350      1.100      1.350     1.100
MINIMUM 3   −201387  −1117671   −163089   −7755627   −5543222   −184816
 Case        1681      2212      7120       2272       1672      6110
 Factor      1.350     1.100     1.100      1.100      1.350     1.350
MAXIMUM 1    680509   1104987   1227485    8423786   18405144    857591  1126059 −85  19479632 −84
 Case        7120      2211      1671       2212       7120      7120     2241          7120
 Factor      1.100     1.100     1.350      1.100      1.100     1.100    1.100         1.100
MAXIMUM 2    237637   1099115   1225291    8311575    5754419    204141  1125357 −85   8836282  18
 Case        2370      2241      1672       2242       1342      6210     2211          2212
 Factor      1.350     1.100     1.350      1.100      1.350     1.100    1.100         1.100
MAXIMUM 3    227791   1087231   1207225    8186063    5694463    146244  1122344 −85   8802048  19
 Case        1342      2272      1682       2241       1312      6110     2212          2242
 Factor      1.350     1.100     1.350      1.100      1.350     1.350    1.100         1.100
ABS. MAX.    694386   1121384   1227485    8423786   19388088    857591
 Case        7120      2241      1671       2212       7120      7120
 Factor      1.100     1.100     1.350      1.100      1.100     1.100

 Load components including load factor for each extreme value.
         Case    Factor   Fx(flap)   Fy(lead)   Fz(span)    Mx(lead)    My(flap)  Mz(tors)  dPitch/dt
 F_x min 7120    1.1000    −694386     −59855    −156724     1886287   −19388088    −201308    0.000
 F_x max 7120    1.1000     680509     143572     125892    −1022131    17594621    −379720    0.000
 F_y min 2241    1.1000     102507   −1121384     416217     6515374     2749626     −59543    1.866
 F_y max 2211    1.1000      89197    1104987     320844    −6800569     2338160      10057    2.326
 F_z min 6510    1.3500     −28061    −120173    −182285     2223836     −273874    −104538    0.000
 F_z max 1671    1.3500     −32751     −28236    1227485      −48634    −1914874      15053    4.000
 F_r max 2241    1.1000     102507   −1121384     416217     6515374     2749626     −59543    1.866
 M_x min 2211    1.1000     113602     858108     505258    −8155773     2607162     −17623    2.408
 M_x max 2212    1.1000     103896    −930163     264587     8423786     2668279     −29094    1.965
 M_y min 7120    1.1000    −694386     −59855    −156724     1886287   −19388088    −201308    0.000
 M_y max 7120    1.1000     668885    −203850     −68690     3935864    18405143    −376019    0.000
 M_z min 7120    1.1000     614879     −76144     −40382     1385894    16248956    −464023    0.000
 M_z max 7120    1.1000    −577960     118120      75199    −3765194   −16101488     857591    0.000
 M_r max 7120    1.1000    −694386     −59855    −156724     1886287   −19388088    −201308    0.000

 Directions:  0deg = Medge_lead  90deg = Mflat_downwind  180deg = Medge_lag  270deg = Mflat_upwind.

 Sector  Extreme mom    Mx          My       Mtorsion     Ftens     Case    Factor
   0.0  6.8740E+06  6.8731E+06  1.0929E+05 −6.9633E+03  3.5830E+05  2271    1.1000
  20.0  8.8020E+06  8.3116E+06  2.8972E+06 −3.2433E+04  2.8138E+05  2242    1.1000
  40.0  6.7533E+06  3.8678E+06  4.8326E+06 −1.2971E+04 −7.2560E+04  7120    1.1000
  60.0  9.3127E+06  3.9632E+06  8.2859E+06 −3.3712E+04 −6.8997E+04  7120    1.1000
  80.0  1.8346E+07  3.2327E+06  1.8059E+07 −4.0607E+05 −5.1561E+04  7120    1.1000
 100.0  1.2358E+07 −1.9087E+06  1.2207E+07 −2.9718E+05  1.1222E+05  7120    1.1000

 320.0  6.4136E+06  3.4633E+06 −4.5975E+06 −6.6946E+04 −9.4378E+04  7120    1.1000
 340.0  5.5027E+06  3.5648E+06 −2.3268E+06 −4.2467E+04 −8.7251E+04  7120    1.1000

Figure 35: Extreme blade loads as calculated with ‘loadex ’
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E.1 Introduction

Most of the dynamic loads in a wind turbine are partly dependent on the rotor azimuth, espe-
cially the loads in the rotor blades. In some research applications the rotor-azimuth related part
of the dynamic loads are investigated. This is done by sorting the load time series based on the
rotor azimuth after which the averages are calculated. For this process, the program ’bin’ has
been developed.

In some wind turbine research projects it was noticed that when properties are ”binned” against
the rotor azimuth following the basic definition, the resulting bin- averages may not form a
smooth series. This was caused by the fact that the azimuth-interval of the data series and the
bin- interval do not always correspond and may result in some irregularities, with the nature
of interference. Assuming that either the calculated- or the measured time series of the wind
turbine dynamics are a ’sampling’ of the continuous response, the bin- average can be calculated
in which each bin- interval contains one data value of each revolution. Using this method the
resulting average in each bin is the average from sampled data of all revolutions.

Based on this last method of “re-sampling” of the linearised data series a program ‘bin ’ is
developed. The programbin is invoked by typing its name followed by a maximum of four
CHARACTER*64arguments for the names of the files with:

1 Input specifications forbin (‘bin.in’);
2 Input data series containing records with data at subsequent times (‘phatout’);
3 Results of the bin- averaging (‘bin.out’);
4 Data series from which the bin- averages are subtracted based on the rotor

azimuth. If no name is specified for this file, it will not be created.

If a file name is not specified as argument the name between brackets is used. Note that if an
argument is specified that all preceding command line arguments also need to be present.

Following is description of the input items and examples of input and output files.

E.2 Input of ’bin’

An example of the file with specifications forbin is given in Figure 36, containing the specifi-
cations of the default values. Following are the input items forbin:

FILE CHARACTER*64
Name of an additional input file. The input data in (an) additional input file(s) are read as
if this file is included at the position of its specification.

input_file CHARACTER*64 (‘phatdef.pht’)
Name of the file with input time series. If two command line arguments are given at the
call for bin the second argument overrides thisinput_file specification.

output_file CHARACTER*64 (‘bin.out’)
Name of the file to which the bin- averages are written. If three command line arguments
are given at the call forbin the third argument is read as name of the ’output_file’.

cor_file CHARACTER*64 (‘none’)
Name of the file to which the data series with the bin-averages subtracted are written.
These properties are sometimes denoted with "stochastic parts".
If this name is not specified or ‘none’ such file will not be created.
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output_type INTEGER (0) <0, 1, 2>
Indicates how the bin- averaged properties are written as output:

= 0 The output file contains one table with records for each bin.
Each record contains the rotor azimuth followed by the bin- averages of each prop-
erty specified in ‘output_table’.

= 1 The output file contains for each output value one table.
These tables contain on each record the properties for one bin:
◦ rotor azimuth [o] in the centre of the bin;
◦ maximum of the data values;
◦ average plus the standard deviation in the bin;
◦ average of the data values in the bin;
◦ average minus the standard deviation in the bin;
◦ minimum of the data values in the bin.

= 2 The output file contains for each output value one table.
These tables contain on each record the properties for one bin:
◦ rotor azimuth [o] in the centre of the bin;
◦ average value in the bin;
◦ maximum value in the bin;
◦ minimum value in the bin;
◦ standard deviation in the bin.

heading LOGICAL (ON) <ON,OFF>
If ‘ON’ a heading is written in the file with binned properties and (if present) in the file
with "stochastic parts" of the properties, seecor_file.

comment_mark CHARACTER*1 (‘ ’)
Character that is written in the first column of the heading lines.

nr_bins INTEGER (60)<2, ... , 360>
The number of bin intervals over one revolution.

centered LOGICAL (ON) <ON,OFF>
If ‘ON’ the properties are ’re-sampled’ and averaged at the centre of the bin-intervals. IF
’OFF’ the properties are ’re-sampled’ and averaged at the edges of the bin intervals.

azimuth_column INTEGER (3)
Number of the column in the input time series that contains the rotor azimuth.

azimuth_offset REAL (0.0)
Offset that is added to the rotor azimuth as it is read.

azimuth_factor REAL (1.0)
Multiplication factor for the rotor azimuth in order to give it the unit [o].
The azimuth that is used for bin-analysis is:

{azimuth_factor} · ({value in azimuth_column} + {azimuth_offset})
In the PHATAS output files the rotor azimuth is written in column 3 while it does not
need to be scaled (factor 1.0) since it is already expressed in degrees.

time_column INTEGER (1)
Number of the column that contains the time. This is only used when writing a file with
the "stochastic parts" of the properties, seecor_file.
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first_record INTEGER (8) <1, ...>
Number of the first record in the input time series that has to be processed.
The PHATAS output files contain a heading of 7 records.

last_record INTEGER (1000000)
Number of the last data record that has to be processed.
If less thanlast_record data records are present the file with time series is processed as
far as readable.

output_table The keyname ‘output_table’ must be followed by a table with on each record
(maximum 60) the specification of one property to be binned.
Each record must contain the following three properties:
INTEGER Column number in the input time series of the property;

REAL Offset that is added to the property in that column;
REAL Multiplication factor for the property in that column.

The files with input time series must apply to the following requirements:
1 The records in the input time series must be written for increasing time.

(the time intervals between the records do not need to be constant!).
2 The rotor azimuth must be continuously increasing, in the sense that

it always describes a positive rotational speed.
3 The azimuth of two subsequent data records must differ less than 180o.
4 The input time series must contain at least one full revolution.

E.3 Output of ’bin’

Output files may contain an optional heading to be specified by the user. This heading contains
some statistical properties of the entire data series and the Fourier components of the bin- aver-
ages. By allowing a "comment mark" in the first column of the heading the output files can be
read in a plotting package.
Figure 37 contains an output file that is generated with the example input specifications listed in
Figure 36 and the time series calculated for a 2.7MW wind turbine operating at 15m/s turbulent
wind. For the three formats available a plot is made and displayed in Figure 38 to 40 (using 60
bins).
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< Input file for the program ’bin’ with which a "BIN−analysis"
< can be performed of properties from a file with time series.
< The input specifications listed below are the default settings
/ except for ’table’ which specifies the properties to be analysed.
< Comments should be preceded by either  /  <  or  #
#
input_file     phatdef.pht < Name of the file with input time series
/
output_file    bin.out <  Name of the file to which output is written
/
cor_file       none    <  A value ’none’ indicates that no file
                       <  with stochastic parts is written.
/
output_type    1       <  For each property that is processed a
                       <  table is written with columns containing:
             <  averaged rotor azimuth [deg]
             <  maximum of the values in the bin
             <  average + standard deviation of the values in the bin
             <  average of the values in the bin
             <  average − standard deviation of the values in the bin
             <  minimum of the values in the bin
output_type    2       <   For each property that is processed a
                       < table is written with columns containing:
             <  averaged rotor azimuth [deg]
             <  average of the values in the bin
             <  minimum of the values in the bin
             <  maximum of the values in the bin
             <  standard deviation of the values in the bin
output_type    0       <  The output of ’bin’ contains one table
                       <  with the rotor azimuth−averages of
                       <  each property selected under ‘table’.
#  ’output_type 0’ is active because this is the last specification.
#
heading         ON     <  A heading is written in the output of ’bin’
comment_mark   ’#’    <  A ‘#’ (tuinhekje) is written in column 1 of heading.
#
nr_bins         60     <  One revolution is split in 60 bins.
centered        OFF    <  The ’bin’−analyses on the edges of the intervals.
first_record   208     <  Skip the heading and the first 200 records = 10s.
                       <  (the PHATAS heading has 7 records).
last_record   1000000  <  The default for the last records is large.
azimuth_column  3      <  The numbers in column 3 are read as azimuth
azimuth_offset  0.0    <  Number with which the azimuth is increased.
azimuth_factor  1.0    <  Multiplication factor to get an azimuth in [deg].
/
/  The columns with properties to be analysed should be listed
/  in a table after the specification of ’table’.
/  Note that this should be included at the end of the input file.
output_table
  4  0.0  1.E−6,  < Col 4 (flap moment) with offset 0.0 and converted to MNm
  5  0.0  1.E−6,  < Col 5 (lead moment) with offset 0.0 and converted to MNm
  6  0.0  1.0,    < Col 6 (pitch rate) with offset 0.0 and factor 1.0
  9  0.0  1.E−6,  < Col 9 (shaft moment) with offset 0.0 and converted to MNm
 10  0.0  1.E−6  < Col 10 (shaft moment) with offset 0.0 and converted to MNm
<

Figure 36: Example of input file of the programbin (output type 0)
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# Rotor−azimuth bin analysis of data from file:
#    015_bin.txt                                                     
# Number of complete revolutions analysed:  167
#
#Column:      4           5           6           9          10
#Average  2.1020E+00  5.1158E−01  1.0472E−02  3.5824E−03  1.0006E−01
#Minimum  2.5422E−01 −1.4514E+00 −2.6930E+00 −1.8945E+00 −2.4550E+00
#Maximum  3.8085E+00  2.4408E+00  2.8444E+00  2.4846E+00  1.9421E+00
#Std.dev  5.4237E−01  9.7573E−01  8.9715E−01  5.5043E−01  5.4324E−01
# Fourier components
#1P cos:  2.6789E−01  7.4597E−02  2.3093E−03 −1.1305E−01  2.0801E−01
#1P sin:  1.4059E−01  1.3502E+00  3.7590E−02  2.2035E−01  7.5984E−02
#2P cos: −4.3721E−02 −1.4878E−02  1.5786E−02 −6.5857E−02  3.4317E−02
#2P sin: −2.5597E−02 −1.0332E−02 −5.6129E−03 −3.7656E−02 −5.0308E−02
#3P cos:  1.9298E−02  3.5318E−04 −3.4236E−02  4.1308E−03  3.1435E−03
#3P sin:  1.7602E−02 −2.9851E−03 −9.0488E−03 −1.0275E−02 −1.6276E−03
#4P cos:  1.1959E−03 −1.4486E−03 −5.4409E−06 −8.8355E−04 −1.6823E−02
#4P sin: −1.3645E−02  8.5206E−06 −8.8325E−03 −2.1120E−02  2.3659E−04
#5P cos: −6.8731E−03  1.6856E−02 −3.0632E−04 −1.0643E−02 −1.7578E−02
#5P sin:  1.0804E−02 −4.8869E−03  1.6809E−03  1.5754E−02 −4.1898E−03
#6P cos: −5.5341E−03 −2.4877E−04 −3.3318E−03 −1.5530E−03  4.3960E−03
#6P sin: −9.2914E−03 −1.2694E−03  3.6543E−03 −1.1881E−03 −1.2462E−03
#    5   61
#Azimuth      4           5           6           9          10
   0.00   2.3277E+00  5.8565E−01 −9.2692E−03 −1.9549E−01  3.3313E−01
   6.00   2.3455E+00  7.2047E−01 −6.8027E−03 −1.6293E−01  3.3209E−01
  12.00   2.3638E+00  8.4806E−01 −1.5110E−03 −1.3344E−01  3.2267E−01
  18.00   2.3733E+00  9.7254E−01  7.9144E−03 −1.1517E−01  3.0974E−01
  24.00   2.3780E+00  1.0949E+00  1.6037E−02 −9.2715E−02  2.9547E−01
  30.00   2.3835E+00  1.2157E+00  2.8150E−02 −5.6906E−02  2.7983E−01
  36.00   2.3821E+00  1.3323E+00  3.0646E−02 −2.1833E−02  2.7643E−01
  42.00   2.3664E+00  1.4458E+00  3.2733E−02  5.0709E−03  2.8328E−01
  48.00   2.3507E+00  1.5497E+00  4.2283E−02  2.9999E−02  2.9308E−01
  54.00   2.3456E+00  1.6431E+00  6.0842E−02  7.2700E−02  2.8569E−01
  60.00   2.3391E+00  1.7262E+00  7.5897E−02  1.3425E−01  2.3501E−01
  66.00   2.3272E+00  1.7963E+00  7.7996E−02  1.9508E−01  1.6910E−01
  72.00   2.3112E+00  1.8440E+00  7.1939E−02  2.4027E−01  1.2427E−01
  78.00   2.3020E+00  1.8705E+00  6.4686E−02  2.7056E−01  1.1186E−01
  84.00   2.2940E+00  1.8798E+00  6.2536E−02  2.8844E−01  1.2042E−01
  90.00   2.2856E+00  1.8721E+00  5.8989E−02  3.0052E−01  1.1774E−01
  96.00   2.2665E+00  1.8486E+00  3.7236E−02  3.1063E−01  1.2743E−01
 102.00   2.2358E+00  1.8138E+00 −2.5233E−03  3.1730E−01  1.4629E−01
 108.00   2.2063E+00  1.7729E+00 −1.9794E−02  3.2188E−01  1.4713E−01
 114.00   2.1716E+00  1.7244E+00 −6.1372E−03  3.1861E−01  1.2577E−01
 120.00   2.1342E+00  1.6606E+00  4.4322E−03  3.1100E−01  1.0447E−01
    .
    .
    .
 330.00   2.2625E+00 −1.0653E−01  4.7618E−02 −1.7831E−01  3.1326E−01
 336.00   2.2908E+00  2.8644E−02  1.7984E−02 −1.7850E−01  3.1583E−01
 342.00   2.3107E+00  1.6770E−01 −3.3417E−03 −1.8026E−01  3.1792E−01
 348.00   2.3120E+00  3.0495E−01 −8.9196E−03 −1.9819E−01  3.1829E−01
 354.00   2.3128E+00  4.4499E−01 −1.0648E−02 −2.1020E−01  3.2429E−01
 360.00   2.3277E+00  5.8565E−01 −9.2692E−03 −1.9549E−01  3.3313E−01

Figure 37: Example of output file of the programbin (output type 0)
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Figure 38: Plot of bin- averaged properties frombin for output type 0
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Figure 39: Plot of bin- averaged flap moment frombin for output type 1
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Figure 40: Plot of bin- averaged flap moment frombin for output type 2
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The most complete output file of PHATAS is the so-called ’binary datafile’, which contains most
properties of the structural dynamic response, except for the aerodynamic properties of the blade
elements (such as angle of attack and aerodynamic coefficients). During the development of
PHATAS, more information may be added to the binary datafiles, for which reason the contents
of these files are strictly related to the PHATAS release. With the postprocessorphpost , see
Appendix C most of the properties can be retrieved, and presented as time series of extremes.

For some design or research purposes the set of output properties that are available by the
postprocessor, chapter 4, may be insufficient. For those applications a simplified version of
the postprocessor is available by its FORTRAN source code. Here ’simplified’ means that
reconstruction of the sectional loads in the outboard locations of the blade is not included,
which are stored after being ’compressed’ with a complex algorithm.

As far as the user-defined postprocessing requirements are limited to expressions in terms of
the loads in the blade root and in the rotor shaft (rotating or non-rotating) this open-source
processor is available. To support tailor-made modifications of this open-source postprocessor
the contents of the records are described below. This description holds for binary datafiles of
PHATAS release "OCT-2002", "NOV-2003", and "APR-2005".

The ’binary datafiles’ are written by PHATAS asUNFORMATTED, DIRECT ACCESSfiles
with a record length of at least 28. The record length of the binary datafile depends on the model
of the turbine and of the blades, e.g. number of elements, and is written on the first record. The
record length can be read after (’initial’) opening of the governing file with record length 28.
The record length is expressed in ’words’, which is the length of a 4-byte variable.

F.1 Contents of first 5 records

Contents of Record 1

Variable type Name Description
CHARACTER*8 cprog Program label; should contain the string ’PHATAS’.
CHARACTER*16 crel Release label; either ’OCT-2002’, ’NOV-2003’ or ’APR-2005’.
CHARACTER*20 cmodel Label of turbine model, from PHATAS input file.
CHARACTER*20 cload Label of the load case, from PHATAS input file.
INTEGER*4 irecl Record length of the binary datafile in ’words’.
INTEGER*4 irfrst Record number with results at time = 0.
INTEGER*4 indat Number of records with results of a time-step.
REAL*4 delt Time increment between the records on the datafile.
REAL*4 ht Height [m] of the rotor centre.
REAL*4 ezroot Radius [m] of the blade root.
REAL*4 rlb Length [m] of a rotor blade, from rotor centre to blade tip.
INTEGER*4 intowl Number of which the last 2 digits give the number of tower

elements, and the hundreds are the number of bending modes.
INTEGER*4 inel Number of which the last 2 digits give the number of blade

elementsN , and the ’hundred’s the number of rotor bladesB .
INTEGER*4 indof Number of variables for discrete degrees of freedom.

The time span of the results in the datafile is (’indat ’ -1) · ’delt ’.
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Contents of Record 2

If opened with record length ’irecl ’ the contents of record 2 can be read as:

Variable type Name Description
INTEGER*4 istat Exit-status: ’0’ for successful- and ’1’ for aborted calculation.
CHARACTER*6 cdate Date[YYMMDD ] at which calculation is completed.
CHARACTER*6 ctime Time [HHMMSS] at which calculation is completed.
REAL*4 t5rev Time [s] of the time that was skipped for statistics.
REAL*4 rnrev Total number of revolutions after ’t5rev ’.
REAL*4 vave Average wind speed [m/s] after ’t5rev ’.
REAL*4 fiwav Average misalignment [rad] after ’t5rev ’.
REAL*4 omgav Average rotor speed [rad/s] after ’t5rev ’.
REAL*4 daxav Average aerodynamic thrust [N] after ’t5rev ’.
REAL*4 pelav Average generator power [W] after ’t5rev ’.
REAL*4 pitave Average pitch angle [rad] after ’t5rev ’.
REAL*4 ommin Minimum rotor speed [rad/s] after ’t5rev ’.
REAL*4 ommax Maximum rotor speed [rad/s] after ’t5rev ’.
REAL*4 tmaxom Time [s] at which maximum rotor speed is found.
REAL*4 umax Maximum tip displacement [m].
INTEGER*4 ibmax Blade with maximum tip displacement.
REAL*4 tmaxu Time [s] at which maximum tip displacement is found.
REAL*4 azmax Blade azimuth [rad] at which max. tip displacement is found.
REAL*4 umin Minimum tip-tower distance [m].
INTEGER*4 ibmin Blade with minimum tip-tower distance.
REAL*4 tminu Time [s] with minimum tip-tower distance.
REAL*4 diatow Tower (outer!) radius [m] at lowest blad-tip height.
REAL*4 ptomax Pitch angle [rad] at occurrence of the maximum rotor speed.

The latter propertyptomax is not present in files from release "OCT-2002".

All statistical properties of the calculation (average, minimum and maximum values) are traced
after skipping ’t5rev ’ seconds. This is for a net time span of : (’indat ’ -1) · ’delt ’ - ’ t5rev ’.
The time ’t5rev ’ is the time needed for the first five revolutions, or for short calculations 10%
of the analysis time.
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Contents of Record 3

Variable type Name Description
REAL*4 ezhub Distance [m] from tower top to shaft tower-axis intersection.
REAL*4 erotor Lateral eccentricity [m] of the rotor hub.
REAL*4 alna Tilt angle [rad] of the rotor shaft.
REAL*4 dn Distance [m] along rotor shaft from rotor centre to tower axis.
REAL*4 extet Location [m] of teeter hinge behind rotor centre.
REAL*4 del3t Orientation [rad] of teeter hinge.
REAL*4 alfcon Cone angle [rad] of the nacelle.
REAL*4 yspit Radial position [m] of pitch bearing from PHATAS input file.
REAL*4 xcpit Chordwise position [m] of pitch bearing.
REAL*4 dsdtet Radial motion [m/rad] of (screw-spindle) pitch mechanism.
REAL*4 upreb Flap-wise pre-bend deformation [m] at tip.
REAL*4 vpreb Lag-wise pre-bend deformation [m] at tip (not for "OCT-2002").
INTEGER*4 ibbend Node number where pre-bend starts.
INTEGER*4 iebend Node number where pre-bend ends.
REAL*4(1:N+1) bch Chord [m] of each aerodynamic blade element.
REAL*4(0:N) teta Twist [rad] at the nodes of the blade.
REAL*4(1:N,1:B) xcg Chordwise location [m] of mass centre of each element.

HereN is the number of blade elements, written in the last 2 digits of variable ‘inel ’ on record
1 andB is the number of rotor blades, given by the ’hundred’s of variable ‘inel ’.

Contents of Record 4

In the PHATAS model the blade mass distribution is concentrated to values at the nodes, where
each nodeiel has a massymau from the inboard elementiel-1, and a massymal from the out-
board elementiel . These masses are stored as REAL*4 variables in the order

((ymal(iel,ibl),iel=1,inel),ibl=1,inob), ((ymau(iel,ibl),iel=1,inel),ibl=1,inob)

Contents of Record 5

Record 5 contains some inertia properties of the turbine and the blade bending stiffnesses.
The first part of these properties is:
Type Name Description
REAL*4 qksh Torsional stiffness [N/rad] of the rotor shaft.
REAL*4 rmnac Total mass of nacelle [kg], excluding hub.
REAL*4 sxnac Static moment of the nacelle mass [kg*m], downwind.
REAL*4 sznac Idem, above tower top (not for "OCT-2002" and "NOV-2003").
REAL*4 ajxxnc Nacelle rolling inertia (not for "OCT-2002" and "NOV-2003").
REAL*4 ajyync Nacelle tilting inertia (not for "OCT-2002" and "NOV-2003").
REAL*4 ajxznc Cross-inertia term (not for "OCT-2002" and "NOV-2003").
REAL*4 ajzznc Yawing inertia of nacelle [kg*m*m].
REAL*4 cxnac Aerodynamic drag area of nacelle, for longitudinal wind.
REAL*4 cynac Aerodynamic drag area of nacelle, for side wind.
REAL*4 gr Gear ratio of the drive train.
REAL*4 ajslow Rotational inertia of the ’slow’ rotating parts’.
REAL*4 ajfast Rotational inertia of the ’fast’ rotating parts’, w.r.t. slow shaft.
REAL*4 ajgbs Rotational inertia of the gearbox.
REAL*4 rotmas Overall mass of the complete rotor.
REAL*4 ajrot Overall rotational inertia of the rotor.
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F.2 Contents of Records for Each Time Step

The records up to and including (’irfrst ’-1) contain the properties of the turbine and the blade
model. The records from ’irfrst ’ and following, each contain the results of the solution at one
time step. This means that record ’irfrst ’ contains the results for time = 0s, record (’irfrst ’+1)
the results at time = ’delt’ etc. The record number for the results on timet is: ’irfrst’ + t /’delt ’.
The contents of each record are:
Variable type Name Description
INTEGER*4 iter Number of iterations used for this solution.
REAL*4 velwin Length [m/s] of wind velocity vector.
REAL*4 windir Wind direction [rad] in the horizontal plane.
REAL*4 aertor Aerodynamic torque [Nm].
REAL*4 axfor Aerodynamic thrust [N].
REAL*4 elpow Generator power [W].
REAL*4 fiyaw Yaw angle [rad].
REAL*4 dfiydt Yaw rate [rad/s].
REAL*4 d2fiy Yaw acceleration [rad/s2].
REAL*4 firot Rotor azimuth [rad] (zero for blade 1 at 12 o’clock).
REAL*4 dfirdt Rotor rotational speed [rad/s].
REAL*4 d2firo Rotor acceleration [rad/s2].
REAL*4(1:9) uwrite Values of 9 user-reserved output variables.
REAL*4(1:3) rotmom Three moment components in the rotor shaft.
REAL*4(1:3) rotfor Three force components in the rotor shaft.
REAL*4(1:B) shflap Flap-wise shear force in the blade root (only for "APR-2005").
REAL*4(1:B) shlead Lead-wise shear force in the blade root (only for "APR-2005").
REAL*4 pitan(1) Pitch angle [rad] of blade 1.
REAL*4 dpitdt(1) Pitch rate [rad/s] of blade 1.
REAL*4 pitan(2) Pitch angle [rad] of blade 2.
REAL*4 dpitdt(2) Pitch rate [rad/s] of blade 2.
REAL*4 .... Following loads are even complicated to describe.

The remaining properties depend among others on the number of degrees of freedom while the
blade-properties are converted to use less disk space.

When using the ’standard’ PHATAS version (no routines linked) the last elements of array
’uwrite’ contain the blade root bending moments. The flapwise moment in blade ’ibl’ are stored
in ’uwrite(11-2*ibl)’. For release "APR-2005") the leadwise moment in blade ’ibl’ of a ’B’
bladed rotor are stored in ’uwrite(10-2*ibl)’, see also chapter 4.
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